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Abstract
This study seeks to investigate how cognitive load influences knowledge
construction and the role of web-based ‘layered, integrated instructional design’
techniques, which can facilitate the construction and automation of schemas by
learners. This research study will focus on how utilising the principles of Cognitive
Load Theory (CLT) affects the design of web-based integrated instructional
materials, with a view to optimising the learning process. CLT is based on the
assumption that a learner receives information through the senses and this
information is passed to working memory, which has a limited capacity; optimising
how a learner processes information in working memory can increase learning
outcomes. Information that is effectively processed by working memory can then be
stored in long-term memory for later retrieval.
This study developed three different Flash web-based applications that were
designed to increase a learner’s understanding of the ‘model of human memory and
information processing’. All three applications were grounded by different aspects of
understanding of how learning best occurs from the perspective of CLT. The three
methods being examined in this study are:
•

Integrated layered instructions with no previous text displayed;

•

Integrated layered instructions with previous text displayed; and

•

Integrated layered instructions with the current step highlighted.

To analyse which of the three designs created the greatest learning outcomes, a
quantitative approach was used. This involved using data collected through a postquestionnaire to gather information that cannot be directly observed about learner
perceptions (their behaviours and attitudes) followed by a quiz testing the learner’s
learning. Experiment 1 involved 30 first-year undergraduate students from the
Faculty of Education who were directly exposed to the learning materials.
Experiment 2 involved 36 second-year undergraduate students from the Faculty of
Informatics (School of Information Systems and Technology); these learners were
initially presented with a training tutorial about what to expect with the application
before being exposed to the learning materials. Experiment 3 involved six
honours/postgraduate students from the Faculty of Informatics (School of
Information Systems and Technology), who completed both the training tutorial and
iv

learning materials whilst employing the think-aloud technique to review their
interactions with the application. All groups were evenly divided across the three
different learning designs.
It is hypothesised that, of the three different layered, integrated instructional design
applications, the design with all previous information being displayed and the current
step being highlighted would achieve the greatest level of learning outcomes for the
participants. This is due to the fact that this application allows a learner to review all
previous steps, constructing schemas of the learning materials in their long-term
memory and focusing the learning on the current step within working memory.
The results of this thesis provide evidence that the initial hypothesis was incorrect as
learners had the best learning outcomes when all previous text was displayed and
unaltered. Thus, this study improves our understanding of how to develop layered
methods of information display. A subjective finding of the study was that, although
the application with all previous information being displayed resulted in the highest
level of learning, there was no difference in learner attitudes to the ease-of-use and
usefulness of the applications with all achieving high scores.
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Introduction
There are a myriad of educational and instructional theories that attempt to improve
and enhance the performance of learning outcomes for learners. Cognitive Load
Theory (CLT) is an instructional theory that identifies ways to optimise cognitive
load to enhance learning performance. In more recent years CLT has been expanded
by the application to the latest Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
tools. CLT distinguishes three types of cognitive load, which are intrinsic cognitive
load (ICL), extraneous cognitive load (ECL) and germane load (GL) (Sweller et al.,
2011). CLT is defined as a universal set of learning principles that have been proven
to result in efficient instructional environments as a consequence of leveraging
human cognitive learning processes (Clark et al., 2006). According to Kirschner
(2002), CLT deals with the limitations of working memory (WM) and its interaction
with an unlimited long-term memory (LTM). One long-standing technique which can
be used to reduce cognitive load on WM is the use of integrated instructions
(Chandler & Sweller, 1991). Integrated instructions optimise teaching and learning
processes by providing a learner with both text and diagrams physically integrated
into a single unit.
This thesis investigated the influence of cognitive load on knowledge construction
and the role of layered integrated instructional designs in facilitating learning.
This was conducted by reviewing learning outcomes of three different types of
layered integrated instructional design techniques utilising Flash web-based
applications.
Chapter 1 presents a review of the literature, focusing on Human Cognitive
Architecture during the learning process. A review of the relationship between
cognitive architecture and development of cognitive processes and knowledge
structures is reviewed.
Chapter 2 presents a detailed review of the literature discussing CLT. Initially, the
application of CLT to increase learning outcomes by identifying various cognitive
load effects is discussed. The relationship between CLT and the techniques of
layered integrated instructional design is then considered and discussed.

xiv

Chapter 3 reviews the role of ICT highlighting its use within the educational domain
and its effects on both learning in general and as a tool to enhance learning outcomes
by reducing the cognitive load on learners. The impact of ICT on learning outcomes
in general and specifically within educational systems is presented. This chapter
expands the role of ICT in education by considering methods that assist learning
designers to address the issues of CLT while applying their understanding of HumanComputer Interaction (HCI) when developing applications.
Chapter 4 presents the methods used for designing and developing the learning
materials used in this study. This chapter draws on the CLT and HCI theories
presented in chapters 2 and 3 to develop integrated web-based applications aimed at
reducing cognitive load on WM. These applications present a learner with both text
and diagrams physically incorporated in a single unit, however the way that the text
is displayed to the learner differs between the applications. The applications present
the text by layering the information with no previous information presented; with
displaying the previous information building on the content; and highlighting the
current piece of information.
Chapter 5 presents the results of three experiments employing the learning materials
developed for this study (discussed in chapter 4) to evaluate the three different
integrated web-based applications designed to present the ‘Model of Human Memory
and Information Processing’. Experiment 1 compared the three types of integrated
instructional applications using education students as participants. Experiment 2
compared the same three groups of integrated instructions utilising informatics
students as participants. This study also included an instructional tutorial designed to
ensure students in the study made optimal use of their web-based application. Based
on the findings of Experiments 1 and 2, Experiment 3 employed ‘think-aloud’
protocols to gain further insight into how learners engage with the three types of
layered integrated instructions.
Chapter 6 provides a review of the major findings, limitations and recommendations
of this study. This chapter then offers future directions for research into how
applications that physically integrate text and diagrams into a single unit can increase
learning outcomes and how we can optimally utilise technologies to facilitate this
process. The results from this thesis identify that the use of layering and integrating
xv

text during the instructional design process may require a radical change in thinking
about the utilisation of web-based instruction.
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CHAPTER 1: Human Cognitive Architecture

CHAPTER 1:

Human Cognitive Architecture

1.1 Introduction
Since the late 1960s, the concept of human cognitive architecture has been
continually developed (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; Waugh & Norman, 1965). The
initial human cognitive architecture models consisted of three components in the
human memory system: sensory memory (SM); working (short-term) memory
(WM); and long-term memory (LTM). These models present how humans store
information, with what they receive from the senses entering sensory memory, how
they are processed by WM for a short period of time before being permanently stored
in LTM.
This chapter will present a literature review detailing how a human processes
information, particularly during the learning process. Initially, the structures and
mechanisms related to human cognitive architecture are presented, in addition to the
instructional effects generated by the learning process. After the development of
human cognitive architecture is presented, theory related to schema development (the
linking and refinement of ideas), chunking (the combination of learning elements)
and schema automation will be discussed.

1.2 Human Cognitive Architecture
The following section provides a review of human cognitive architecture. Sweller
(2003) defines human cognitive architecture as the way cognitive structures are
organised and interrelated. Information is stored and processed by working (shortterm) memory (WM) and long-term memory (LTM) so a human is able to retrieve it
for subsequent use. Information enters the human information processing system via
a variety of channels associated with the different senses, commonly referred to as
SM. At this stage, information can be forgotten or initially processed into WM (the
momentary storage of information that is processed to perform cognitive tasks);
information can then be forgotten or elaborated and coded into LTM (the
theoretically unlimited storage of a human that can be used at later points in time).
Darwinian principles are the base for the evolution of human cognition (Sweller,
2007). From a biological point of view, the human brain is hard-wired for a number
of specific tasks (e.g., learning to talk), however, it is capable of learning many other
forms of knowledge for which a human is not hard-wired (e.g., learning to read).
1
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Stillings et al. (1995) considered the brain as having “information processing
capacities and mechanisms of a system that is an integral part of the structure”. In
other studies (Stillings et al., 1995; Sweller, 2003, 2004) claims were made that
human cognitive characteristics enable us to understand and predict the range and
nature of tasks that are possible. The common thread amongst researchers is that
humans are complex and are able to process different types of information for later
retrieval.
Research relating to evolution (Laird et al., 1987; Sweller, 2003, 2004, 2006b;
Sweller & Sweller, 2006) claim that species select and choose systems that help in
the survival of the species, including human beings. This provides the design engine
of human cognitive architecture, and Sweller (2003, 2004) insisted that comparable
information structures inspire both evolution by natural selection and human
cognitive architecture. One important distinction that needs to be addressed is the
categorisation of knowledge. Geary (2005, 2007, 2010) noted that knowledge can be
categorised into different forms: biologically primary knowledge and biologically
secondary knowledge. Geary differentiated between these two forms of knowledge
by stating that biologically primary knowledge is acquired naturally, without any
form of explicit instruction, as a result of human evolution over many millennia,
driven by survival and reproductive outcomes. Biologically secondary knowledge is
that part of human cognitive architecture associated with culturally specific
motivations, which is acquired through explicit instruction and draws heavily on the
resources of WM so that vast amounts of information can be stored in LTM.
According to Geary (2005, 2007, 2010), biologically primary knowledge comprises
all human tasks learned through natural processes (e.g., acquiring the ability to
understand and speak a native language, stages of the evolution of human growth
from rolling over to crawling then walking, the ability to recognise and make a
distinction between faces, integration in life society and using general problem
solving strategies), while biologically secondary knowledge comprises the skills that
we need to learn in schools or other institutions (e.g., acquiring the ability to
understand and speak a second language, reading and writing). The processes of
acquiring the two categories of knowledge are considered different and, therefore,
need different mechanisms to achieve learning outcomes (Sweller, 2006b, 2007).
2
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However, Brien and Eastmond (1994) classified knowledge into declarative
knowledge, also referred to as ‘knowing-that’ knowledge and used to represent
objects or events, and procedural knowledge, also referred to as ‘knowing-how’
knowledge and used to represent operations and activations of declarative
knowledge. Furthermore, Brien and Eastmond (1994) state that declarative and
procedural knowledge can overlap at times, making it difficult to distinguish between
them, although it is possible to acquire knowledge that is declarative and procedural
at the same time. For instance, the majority of humans can easily recognise specific
faces as attractive or a specific humorous story. However, they are unable to describe
how exactly they arrived at that conclusion or they are unable to provide a working
definition of attractiveness or being humorous. This example explains the difference
between procedural knowledge and the normal idea of knowing-how, a distinction
which is acknowledged by many cognitive psychologists (Stillings et al., 1995).
Knowledge can also be obtained first in declarative form, and transformed later into
procedural knowledge (Anderson, 1983). It can be seen that there are different ways
to categorise knowledge based on the ways a human processes the information. The
five principles applicable to all natural processing systems described by the previous
aspects of human cognitive architecture relevant to biologically secondary
knowledge are (Sweller, 2006b; Sweller & Sweller, 2006):
•

Information store principle

•

Borrowing and reorganising principle

•

Randomness as genesis principle

•

Narrow limits of change principle

•

Environmental organising and linking principle.

1.2.1 Information store principle
LTM is a primary component of human cognitive architecture. In view of this, the
LTM is given a significant role in the information store principle, on the assumption
that it enables the control of most human cognitive activities. Sweller (2006b) and
Sweller and Sweller (2006) argued that, from an innovation perspective, LTM
affords a huge information storage area that is critical for managing a great number
of human cognitive activities. It can be considered similar to a genome that provides
3
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the enormous amount of information needed when working in a complicated
biological environment.
1.2.2 Borrowing and reorganising principle
The significance of imitation in human cognition is supported by the understanding
of a mirror neuron system (Sweller & Sweller, 2006). This system is activated when
subjects examine an action to inform delivery of motor actions (Iacoboni et al.,
1999), and is also activated by hearing a description of an action (Tettamanti et al.,
2005). Based on Sweller and Sweller (2006), imitation is a key activity for acquiring
information. The imitation is biologically essential, but the information obtained by
imitation is not necessarily primary. Provided that humans are able to imitate, they
may utilise this ability to obtain secondary information, such as remembering
mathematical equations. This theory offers an illustration for the origin of the huge
cluster of information stored within LTM. It was argued by Sweller and Sweller
(2006) that, by imitating others’ actions, one can obtain the majority of information
in LTM by hearing or reading about it. While information may be borrowed and
stored in another person’s LTM, this information often requires reorganisation and
alteration to match the receiver’s information, stored in their LTM. Sweller (2003,
2004) claimed that schema theory indicated this course of reconstruction and
alteration. Presented simply, there are two functions provided by schemas: managing
information in LTM and lessening WM load. Automation assists in reducing WM
load. In relation to the borrowing principle, Sweller and Sweller (2006) held that
information that is borrowed is never entirely accurate, or it is impacted by existing
knowledge. Therefore, schemas are constructed and altered by previously held
information, resulting in solitary rather than duplicated schemas. This does not apply
to the process of gaining original information.
1.2.3 Randomness as genesis principle
The randomness principle may explain how information is transferred from lender to
borrower in the first instance (Sweller, 2004). Sweller (2003) and Sweller and
Sweller (2006) suggested that random creation, followed by testing of effectiveness,
is the most feasible measure. When handling acquired information, LTM is able to
perform as a central governor. However, the situation differs when dealing with new
information, because knowledge architectures are not available to assist in the
4
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organisation of the new information (Sweller, 2004). Information can be altered by a
person randomly proposing an alternate solution and then testing that solution for its
effectiveness. If it is more effective then it is retained.
1.2.4 Narrow limits of change principle
According to Cognitive Load Theory (CLT), the procedures of human cognitive
architecture are similar to those of evolution by natural selection (Sweller, 2003,
2004; Sweller & Sweller, 2006). It is one of the important assumptions of evolution
by natural selection that modifications to genomes happen due to random mutations,
followed by testing of effectiveness. Alterations that contribute to survival are
retained, while others are not. These modifications are intended to be incremental
and slow. Similarly, cognitive architecture applies changes to LTM. These changes
are slow and incremental and involve random generation followed by testing.
The restrained capacity of WM ensures that modifications to LTM are restricted and
long-drawn (Sweller, 2003, 2004; Sweller & Sweller, 2006). It is necessary for
instructional designers to minimise the load on WM (i.e., to not exceed its limited
capacity). Human cognition is typically restricted to storing seven items in WM
(Miller, 1956) and handling four items (Cowan, 2001). These limits can be extended
using schemas held in LTM. Multiple items can be approved by a schema and then
dealt with as an independent item in WM, requiring less effort for the WM.
Professionals working in a particular field have established and automated schemas,
so their ability to process items relevant to the field has fewer limitations. The same
items being processed as fresh information by novices would create issues regarding
the restrictions of WM (Sweller, 2003, 2004).
1.2.5 Environment organising and linking principle
The WM’s restricted capacity emerges when dealing with new information that is not
in existing schemas. The limitations fade away when processing pre-stored and preorganised information (Sweller, 2004). The environment organising and linking
principle indicates the processes of a human transmitting an enormous amount of
information from LTM to WM when needed, so it can be processed and activated
(Sweller & Sweller, 2006). Ericsson and Kintsch (1995) found and indicated this
capacity, when the conception of ‘long-term working memory’ was suggested. They
5
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defined this as a sophisticated storage technique, using LTM, where humans can
obtain memory skills in response to the anticipated needs of WM. The assumption is
that, in order to retrieve information from long-term working memory, only the
connections regarding the specific schema must be available in WM. Sweller and
Sweller (2006) held that professionals, according to the principle, are able to transmit
huge amounts of organised information from their LTM to WM provided that they
are thinking in their proficient field.
Borrowing and randomness are used to describe humans’ knowledge acquisition and
utilisation to generate information storage (Sweller, 2003, 2004; Sweller & Sweller,
2006). The narrow limits of change principle ensures that these elements function
properly without ruining the information store. When the information needs to be
retrieved, the environment organising and linking principle assists by transferring the
required information from LTM to WM to be handled.
The need for understanding the unique structures of human cognitive processes has
driven many researchers to investigate and attempt to comprehend scientifically how
information is processed in the human brain. Due to the fact that human mental
capacity is limited, it is vital for instructors, teachers and learners to understand the
way human cognition works, as there are significant implications for the
effectiveness of teaching and learning processes.

1.3 Information structures and memory models
The following section presents the evolution of human understanding of information
structures in memory and how the memory processing system works. To carry out
this task two memory models are presented.
One of the earliest models was developed by Waugh and Norman (1965), whose
dualistic theory of memory distinguished between two kinds of memories; Primary
Memory and Secondary Memory. In this model, Waugh and Norman suggest that, if
not rehearsed observably or hidden, the stimulus entering the primary memory might
be lost but, if rehearsed, it enters and stays in the primary memory and may even
enter the secondary memory, where there is no need for further rehearsal since
secondary memory is considered to be permanent storage compared to primary
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memory, whose capacity is limited. For a graphical representation of the model see
Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Representation of Waugh and Norman’s (1965) model

The second prominent model was developed by (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968). Even
though research in human cognition has been critically argued, many researchers
have acknowledged this multi-store model proposed by Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968)
as a good representation of human cognitive architecture.

Figure 1.2: The multi-store model (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968)

In the multi-store model, sensory memory is considered a pathway for short-term
storage, because information passes from the environment through a number of
transitory sensory memories before reaching the short-term memory (STM). STM is
“a system in which decisions are made, problems are solved and information flow is
directed” (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1971 p. 83). It is considered a limited-capacity
temporary storage area for information, which can be retained through further
rehearsal (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1971). The third component, according to this model,
is long-term memory; a permanent memory store for rehearsed information
transferred to it from short-term storage. Based on this model of the information
processing system including LTM and STM (analogous to working memory [WM]),
LTM is responsible for storing knowledge and skill permanently, for example,
7
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repeating a poem or list of Spanish words frequently, and eventually those STM
cycles become permanent. STM controls intellectual tasks connected with the
consciousness. For example, a human may be able to remember a nearly unlimited
number of facts, while a limited amount of information can be held in STM.
Therefore, a person might forget to buy an item or two on a mental grocery list.
What is important to understand from the models of Waugh and Norman (1965) and
Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968) is that, although the models may differ on terminology,
they each have common underpinning systems, with information moving through a
series of stages of processing by the human mind. This concept is of particular
importance when developing understanding of learning to develop systems to allow
greater learning outcomes.

1.4 Memory
1.4.1 Introduction
The previous section introduced two models of human cognitive architecture, both of
these models demonstrated that a human processes information through various
stages. For the purposes of this research the three stages of significance are taken
from Atkinson and Shiffrin’s (1968) model: sensory memory (SM); short-term
(working) memory (STM or WM); and long-term memory (LTM). This section will
detail these three different memory structures.
1.4.2 Sensory Memory
There are several channels through which information passes into the human
information processing system and they are made up from the different senses
(Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968). The information from the senses is operated by the
perpcetual systems to create perceptions. The overall goal of sensory memory is to
transfer information received from the senses to mental representations that are
created by the human. The processing ability of this system is limited, implying that
some incoming information may not be processed immediately. Information that is
not attended to is briefly held in temporary ‘buffer’ memory allowing an individual
to attend to it later. This buffer memory is also referred to as sensory memory. For
instance, it is possible for an individual to hear a question being asked even though
he was not listening when the question was being asked. However, a study by
8
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Darwin et al. (1972) showed that sensory memory can only retain information for
periods of between two to three seconds. When dealing with tasks or information
where humans are attempting to learn new knowledge it is best for the human to be
focusing on the task or information and for this to be processed into WM quickly.
1.4.3 Working (Short-Term) Memory
1.4.3.1 Development of the term Working Memory (historical review)

Working memory (WM), also referred to in the literature as short-term memory
(STM), primary memory and immediate memory (Klatzky, 1975), is the momentary
storage of information that is processed to perform cognitive tasks (Baddeley, 1986).
Miller et al. (1960) defined WM as a central component of cognitive psychology. It
is the vehicle that enables logical and creative thinking to solve problems and to
develop expertise (Baddeley, 1993).
Logie (1996) summarised the history of research into WM in seven stages, or what
he referred to as the ‘seven ages’. See Table 1.1 for a detailed explanation of the
seven ages.
Table 1.1 Seven ages of working memory (adapted from Logie, 1996)
Stage
Age 1

Age 2

Age 3

Age 4
Age 5

Age 6

Description
Working memory as contemplation:
This stage goes back to the seventeenth century when philosopher John Locke
distinguished between short-term storage named, ‘idea in view’, and a
permanent storage named ‘storehouse of ideas’.
Working memory as primary memory:
Waugh and Norman (1965) argued that primary memory is limited in capacity
and that maintaining information in primary memory requires rehearsal, so as to
transfer this information to secondary long-term memory.
Working memory as short-term memory:
In this stage Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968) considered short-term memory as a
combination of storage and control processes, and now regarded as an active
processor of information rather than a passive storage of this information
Working memory as processor:
Craik and Lockhart (1972) regarded working memory as a process, rather than
a fixed or passive part of the human cognitive architecture.
Working memory as constraint on language comprehension:
A major age of working memory in research into language learning by Logie
(1996), and in this age Daneman and Carpenter (1980) developed a task to
measure working-memory capacity.
Working memory as activation, attention and expertise:
Cowan et al. (1993) considered working memory as an independent entity with
limited attention, activation and capacity, which could be expanded as a function
of expertise. In this age Ericsson and Kintsch (1995) developed a model based
on the working memory capacity being larger when acting within one’s area of
expertise.
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Age 7

Working memory as multiple components:
Here, working memory is not an entity as much as it is a workplace. This
concept argues that working memory should be considered as a system that
operates as after access to long-term memory rather than a means of transport
(Logie, 1996).

Baddeley’s (1982) studies discovered the limit of memory referred to as ‘memory
span’ by creating ‘nonsense’ syllables, eliminating the effect of meaning (this
assumed that the meaning leads to being able to easily remember information); this
led to the development of the learning curve which shows the human mind’s ability
to forget information without rehearsal. WM is considered a temporary place to store
information; it has limited capacity to process and store information. Information
cannot be stored in WM if a large amount of information is currently stored in it
(Kalyuga, 2006). According to Baddeley and Hitch (1974) the main purpose of WM
is to store information and knowledge for processing into long-term storage. WM is
divided into three parts: a central executive and two separate auditory and visual
stores, mediated by an episodic buffer (Baddeley, 1996, 1998, 2000; Baddeley &
Hitch, 1994) see Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: The multi-part of working memory model (Baddeley & Hitch, 2000)

The role of central executive is to work as an inner voice and inner eye to process the
reserved information from the senses. The central executive has a limited ability to
store and process information. Information that is processed passes through a
10
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temporary store. An individual is conscious about this information and they can
operate on it.
WM capacity is close to seven, plus or minus two, ‘chunks’ of information Miller
(1956); a ‘chunk’ was defined by Miller (1956) as an independent piece of
information, whereby its recall does not facilitate the recall of other pieces of
information. A chunk may include random letters like ‘JHY’ where each letter is a
chunk (when it is not a word or an acronym to the person), or letters creating a
recognisable item for instance ‘CAR’ where the word ‘car’ is recognised as a single
chunk. The duration of WM is on average 18 to 20 seconds (Peterson & Peterson,
1959); processing involves verbal encoding of information held in WM and different
strategies, for example, visualisation may be used for increased learning of
information by a human. The strategies enable an individual to rehearse the
information for long-term storage. A pattern of neural activity implies that
information is being attended to actively in the brain and, with time, may be
permanently represented in the brain in a process known as storage (Atkinson &
Shiffrin, 1968). However, information that does not receive any attention (rehearsal
or storage) is lost, with the potential to create a bottleneck in human cognitive
architecture. The basic reasons why WM is referred to as the ‘bottleneck’ of the
human information processing system include:
•

the low limits of information that can be simultaneously held in the mind

•

the amount of time information remains in the brain after withdrawing
attention from it.

WM can be seen from a number of perspectives. Initially it can be seen from a task
perspective, requiring storage and manipulation of information at the same time and
referred to as working memory tasks (Daneman & Carpenter, 1980). Baddeley (1996)
perceives WM from the perspective that it provides a crucial bridge between
perception, attention, memory and action and is considered as a complex system that
involves a range of interacting sub-components or, as Klatzky (1975) perceives WM,
as the system for effecting and storing active forms rather than a passive store of
information. Smith and Jonides (1998) and Smith and Milner (1989) concluded that
there are separate systems of WM for verbal and spatial information, each of which
11
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has three different components: a storage component, a rehearsal component, and an
executive component which are used according to the situation involved.
Sweller (1999) advanced this perspective by asserting that WM is the memory
usually equated with the consciousness of a human. In addition, Sweller, Van
Merrienboer et al. (1998) stated that information in WM is processed by organising,
comparing and contrasting, or by attending to in a way in which a particular task is
being engaged (Sweller et al., 1998). As stated before, WM can hold between five to
nine ‘chunks’ or elements of information (Baddeley, 1986; Miller, 1956).
Investigations carried out by Sweller (1999) and Van Merriënboer and Sweller
(2005) found that simultaneous processing of information in WM is limited to only
two to four elements at a time and, apart from the limited capacity, information can
only be held for up to 20 seconds (Peterson & Peterson, 1959). These studies are
discussed further throughout this chapter. For information to be stored in LTM, there
has to be constant rehearsal and revision. Overloading WM with information
restrains learning or understanding due to the lack of the proper processing and
storing of information. With the limitations of WM considered, it is important to
further understand the various lower-level models created by Baddeley and Hitch
(1974) and Logie (1999).
1.4.3.2 Working Memory Model – Baddeley and Hitch’s Model

A working memory model was proposed by Baddeley and Hitch (1974) which
sought to replace the overarching concept of working (short-term) memory with
precise active components rather than general storage and processing ideas. This
model is composed of three basic stores: phonological loop, central executive and the
visuo-spatial sketchpad.

Figure 1.4: The working memory model (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974)
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The phonological loop is made up of two subsystems: an active mechanism
(articulatory process) whose function is to refresh memory traces, and a passive
phonological store (Kemps et al., 2000). Auditory information enters passive
phonological storage where it is held and, if not rehearsed, it will only take a few
seconds before the information starts to decay (Baddeley, 1996). In children, the
passive phonological store has a critical role in the development of language and
learning a new language. The phonological loop stores auditory information by
silently rehearsing sounds or words in a continuous loop, the articulatory process
(e.g., the repetition of a phone number over and over again). Through this process a
short list of data is easier to remember by a human.
The visuo-spatial sketchpad has a different set of resources. These are different from
the phonological loop’s resources, but the process is more complicated. For example,
being aware of where a person is in relation to tables and chairs when that person is
walking around a classroom means that they do not run into objects too often. Visual
information enters the visuo-spatial sketchpad but, as Baddeley (1996) claimed, the
use of visual imagery is less automatic than phonological information, creating a
situation that results in heavier demands on the central executive. The visuo-spatial
sketchpad is responsible for the temporary maintenance and manipulation of visuospatial information (Logie et al., 1990) and spatial and visual information is stored in
the sketchpad. This information is engaged during visual tasks, such as imagining
images or counting cars, or during spatial tasks, such as judging distance. Practical
observations are explained by the WM and this includes the reasons why an
individual can easily perform different tasks (visual and verbal) compared to tasks
that are similar (both visual).
The central executive, according to Baddeley (1998), is an active component capable
of holding spatial information of an object, responsible for the intentional control of
WM and works as a coordinator for all functions of WM components. Baddeley
(1986, 1996, 1999) has proved the fractionation of the central executive into a
number of subsystems. The central executive is an intentional control system that is
limited in its resources, and is responsible for the functions of transmission of
information from WM to LTM, selection of information to be stored and
13
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coordination of the other components of the working-memory system (Kemps et al.,
2000). The central executive remains one of the most controversial elements in the
WM model (Baddeley, 1986). Consequently a continued debate has been occurring
with regard to the authenticity of the experimental evidence. Proponents of this
theoretical concept argue that the central executive is one of the best approaches in
the analysis and understanding of the executive process, which is also widely
believed to be the most complex and important aspect of human cognition.
According to the central executive school of thought, the central executive has
already proven to be significant in enhancing the understanding of various aspects of
attention control as well as visuo-spatial and phonological memories (Baddeley,
1992a). Critics of the notion of central executive suggest that it is a non-existent
theoretical concept that lacks rigour, based on some of the neuropsychological
experiments that have been widely used to suggest that there is little evidence of
existence of the central location.
Critics also argue there is significant evidence of an extensive pattern of
heterogeneity across various executive tasks that are related to different neural
substrates. Most contemporary neuropsychologists believe that the concept of central
executive lacks credible scientific proof and, consequently, does not contribute any
value to modern neuropsychology and psychology (Alivisatos & Petrides, 1997).
Holtzman (1984) reiterates that cognitive processes are generally very complex and
the brain contains numerous specialised modules that function independently and
differently (e.g., the verbalizer and the narrative spinner). Consequently, it may be a
significant mistake to generalise all these diverse processes into a single central
executive. Recent research on the various executive functions, however, suggests that
the notion of a central executive is to some extent misplaced, as it is conceived in the
Baddeley and Hitch model. Rather, there is significant evidence of the separation of
the various executive functions, which can be selectively impaired without affecting
the other functions in the event of brain damage.
The concept of central executive emerged from some misplaced research findings,
most of which have been repeatedly disproved by recent neuropsychological
evidence that indicates the absence of any single brain component being responsible
for the overall measure of the executive functions. Most of the proponents of the
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central executive have been unable to prove that all the aspects of cognitive
processes can be summed up into a single executive that is responsible for their
control. It is, therefore, difficult to justify the existence of the central executive as
postulated in the working-memory model.
Baddeley and Hitch stated that central executive has significant importance, that
includes transmission from WM to LTM, the option of information to be stored and
the arrangement for the other components of WM. Some researchers, such as
Pascual-Leone and Baillargeon (1994) and Pascual-Leone and Morra (1991),
considered WM to be an active subset of LTM.
The Baddeley and Hitch model was expanded with the multimodal episodic buffer
(Baddeley, 2000). As a new element of this working-memory model, which is
assumed to be a temporary memory and limited-capacity storage subsystem,
determined by the number of chunks it can hold. The episodic buffer is devoted to
relating information across areas to form integrated units of visual, spatial and verbal
information and chronological ordering (e.g., the memory of a story or a movie
scene). The episodic buffer is also supposed to have contacts to LTM and semantic
meaning.
An addition to the model was suggested by Logie (1995), who developed it further
by emphasising the importance of prior knowledge stored in LTM. Logie’s model
clarifies the utility of previous information held in LTM to initial processing of new
information received by the two secondary subsystems (phonological loop and visuospatial sketchpad) of the WM system. Furthermore, the existence of an intentional
filter after the sensory storage was mentioned by Cowan (1988), who suggested that
this filter allows the selected information to be processed. By understanding the
different components of WM, a better understanding how learning occurs can be
acquired.
1.4.3.3 Working memory capacity

Human cognition is significantly impacted by the limitation of human workingmemory capacity (Stillings et al., 1995), even though the capacity has become
enhanced during the adaptive process of human evolution (Cowan, 2001).
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Human memory was first studied by Hermann Ebbinghaus in 1885 who made some
important discoveries, one of which is that a short enough list of seven items or less
could be remembered within one reading. However, the learning time increases
dramatically when the list gets bigger with eight or more items. This seven-item limit
is what he referred to as ‘memory span’. The memory span is between five and nine
items (Miller, 1956), as was claimed in his well-known paper ‘The magical number
seven, plus or minus two’. Cowan (2001) argued that the capacity limit of WM is
lower than Miller’s number, namely four, plus or minus two items. He equated
memory capacity with the maximum number of chunks that can be brought to mind
in a certain circumstance.
Baddeley (1986, 1996) suggested that the limitation of memory span seems to be the
number of items that someone can run through in a recurring loop, before there is
fading of other stored information. Simon (1974) found that, before a reduction in
items in stored information, the number of items able to be learnt immediately by
reading or listening was about seven one-syllable words, about seven two-syllable
words and about six three-syllable words. Based on the same background, Baddeley
and Hitch (2000) found that a memory span also depends on the organisation of
information stored. They illustrated that, for meaningful sentences, memory span is
almost 16 words, while for discrete words memory span can be only around six
words. Nevertheless, researchers such as Shiffrin and Schneider (1977) and Peterson
and Peterson (1959) asserted that the time that items exist in STM [WM] is limited
and does not change according to the type of items.
WM not only sets a limit to the amount of information that can be stored, but also the
duration the information can be stored. Humans are only able to retain information in
an active state for a short period of time, lasting between 0–60 seconds in WM
(Smith & Jonides, 1998; Smith et al., 1998). In addition, how long an item can be
kept active without rehearsal in WM will determine the limited duration of it within
WM (Bandura, 1998). Memory span also relates to the rate at which the information
recently stored loses its activity (Baddeley & Hitch, 2000).
Broadbent (1975) drew the conclusion that WM capacity is limited not only when
coping with new information, but also when recalling stored information from LTM.
However, Ericsson and Kintsch (1995) have an opposing view, of it only being
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limited when coping with new information. It cannot be ignored that human WM has
its capacity limitation and also limited duration. For that reason some ways should be
found to circumvent these WM limitations, the first method of which is chunking.
1.4.4 Long-Term Memory
After information has been processed by WM it is then stored in long-term memory
(LTM), or the permanent memory store. While limited, this provides a significant
memory store. Large amounts of previously learned and stored information are
processed in LTM, which is also important to other cognitive abilities such as
problem solving. However, humans cannot directly use the contents of LTM until
they re-enter WM (Sweller, 2003). As a result, it can be concluded that expertise
results from the vast stores of domain-specific knowledge that is accumulated in a
human’s LTM. The ability for a human to extract prior knowledge from LTM allows
for superior performance, while others with less knowledge and experience in a
particular domain are limited as they utilise WM to determine actions. These ideas
have been developed from research into chess moves of chess Grandmasters (Chase
& Simon, 1973; De Groot, 1965, 1966). All memory models deal with LTM as an
important component, but it was not until De Groot (1965) and Chase and Simon
(1973) discovered the phenomenon that characterises experts in chess that researches
agreed on LTM’s viability in controlling a human’s cognitive activities. De Groot
(1965) claimed that memory capacity is the factor that differentiates between experts
and beginners in chess. Moreover, the importance of LTM in learning has been
proved by other researchers, such as Sweller and Cooper (1985), which include using
worked examples to alternatives for problem solving in learning algebra and to
accelerate knowledge acquisition. Jeffries et al. (1981) used a study in computer
programming to illustrate the relationship between sub-tasks through skill groups and
within each skill group to measure level of skills for the participants. Egan and
Schwartz (1979) studied three different experiments to explore the memory for
symbolic circuit drawings using skilled electronics technicians and novice subjects.
Compared to WM, information in LTM is not represented in patterns of neural
activity but as changes in brain wiring. Information stored in LTM uses the same
process as writing information on a computer hard drive or copying music on a tape
recorder. Storage is the recording process while retrieval is the ‘playback’ process.
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LTM has the following properties: its capacity is virtually unlimited, durations last
for a lifetime, and the processing of information is associatively linked and organised
according to meaning (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; Upadhyay, 2011). The capacity of
LTM is considered to be unlimited since it never runs out. The potential is that, if
capacity were ever reached, then a human would have to erase some of the past
information to learn new things or would be unable to learn new information
completely. Research suggests that this never happens and when the ability to
retrieve information is lost, it is attributed to deterioration of the brain system rather
than surpassing the storage capacity. A human may not be able to recall something
because the information has been misplaced in the system or there is a problem in
locating the place it was stored. Permanent losses can take place when the brain is
damaged and some information can simply decay when they are not accessed for a
long time. In addition, difficulties in retrieval may be caused by temporary blockage
and not the disappearance of information stored in the brain. For example, it may be
difficult to remember the name of a person but it will be possible to discover it later.
One misconception is that everything people experience is stored in LTM. Most of
the time, people never attend to what they experience or they attend to it for a short
period such that the storage process is never activated (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968;
Upadhyay, 2011). The human information processing system is determined via the
sensory memory channels, which initially view and represent new information. If the
person is paying attention to this new information, it will go into WM; the more
attention paid at this stage, the better the chance the person will remember it later. If
new information is to be remembered, it must be linked with retrieved information
from LTM. When the new information is actively processed and made meaningful, it
can be encoded into LTM. This is called the information construction process.

1.5 Schemas
The word schema originates from the Greek language. The Greek word ‘σχημα’
means ‘form’ or ‘shape’ (Marshall, 1995). The groundwork of modern schema
theory was developed by Piaget (1928) and Bartlett (1932). Piaget and Cook (1952)
defined a schema as a harmonised composition of cognitive functions and physical
activities that effort to, and with, any new recognised experience that can have
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relationship with the schema. Piaget and Cook claimed that there should be three
stages to build and apply a schema: repetition, recognition and generalisation.
Repetition of the state of affairs, as Piaget hypothesised, could be helpful for the
alteration of schemas. Recognition is the phase that people with growing experience
could identify and discriminate all the stimuli and these differentiations, as a result of
recognition, inform the schema. Generalisation entails repetition whereby, with more
experience, small details will generally fade and make the schema more general, in
order to deal with various new situations (Piaget & Cook, 1952). According to the
memory theory of Bartlett (1932), a schema is assumed to embrace and classify prior
experience. Piaget (1928) and Bartlett (1932) both highlighted the proposition that a
schema should be a memory structure that absorbs previous experiences and is
affected by former knowledge and understanding. Skemp (1971) defined a schema as
“the general psychological term for a mental structure” (p.39). There are two phases
that he proposed for a schema: the integration of prior knowledge and using this as a
psychological mechanism to obtain new information. It is important, in the first
phase, that previous knowledge be integrated into a classified model, in a schematic
way. For example, this process will allow a human to maintain existing knowledge
regarding a certain concept, so that when they use the concept again relevant
knowledge will be recalled. The second phase is for learning new knowledge. The
schema acts as a tool in this phase. As Skemp (1971) suggested, nearly all new
knowledge studied is derived from existing knowledge. As a result, a human
constructs schemas in a hierarchal structure. Nevertheless, it is necessary to make the
origin schemas more generalised and adjustable in order to absorb new schemas in a
proper way (Skemp, 1971).
Marshall (1995) claims that “a schema is a vehicle of memory, allowing organization
of an individual’s similar experiences” (p.39). A human can identify and categorise
further new knowledge (‘identification knowledge’) using this organisation, while a
human will build or register a mental mode for a specific problem (‘elaboration
knowledge’), which includes verbal and image information (Marshall, 1995). There
is a third kind of knowledge, ‘planning knowledge’, that is used when people
conclude, make an estimation, set up a goal or build up a plan. The application of
these knowledge (‘execution knowledge’) guides humans to make use of abilities to
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achieve a result. The problem-solving draft relates to a few types of knowledge, and
Marshall (1995) emphasised that the key emphasis is apparently on access to the
existing schema and constructing new schema. Moreover, the function of a human’s
previous experiences is also significant when creating or categorising schemas.
Marshall (1995) also indicated several characteristics of schemas as a storage
mechanism or a network, for example, levels of connectivity, flexibility, variations in
size, overlap and embedding.
According to cognitive load theory, Sweller et al. (2011) schemas contribute to
reducing a human’s cognitive load. In this viewpoint, schemas are hypothesised to be
able to combine many elements and make them be treated as a single unit in WM.
Consequently, schemas have the ability to free WM capacity, particularly when a
human is an expert in the area (Sweller, 2003). Sweller (2003) defined schemas as
mental structures which are utilised to arrange knowledge in order. In addition, as
schema theory suggests, an expert in any area is someone who has some special
schemas stored in LTM (Sweller, 2003). The acquisition and accessibility of these
schemas at their disposal allow experts to perform better in their chosen area (Van
Merriënboer et al., 2003). It is assumed that a human is considered an expert due to
the amount and superiority of schemas maintained in their LTM and their capability
to automatically increase and store new schemas. This ability of automating schemas
is proposed to be significant in making use of schemas and, therefore, reducing
cognitive load. For this reason, Newell (1990) and (Anderson, 1983, 1993b, 1996)
regarded automated schemas that associate some particular situation with certain
actions as ‘production rules’.
The human cognitive architecture overcomes the issue of the restricted capacity of
WM by building schemas. A schema can be considered as a cognitive frame, which
manages factors of information unconditionally and memorises them in LTM (Chi et
al., 1982; Sweller, 1993; Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1979). An individual schema
includes a managed network of knowledge, ideas and processes linked through a
certain thought. Bartlett gave a conceptualisation of schema theory that establishes
its foundation: “Schema is regarded as a dynamic structure of past reactions, or of
previous experiences … not just as single items coming one by one, but as a onepiece mass” (1932 p. 201). Schemas are engaged in every step of cognitive
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processing, they enable new information to be illustrated, encoded, stored, organised
and reloaded back into consciousness. Schemas enable us to distinguish information
from various backgrounds and classify it correspondingly. Therefore, the diversity of
information acquired by our senses can be neglected, so to avoid overloading WM
capacity by focusing on only what is important to the particular situation (Sweller &
Chandler, 1994). For instance, our schema for the letter ‘t’ enables instantaneous
recognition of the letter, regardless of the limitless scope of forms the letter can be
represented with (e.g., t, t, t, t, T, T, T, t, t, t). The symbols on the paper generating
the letter t, according to our previously obtained schema of the alphabet, enable us to
distinguish and allocate meaning to the letter. The recognition process does not
consume WM, since the stimuli motivates the chunk of knowledge where we deal
with the letter t in LTM. It was claimed by Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth (1977) that,
since schemas are an abstraction of knowledge from several and various contexts,
they thereby handle structural integrity, independent of any specific example of
stimuli represented by the schema. Additionally, the changing feature of schemas
induces frequently varied knowledge; Sweller (1994) claimed that the capacity of
building and altering schemas enables our learning.
Schemas also decrease the processing workload on WM, as interplaying factors that
would typically consume WM can be included in a schema and are considered as a
single factor of WM. This can be exemplified by algebraic schemas, which let us
know that a/b = c can be changed into a = cb. These two equations and their
modification can be handled simply in WM by those who are capable of using
essential algebra, in spite of the number of elements (including relations between
symbols and the symbols themselves). A higher-priority schema informs us of the
place of each symbol and the algorithm needed to transfigure the first equation into
the second one. The appearance of schemas enable chunks of fresh information to
combine together, accordingly, the otherwise-hard mission of handling all the
cooperating elements in WM turns into a comparatively easy one, as the elements
join in a schema that itself plays the role of an element and can be dealt with easily in
WM.
Rumelhart and Ortony (1977) found several primary characteristics of schemas:
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•

Schemas are composed of variable slots; such as the schema of a ‘vehicle’
consists of wheels, body, doors, seats, a steering wheel and a windshield.
These variates can be a broad range of values; for instance, the body of a car
could be small, a sports car or a wagon.

•

Schemas can be implanted within one another; ‘wheels’ are from the schema
for car, but the conception itself is built by sub-schemas such as axle, hub,
tyre and rim. The abstraction level of the knowledge expressed by schemas
can be greatly diversified; a schema for car is a practicality, yet those for
conceptions like ‘compassion’ or ‘creative’ are more abstract.

•

Schemas include all of the knowledge, rather than just conceptions of objects
or situations. Therefore, a schema covers both factual knowledge and
personal experience; it is flexible enough to comprise the enhanced scope of
stimuli that is present within a classification.

Rumelhart (1980) has added two more points to the characteristics of schema: that
schemas are active handlers, and the function of a schema is to assess whether the
activated schema can sufficiently explain the data pattern under processing.
In conclusion, as schema theory stated, humans store their knowledge in LTM in the
form of schemas, which allows a human to combine a few elements as a single
complex element due to the way memory can be utilised. Therefore, schemas will
take less WM capacity and set free WM capacity (Sweller, 2003). In view of the
limited WM capacity, this concern is a priority. Schema theory also makes the
hypothesis that the more specific schemas someone stores in LTM, the more
sophisticated he or she could be in the certain area (Sweller, 2003), which means
that, since experts have developed schemas in certain areas, they are able to
outperform others based on these schemas (Van Merriënboer et al., 2003).

1.6 Chunking
Chunking is the process of merging several items into bigger components (e.g.,
combining letters together to build words). This method can be used to bypass the
limitations of WM and allow a greater amount of information to be remembered at a
time. Miller (1956); Chase and Simon (1973), first used the term ‘chunk’ in their
work about playing chess. They assumed that chess experts identify a chess board
layout as one chunk; they can recall information from their memory with chunking
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and then un-chunk it, while some weaker players may have a fewer number or
smaller-sized chunks to represent a chess board layout. The number of chunks of
information in WM is proposed to be steady (Miller, 1956; Newell & Simon, 1972).
They claimed that subjects can memorise seven items or chunks at one time, which
means that the immediate memory span is irrelevant to the size of a chunk. However,
Cowan (1988) argued that, without providing a clear definition of a chunk, the
proposition made by Miller (1956) is meaningless.
After Miller (1956), many researchers tried to define chunks and suggested a variety
of hypotheses regarding the number of items a chunk can contain:
•

Simon (1974) attempted this by determining the span for a type of item and
then dividing it by seven as a proposed approach.

•

Newell (1972) proposed that the symbols, which are the basic units of
information in LTM, are the inner image of stimulus patterns, and chunks are
just patterns of stimuli that can be recognised and become certain symbols.

•

Klatzky (1975) argued that the inappropriate definition causes the difficulty
of comprehending chunks. Researchers had previously claimed a chunk as no
matter what the immediate memory holds seven of, while the span of
immediate memory is proposed to be seven chunks. Klatzky suggested that
this would result in the indefensible definition seven of whatever WM holds
seven of.

•

Stillings and his colleagues brought forward a less-complicated definition for
chunking, which is that chunking is using multiple elements as a single unit
in LTM (Stillings et al., 1995). According to Stillings et al., a chunk is a
single unit, a compound element of which can be stored in LTM.

•

Anderson (1983, 1993a) defined chunks as recognisable units that combine a
series of elements in a particular relation. He assumed that chunks can hold
five elements or less and, since a complex unit can be constructed within
hierarchical structure, for Anderson’s theory, one chunk can contain another
chunk as an element.

A more recent definition of chunk is provided by Cowan (2001 p.89) as “a collection
of concepts that have strong association to one another and much weaker
associations to other chunks concurrently in use”. Cowan (1995, 2001), in his two
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dissertations, pointed out that people tend to combine three or four digits together as
a group when they arrange telephone numbers. This could be an indicator to show
how many elements would be reasonable to hold and maintain in a chunk in WM at a
time, and then to permit the formatting of the new chunk in LTM. For example, an
adult would recognise a word such as ‘book’, which will be processed as a single
element in the WM. However, for a person, such as a child, who does not recognise
the word the single characters will comprise four elements rather than a single chunk.
This indicates that an element differs between learners.

1.7 Schema automation
According to Sweller (2003), the definition of automation was the capability to deal
with information without conscious WM management. Anderson (1980, 1983,
1993a, 1996; 2005) emphasised the importance of automation in many of his works.
He claimed automation as a powerful factor in human cognitive construction.
Moreover, he suggested that the process of automation is gradual, and automation
could be utilised even in works that need strict regulation, just with plenty of practice
(Leahey & Harris, 1989). Schneider and Shiffrin (1977) proposed that there are two
fundamental situations for automation: first is that automation will not engage WM
capacity and, second, that an automatic process will not stop once it has been started.
When Kotovsky et al. (1985) studied isomorphic problems of the Hanoi Tower, they
found that “once automation has occurred, the solution is obtained very rapidly”
(p.248). Actually, the rate of subjects who implement automated schemas was 16
times faster than those who solve problems without automation. From a cognitive
load theory point of view, because automation is an unconscious action, it does not
require WM manipulation. Therefore, it reduces the load on MW, which is assumed
to be limited (Cooper & Sweller, 1987; Sweller, 2003). As a result, a learner is able
to process more information, thus enhancing learning as an ultimate outcome. In
other words, automatic cognitive processes require less WM resources than nonautomated processes and, therefore, having an automated schema is very likely to
facilitate the learning process. Bruning et al. (2004) claimed that activities such as
reading fluently, appropriate placing of fingers by expert typists and driving while
talking with a friend sitting beside you, need fewer resources and less attention as a
result of having automated schemas for such activities.
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In the domain of algebra, Cooper and Sweller (1987) suggested that automation is
essential for effective learning, in particular when solving transfer problems. They
suggested that rule automation plays a major role in problem-solving expertise.
However, they stated that learners need time and effort for both schema acquisition
(or construction) and schema automation. Regarding expertise, a significant number
of researchers claim that the distinction between experts and beginner lies in the
ability of applying automated schemas (Cooper & Sweller, 1987; Larkin et al., 1980;
Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977). Additionally, the grade of automation in the procedure
of implementing physics principles was found by Larkin et al. (1980) to be the most
essential issue that determines the distinct performance between experts and learners.
However, what is interesting is that when Feldon (2007) conducted research on the
function automation could perform in classroom teaching, he proposed automaticity
as a double-edged sword. On one side, it is valuable, in that it can decrease the
cognitive load required for complicated classroom interactions but, on the other side,
Feldon (2007) asserted that automaticity could cause teachers to fall back on some
automated but unplanned teaching behaviour, leading to a high level of cognitive
load. He stated that, despite the beneficial potential of reducing cognitive load with
automaticity, when people achieved automated schemas that give rise to automated
and unintentional behaviour, we should worry about their capability to adapt to some
new or quickly varying situations. Feldon (2007) also argued that if a skill becomes
automated before a satisfactory level of efficiency has been achieved, learners will be
unable to perform more efficiently. Therefore, Feldon (2007) suggested that
automated skills actually fall into uncontrolled processes. So even when automated
skills can be applied with slight cognitive load, for that reason they are not easily
adaptive.
Skemp (1971) put forward a similar point; Skemp (1987) mentioned that automated
schemas could provide numerous benefits and play a helpful role in making learning
and understanding easy, but he also proposed several probable negative effects
automation may cause. Firstly, as he considered, time may be a drawback for
automation, he proposed that automatic schema learning takes a long time, especially
for mathematics. Secondly, Skemp proposed that schemas are highly dependent on
learners’ existing experience. If new information to be learnt can fit into an existing
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schema it can be obtained easily and efficiently but, if an existing schema can not be
applied, the new information is unlikely to be absorbed.
Consequently, it is possible that steady schemas are capable of either assisting
learning or obstructing learning, because a steady schema is tough enough that it
rejects new conditions or knowledge that are not consistent with the schema. This
situation is what we define as ‘mental set’ or Einstellung. Sweller and his colleagues
(Cooper & Sweller, 1987; Sweller, 2003; Sweller & Gee, 1978) described the term
as, when a learner encounters a new problem he/she will tend to use formerly trained
methods, even if there is an easier and more efficient way to figure it out. This
reveals how an automated schema can hamper learning instead of facilitating it.
The fact that schemas will be reinforced by using them is obvious. Van Merriënboer
and Ayres (2005) suggested that, when people implement schemas, they are actually
strengthened during the process. The process of schema automation always occurs
when knowledge is handled unconsciously instead of that knowledge being
consciously stored in WM (Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977). Sweller et al. (1998)
proposed that the automation of fundamental schemas is vital for the building of
higher-level schemas, in particular when the higher-level schemas are based on many
fundamental ones.
However, some researchers also point out the concern that automated schemas can
result in some negative effects, especially when they are automated before achieving
the generalisation phase (Feldon, 2007). Skemp (1971) supposed that a major
drawback is that, in spite of schemas being used as a key mechanism for acquiring
knowledge and absorbing new experiences, they can hold back learning if the new
knowledge does not suit any existing schema. In other words, schemas can hamper
effective learning if the ‘instilling’ effect happens (Sweller, 2003).

1.8 Conclusion
An overview of human cognitive architecture was introduced in this chapter.
Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) (Sweller, 2003, 2004, 2006b; Sweller et al., 2011)
now involves an analogy between human cognitive architecture and its evolution, as
well as an updated information-storage approach. Based on Geary (2005, 2007,
2010), Sweller (2006a) drew a difference between primary information, which can be
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picked up naturally, and secondary information, which requires effort and
educational guidance to be gained. From the perspective of CLT, knowledge can be
classified, based on the extent to which its elements interact: high-element
interactivity and low-element interactivity (Sweller, 2003; Sweller & Chandler,
1994).
Limited capacity serves as the main characteristic of WM. This chapter has
highlighted the research that considers WM to have a capacity of between five and
nine chucks of information, with the information remaining in WM for up to 60
seconds. Baddeley (1998) emphasised its finite duration and concentrated on
rehearsal as an essential approach to maintain the activation of an item. For learning
to be truly effective, a materials designer needs to understand the complexities of
WM and cater for it in their learning materials design.
This chapter has provided an overview of human cognitive architecture, which
provides the foundations for the current thesis. Chapter Two will present CLT, which
is influenced by many of the principles of the human cognitive architecture.
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CHAPTER 2:

Cognitive Load Theory

2.1 Introduction
This chapter describes Cognitive Load Theory (CLT), which is an established
psychological theory dealing with the challenges associated with learning and
working memory (WM). Of major importance is how this theory can be used to
increase learning outcomes by identifying potential issues that have an effect on the
learning process. Cognitive load needs to be reduced, especially in relation to the
development of integrated instructional-design techniques, to allow effective
learning.
CLT attempts to describe two types of phenomena – behavioural and psychological
issues – that result from the way instructions are given and dealt with by learners.
Research in this area is related to the possibility of the relationships via
psychological constructs, or the practical consequences through observation of the
phenomenon. The psychological construction of knowledge in a human brain is
considered as a characteristic skill that is distinguishable for each individual. The
basic hypothesis of CLT is that, for instructional methods to be more effective,
instruction designers should strive to take human cognitive architecture into
consideration. The theory emphasises that it is essential for instructional techniques
to be designed with consideration of the arrangement of basic active principles of the
human cognitive system (Chandler & Sweller, 1991, 1996; Sweller, 1988, 1989,
1993, 1994, 2003, 2004, 2006a; Sweller & Chandler, 1994; Sweller & Sweller,
2006). This theory is concerned with improving instructional design, focusing on
behavioural and psychological constructs, to allow greater learning outcomes.
CLT was developed by John Sweller in the early 1980s and has become a leading
international instructional-design theory. According to Kirschner (2002), CLT deals
with the limitations of WM and its interaction with unlimited long-term memory
(LTM). Chandler and Sweller (1991) and Cooper (1998) argued that the total amount
of mental activity that WM must deal with simultaneously is considered to be an
individual’s cognitive load. According to Clark et al. (2006), CLT is a universal set
of learning principles that leads to efficient instructional environments by leveraging
the human cognitive learning process; it can be argued as the limited ability of the
brain to process an amount of information at a particular point in time. Since the
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initial development of CLT, study in this field has evolved and been refined,
specifically benefiting teachers and instructors in designing more-efficient
instructional materials.
Although CLT deals with the effect of cognitive load imposed on WM in different
fields and during different stages of the instructional-design process, some
researchers argue that the limitations of human cognitive architecture have not been
taken into consideration in traditional research into WM, thus this is the importance
of considering this from a CLT perspective (Kirschner et al., 2006; Sweller, 1993).

2.2 Categories of Cognitive Load
Cognitive load researchers, such as Sweller et al. (2011), have distinguished three
different types of cognitive load:
•

intrinsic cognitive load;

•

extraneous cognitive load; and

•

germane load.

Intrinsic cognitive load (ICL) was defined by Sweller (2006b) as the mental work
resulting from the complexity of the content being studied by the learner. Initially,
Sweller (1993) stated that ICL results from the main properties of information and
not the instructional design. Two other forms of cognitive load that could be
controlled by instructional designs have also been identified; these types of cognitive
load determine how instruction is presented. These two forms of cognitive load have
a close association with the presentation of instructional materials. These types of
cognitive load are extraneous cognitive load (ECL) (Chandler & Sweller, 1991,
1992) and germane load (GL) (Sweller et al., 1998). The three categories will be
discussed below.
2.2.1 Intrinsic Cognitive Load (ICL)
The intrinsic cognitive load (ICL) imposed on WM is low when non-interacting
elements are learned in isolation. For example, learning that Pb is the symbol for the
element ‘lead’ and O is the symbol for the element ‘oxygen’ are tasks low in element
interactivity and, hence, low in cognitive load. CLT asserts that learning tasks vary in
complexity and the level of complexity can be referred to as ICL.
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According to CLT, the level of element interactivity determines the information
complexity and the intrinsic load of learning materials. An element is defined by
CLT as anything that the WM processes as a single unit. For instance, an adult would
recognise a word such as ‘book’; this will be processed as a single element in WM.
However, for a person, such as a child, who does not recognise the word as a whole
but, rather, recognises single letters, the word will have four elements (Alasraj et al.,
2011). This indicates that an element differs between learners. Hence, the element
can be either a schema that is already learnt or a unit of new information. The load
on WM during the learning process is dependent upon the number of elements that
has to be processed simultaneously, which depends on the extent of interactivity
between the elements (Sweller, 1999).
The variation of ICL is based on the degree of interactions between elements in the
learning material. Materials that have single learning elements that need to be learned
in isolation are said to have a low level of element interactivity. Therefore, for these
materials, WM is low and ICL is said to be low (Sweller & Chandler, 1994).
Likewise, if the material is more complex there is a higher degree of interactivity
between each learning element, and these elements cannot be learnt in isolation.
Learners must learn the individual elements in the material, but the material will not
make sense unless the learners understand the relationship between the individual
elements. This also confirms the concept that the definition of an element depends on
previous learning, that is, what may be a single element for one person is processed
as many elements for another.
The basic process of understanding new knowledge involves reconstruction of
existing schemas to generate new higher-order schemas that contain the new
knowledge. Therefore, for less-skilled learners the process of acquiring a new task or
solving a complex task would involve processing the elements as units into a number
of lower-order schemas. These lower-order schemas are then combined to form a
higher-order schema (Sweller & Chandler, 1994). Once the schema has been
constructed for a complex task, all the related interactions are incorporated in the
schema and this schema is treated as a single element by the WM, reducing the
overall load of WM.
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2.2.2 Extraneous Cognitive Load (ECL)
Extraneous cognitive load (ECL) is the additional load determined by instructional
design, with extraneous mental effort resulting from the design of instructional
material imposed or activities required of the learner (Sweller et al., 1998). When
instructional materials are developed, some instructional materials have generally
low levels of ECL while others generate high levels of ECL. If ECL is excessive it
can interfere with schema acquisition and automation and, hence, hinder the learning
process. Furthermore, Sweller (1994) argues that because ECL is governed by
instructional processes it has the ability to be varied, and Paas et al. (2003a) suggest
that reduction in ECL can be achieved by employing a more-effective instructional
design. One example of this concept is Sweller and Cooper’s (1985) demonstration
that worked examples can reduce ECL. It is important not to impose unnecessary
ECL on WM while the learner is in the process of constructing and acquiring
schemas. Kalyuga et al. (2003) argued that one way to minimise unnecessary ECL is
to provide instructional guidance as a substitute for the yet-to-be acquired schemas.
In addition, the techniques employed when developing instructional materials can
have a significant impact on learning and acquiring schemas for novices. Kalyuga et
al. (2001) referred to the effectiveness of worked examples to reduce ECL for
novices. This study found that suitably structured worked examples have the
potential to be more beneficial for learners who have less experience in a particular
domain. In their study, inexperienced mechanical trade students were presented with
either a series of worked examples to study or problems to solve. Based on the
results, those who studied through the use of worked examples had better
performance, with a lower level of overload than comparable students who solved
problems using traditional methods.
As noted, ECL is not intrinsic to instruction; it is imposed purely by the instructional
designer when information is being structured and presented (Sweller & Chandler,
1994). Whenever the ICL is high, ECL becomes a concern for learning (Paas et al.,
2003a; Paas et al., 2003b). This is attributed to the fact that ECL and ICL are
additive. However, when the intrinsic load is low, there are fewer challenges for a
learner when grasping the main content (Paas et al., 2003a). Total cognitive load
associated with a learner’s task is a function of both ICL and ECL. ECL should
always be minimised by instructional designers. Instructional design, or the required
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activities, determines the learner’s ECL, especially when it comes to learning new
information.
2.2.3 Germane Load (GL)
Germane load (GL) (or relevant load) is the remaining capacity present in WM and it
can be redirected from ECL to help in the process of schema acquisition (Sweller et
al., 1998). GL is required for the process of constructing and storing schemas in
LTM. Concerned with the construction and automation of schemas, GL is thought to
be distinct from ICL and ECL, because it has a positive relationship with learning.
GL enhances the cognitive resources for schema acquisition and automation (Plass et
al., 2010). Instructional design methods have been found to augment GL, especially
when learning with worked examples. The variability effect, which suggests that the
variability of tasks will enlarge the cognitive load but will also improve the
efficiency of learning, was proposed by (Paas & Van Merriënboer, 1994); (see also
Sweller et al., 1998). The process of constructing schemas also leads to benefits
through motivating learners to connect concrete worked examples with abstract
knowledge for every problem category (Atkinson et al., 2003; Chi et al., 1989;
Gerjets et al., 2008). The appropriateness of use of these comparisons between
example categories to encourage GL was approved by Gerjets et al. (2008). GL is
inherent in activities that are directly related and contribute to understanding, such as
in mathematical schema development and schemas of automation.
One effective approach with the use of GL is through improving the use of mental
images, which allows the support of self-explanation of learning materials. While
studying worked examples, a learner has the ability to reflect on previously existing
relationships between elements in their schemas. Through understanding the
relationship between the three types of cognitive load and applying this
understanding to mathematical learning the retention of learning was significant.
When an instructional approach is effective, the goal should be to maximise the
ability for a learner to learn during the process of transferring information from WM
to LTM.
There are many studies concerned with the implementation and manipulation of GL
(Berthold & Renkl, 2009; Gerjets et al., 2004; Renkl et al., 2004). A number of
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studies have investigated the impact on learning when methods targeted at reducing
ECL are combined with methods targeted at increasing GL.
There are many strategies inspired by empirical research that promote GL and
instructional-design principles. These include: providing learners with varied worked
examples (Paas & Van Merriënboer, 1994), encouraging learners to self-explain
while studying through the use of worked examples (Renkl, 2002) and learners
mentally rehearsing steps in a task once they have developed some understanding via
learning by imagination (Cooper et al., 2001). Therefore, more research is required to
develop a larger evidence base about learning strategies that can increase the use of
GL. According to a study by Paas and Van Merriënboer (1994), a comparison of
low- and high-variability conventional conditions with low- and high-variability
worked example conditions was conducted. In the conventional condition, solutions
to conventional practice problems had to be sought. In the worked condition, the
participants were expected to study worked examples. Sixty university students, aged
19–23 years, were randomly assigned to one of the four instructional conditions. The
researchers tested each subject individually. The participants were given an
explanation sheet that was designed to equip them with general procedural
information, provided with scrap paper and pocket calculator, and appropriately
briefed about the experiment. After having received verbal and written instructions, a
participant was wired to an electrocardiogram (ECG) R-Wave top trigger (ECT4) to
acquire data about the participant’s heart rate throughout the entire experiment. The
data collection process started four minutes prior to the general instruction (to
establish a baseline measurement) and ended four minutes after the completion of the
test. Rest phases, designed to take place regularly throughout the experiment to
enhance the chances of obtaining a reliable baseline, occurred after the general
instruction, following specific instruction and following the transfer test. In the
process of the experiment, the computer automatically measured participants’
characteristics, mental effort ratings, solutions to problems, and study and problemsolving times. Throughout the experiment participants were free to make use of
pocket calculators. During the general instruction stage, participants studied
procedural information, geometrical theory and basic CNC-programming. Each of
the areas studied was accompanied by one worked example. During the specificinstruction stage, participants were expected to rate the perceived amount of mental
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effort they had spent during the six problems. The conventional-group participants
were to work on each problem for between 0.5 and 10 minutes. There were two
attempts for every problem and the computer system regulated these attempts
automatically. The participants were then exposed to worked examples that they
were to study for, at most, five minutes. The worked examples for both the
conventional and worked groups were identical. The participants were then required
to take the transfer test, which consisted of six items. For the training phase, results
were calculated in light of time spent on general instruction, on specific instruction,
perceived amount of mental effort, and spectral energy of the heart rate. The mean
time that was spent across conditions was not different, in terms of general
instruction. No significance was observed as far as the effect of practice type,
practice variability, and practice type by practice-variability interaction. However, in
terms of specific instruction, practice type had a significant effect. In this light,
participants who used worked examples spent 45% of the duration required by their
conventional counterparts to provide solutions to conventional problems and study
solutions. Variability had no significant effect while no interaction occurred between
practice and variability of practice. Further, the results indicated that the students
using worked examples spent more time studying the problem solutions than did
their conventional counterparts. Variability and the interaction of variability and type
of practice were insignificant in conventional conditions. The range of studies
discussed have provided limited insights into GL.
Renkl (2002) designed a study to encourage learners and support learning of
probability calculations through self-explained worked examples. In this study, the
researcher used both control and experimental groups. The control experiment,
which consisted of 20 student teachers, did not have instructional explanations while
the experimental group, which was made up of 28 student teachers, had instructional
explanations provided. The control-group learners were, during the example study,
expected to devise their own explanations during two-hour individual sessions.
Before the experiments, the researchers carried out a measurement for each of the
participant’s prior knowledge in calculating probability. The participants were
provided with an instructional text containing key principles guiding calculation of
probability to aid them in activating their basic knowledge to enable them to
comprehend the worked-out examples. A criterion-referenced test was used to assess
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the participant’s understanding of the basic concepts governing calculation of
probability. The test was corrected once it was completed. In the event that an
answer turned out to be wrong, the participant received a semi-standardised
explanation from the experimenter, and was asked to revise the corresponding text.
Following this procedure, experimenters informed the study participants that they
were expected to spend 45 minutes studying the worked-out examples. At this point
the experimental variation occurred, in that the control group was left without
instructions while the experimental group had instructional examples available to
them. During this experimental phase, the researchers asked the study participants to
employ the think-aloud technique. When participants stopped talking for 15 seconds
or more, the researcher encouraged them to continue ‘talking’. Upon completion,
participants were asked to complete a four-item questionnaire, with the primary
purpose of identifying the perceived usefulness of the provided explanations as well
as the post-test, made up of 13 items. The results of these experiments showed that
there was no significant difference between the control and the experimental group
with respect to prior knowledge. However, the experimental group (which consisted
of participants with instructional examples) produced better results compared to their
control group counterparts. In this light, the results showed that control group
learners scored 43% of the possible score of post-test while the experimental group
scored 54% of the total possible score of post-test.
Another study was designed to establish whether learning through imagining should
be preferred over understanding and remembering previously established methods
(Cooper et al., 2001). This research included five consecutive experiments. Each of
the experiments used the same instruments and methods, with minor changes being
made to complement each experiment or to further prove the results (Cooper et al.,
2001). The participants were provided with questions and problems to solve, with
instructions delivered mainly through earphones. The study involved both bright and
underperforming student participants, all of whom were provided with different tests.
The researchers awarded marks according to the correct answers and the participant’s
ability was also measured according to the number of repeated attempts to correctly
answer questions during the acquisition phase and test phase. The time spent in the
tests was also a factor to measure the strength of the method. Experiment 1 was used
to test the strengths of the two methods of learning, that is, an imagination strategy
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and a conventional study-based strategy. The participants were thus divided into two
groups, each of which used one of the strategies. In the test, the imagination group
spent less time on the questions. The study also found that the imagination group
achieved a higher score than the study group. Experiment 2 ignored the acquisition
problems in Experiment 1. Participants were required to imagine or study, and were
told, through earphones, whether they were correct or incorrect and whether to
rework the problem. The imagination group achieved a higher mean percentage test
score (95%) than the study group (65%). The imagination group also spent less time
on test questions (M = 363 sec) than the study group (M = 626 sec). Experiments 3, 4
and 5 produced similar results. The study drew the conclusion that students should be
encouraged to use their imagination to complement instructions rather than being
only exposed to them. Put simply, imagination techniques as an additional load still
seem to add value to learning.
This approach is designed to redirect students’ cognitive resources from unrelated to
related schema-acquisition activities (Seufert & Brunken, 2006; Seufert et al., 2007).
Each of these studies has examined the role that CLT plays in reducing learners’
ECL to free resources so that they can be used in the process of schema activities
(acquisition and construction). It is clear that the combination of methods to reduce
ECL and enhance GL will increase the performance and learning outcomes for
learners.
2.2.4 Total Cognitive Load
In summary, it can be considered that the three cognitive load types combine to
determine the total amount of cognitive load imposed on WM (see Figure 2.1). If
total cognitive load exceeds WM capacity, learning may not be processed. Total
cognitive load can be reduced and the resources of WM will be freed if the ECL can
be reduced.
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Figure 2.1: Total Cognitive Load (Cooper, 1998)

The model represented in Figure 2.1 has been further developed by Moreno and Park
(2010) to include the remaining free capacity of WM, see Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Cognitive Load Theory – visual representation (Moreno & Park, 2010)

Another area of study is how to measure the cognitive load of participants. A
discussion on the techniques for measuring cognitive load within the CLT framework
can be found in the work of Pass et al. (2003b). In particular, Paas et al. (2003b)
discuss how cognitive load techniques, which seek to develop instructional methods
that can make efficient use of the limited human cognitive processing ability to
enhance effective transfer of newly acquired skills and knowledge, contribute to
CLT. They identify four items that must be understood in relation to cognitive load
techniques: cognitive load, mental load, mental effort and performance (Paas et al.,
2003b).
•

Cognitive load refers to a multidimensional construct for the load that a
learner’s cognitive processes must endure when the learner is involved in
performing a particular task.
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•

Mental load refers to a cognitive load aspect resulting from an interaction
between the task and the characteristics of the subject.

•

Mental effort is recognised as a cognitive load aspect that describes cognitive
capacity assigned to the accommodation of the requirements demanded by a
task in which a learner is involved.

•

Performance is a cognitive aspect that describes achievement of the learner;
for example, test items answered correctly, number of errors as well as time
on task.

Paas, Tuovinen et al. (2003b) identify that measurements of mental load, mental
effort and performance can be used to assess cognitive load. In particular, ratingscales, physiological techniques, task-based techniques and performance-based
techniques are all methods used for measuring cognitive load.
•

Rating scale techniques assume that people can “introspect on their cognitive
processes” (p. 66) and then “report the amount of mental effort expended”
(Paas et al., 2003b p. 66). Therefore, the technique relies on self-rating and,
hence, is subjective.

•

Physiological techniques assume that physiological variables reflect changes
in cognitive functioning. Physiological techniques involve measurements of
heart activity, brain activity and eye activity. These techniques help in
visualising load-detailing trends and patterns.

•

Task-based techniques measure the performance of a participant during a
particular task, for example, the time to complete a task.

•

Performance-based techniques consist of secondary task methodologies.
These typically entail simple activities that call for consistent attention, for
example, the number of errors that a participant makes.

As previously identified, schema construction and automation are the two major
processes involved in learning. Although schemas are stored in LTM, the actual
construction of schema, which involves extraction and manipulation of information,
is dealt within WM (Sweller, 1989). The manner in which information is processed
in the WM has significance in the learning process and is a key component of CLT.
CLT describes the number of interactions between elements in one particular task,
which can vary from individual to individual. Generally, the main challenge for
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instructional designers is to develop the most appropriate method for organisation, to
present the information to its learners in the best possible manner, which involves
taking into consideration a number of factors. Sweller (1999) noted that the
limitations imposed by WM are important in the instructional design process; as
such, the instructional design should be analysed from a cognitive load perspective.

2.3 Cognitive Load Theory effects
There are a number of methods that can be used to reduce ECL on a learner when
developing integrated instructional designs. This section discusses five of the central
methods that can be used to enhance WM when learning new materials. These
methods are: worked examples, the split-attention effect, modality effect, the
redundancy effect and element interactivity.
2.3.1 Worked examples
Problem solving is described as a process where a learner is attempting to find ways
to change from the original state of knowledge about a problem to the required
solution, or end state of knowledge, for the problem (Newell & Simon, 1972). This
process is also known as a means-end search as the process of problem solving
involves identifying the goal and the end state they wish to achieve, using the means
to reach the ends. However, for more complex problems, the desired end cannot be
obtained from a single process; as such, the subjects have to establish sub-goals that
help in achieving their desired goal.
Sweller (1988) suggested that there may be a degree of incompatibility between the
process of learning and problem solving. A learner would need to engage the meansend analysis before arriving at the solution of the problem. CLT argues that the
commonly used search processes (such as the means-end analysis) frequently use
different cognitive processes for learning each of the sub-goals. Therefore, the search
strategies may direct attention to different aspects of a problem and have the
potential to use all available WM and reduce the effectiveness of the learning
process. Sweller’s (1988) computational model indicated that problem solving
through means-end analysis has a heavy cognitive load. For a learner, if search
strategies require different cognitive process to those required for learning then these
strategies have the potential to increase cognitive load and, thus, WM resources are
less likely to be available for the process of learning.
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Worked examples have been put forward as one technique designed to reduce ECL
interference with learning that is caused by some forms of problem-solving
techniques. Worked examples describe the problem statement and all the necessary
steps to solve the problem. Unlike conventional problem-solving techniques through
means-end analysis, worked examples direct the attention of a learner to the problem
and state the steps required to solve a particular type of problem. Learners can
benefit more from studying worked examples than by solving equivalent problems
through means-end analysis (Trafton & Reiser, 1993). As such, the ECL from
worked examples has the potential to be less than that from the conventional
problem-solving methods. These reductions in cognitive load can possibly make the
process of learning easier for a learner. According to Jelsma et al. (1990), learning
with the aid of worked examples can be more effective in problem solving than
learning from solving the actual problem itself. Sweller and Cooper (1985) and
Cooper and Sweller (1987) studied the use of worked examples for learning algebra
compared to using the conventional problem-solving method. Sweller and Cooper
(1985) argued that the use of worked examples improved the learner’s ability to
construct a method for solving algebra problems and also improved their ability to
transfer their knowledge to solving related algebra problems. Thus, through the use
of worked examples, greater learning outcomes were achieved. Figure 2.3 below
expresses an algebraic equation demonstrated through a worked example shown in
Sweller and Cooper (1985 p.70).
For
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𝑎 = 𝑎𝑔 + 𝑏
𝑎 − 𝑎𝑔 = 𝑏

𝑎(1 − 𝑔) = 𝑏
𝑎=

𝑏
1−𝑔

Figure 2.3: Worked example (Sweller & Cooper 1985)
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However, Sweller and Cooper’s (1985) investigation into the use of worked
examples as a instructional technique identified one possible limitation, that they
may not provide sufficient motivation for learners. Learners have the potential to just
read worked examples and not use them as an effective way to develop the
knowledge within the example. To overcome this limitation Sweller and Cooper
(1985) altered the worked examples, using a structure identical to the problem
exercises given to learners. It was expected, for a learner to develop adequate
schemas, that the schemas were able to be constructed more readily from studying
the examples and then solving problems, rather than a learner just being provided
with simple problems to study. Sweller and Cooper (1985) identified that those who
learned from worked examples were able to attempt the problem faster during a test
than those who only learned through conventional problem-solving techniques.
Further experiments into worked examples were conducted to evaluate if they could
be used for the transfer of knowledge, with similar and dissimilar problems allowing
schema automation to occur. To test the use of worked examples to indicate
knowledge transfer to similar or dissimilar problems, Sweller and Cooper (1985)
designed several studies. The results of these experiments indicated that knowledge
from studying worked examples was useful when solving similar problems but not
for dissimilar problems. However, more intensive use of worked examples was
beneficial in the transfer of knowledge to dissimilar problems. Kotovsky et al. (1985)
also emphasised that extra practice time is necessary for schema automation, which
is the key factor in knowledge transfer. Zhu and Simon (1987) also confirmed, from
their experiments, that learners acquired schemas and achieved automation more
efficiently through the use of worked examples than through conventional teaching
methods. Their findings revealed that a three-year mathematics course could be
completed in two years by students who were taught using worked examples; their
analysis of protocols noted that students were more engaged in learning using
worked examples. Therefore, when using worked examples in a learning
environment, it is important to consider the amount of time that a learner is given to
develop their knowledge for this method to be successful in improving learning
outcomes.
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Paas (1992) and Paas and Van Merriënboer (1994) conducted experiments where
they compared groups of students learning through using worked examples
compared to those who learnt through a combined method of both conventional
problem solving and worked examples. Paas (1992) used problems from statistics
whereas Paas and Van Merriënboer (1994) used problems from geometry. The
results indicated that the groups studying from worked examples alone had higher
construction of schema and transfer performance and lower ECL in comparison to
the group that used the combined method. The reason for lower effectiveness of the
group using combined method was the degree of failures in attempting to find the
solution from their conventional problem solving into the schema they acquired for
solving the problems.
Another study by Novick (1988) indicated that worked examples facilitate learning
and problem solving more than solving equivalent problems. His research also
highlighted that experts use worked examples differently to novices, in order to solve
problems, and focused more on structural features of worked examples than novices,
which is more relevant in solving transfer problems.
Further research by Chi et al. (1989) focused on effective and ineffective learners as
they studied with worked examples. Their findings also indicated that students taught
using worked examples were more able to produce in-depth details and had greater
awareness of the failures. Therefore, this research indicates that good learners can
explain worked examples and identify the main problem features and operators,
which may also assist ‘self-explanations’ (Chi et al., 1989; Renkl & Atkinson, 2002).
Sweller et al. (1998) summarised the research on worked examples and concluded
that worked examples are beneficial for learning outcomes and transfer. In summary,
learners in practice often view worked examples rather than explanatory notes as a
more relevant source for learning materials (Lieberman, 1986; Pirolli, 1991; Segal &
Ahmad, 1993). Thus, greater learning outcomes are achieved.
2.3.2 Split-attention effect
Research has shown that not all worked examples are effective. Many conventional
worked examples have split-attention formats that may negatively impact learning.
Split attention refers to unnecessary splitting of the attention of a learner when they
are trying to understand instructional material from multiple sources. For instance,
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most instructional material consists of a diagram with textual information. Such
instructional material requires a learner to attend to both sources of information,
causing a split-attention effect. If the instructional material can only be understood by
mentally integrating multiple sources and the additional information does not assist
in learning then a proportion of WM is needed to integrate the multiple sources,
which is not available for the learning process and thus hinders learning.
Instructional split attention happens when learners need to split their attention
between multiple integrated sources of physically or temporally disparate
information, where each information source is necessary for understanding the
materials (Ayres & Sweller, 2005). Researchers have successfully avoided split
attention by involving the strategy of physically integrating different information
sources (Clarke et al., 2005; Mayer, 2002; Mayer & Gallini, 1990). To improve
learning, researchers redesigned instructional materials by reducing unnecessary split
attention, resulting in increased learning outcomes.
Tarmizi and Sweller (1988) tested the above hypothesis using geometry and found
that conventionally designed worked examples, with diagram and text, imposed an
extraneous cognitive load on the learner. In their experiment students were divided
into two groups: a conventional group and a worked example group. The worked
example group was given the same problem as the conventional group but the first
problem was a worked example with diagrams and text. In this experiment, the
results indicated that the worked example group found the acquisition process as
difficult as the conventional group and suggests that inappropriate design of worked
examples, which cause learners to split their attention, fail to facilitate schema
construction, thus not having an effect on improving learning outcomes. Previous
studies on worked examples found that they were highly effective for studying
algebra (Cooper & Sweller, 1987; Sweller & Cooper, 1985) and other areas of
mathematics (Zhu & Simon, 1987). However, because the worked examples and
guided solutions that were used were not fully worked examples (showing all the
steps in the process), the experiment failed to improve the performance of the
learners compared with conventional problem-solving methods. A further
assumption that was made in this study was that, if both diagrams and text were
integrated then split attention could possibly be avoided. The final tests successfully
indicated that learners using integrated worked examples performed better than those
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using conventional problem-solving materials. The following is an example showing
how the experiments were conducted in Tarmizi and Sweller’s (1988) experiment
(see Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5).
Task: In the above diagram find the value of angle BEF when
Line AB is parallel to line DC
Angle BCD=110
Angle BEF=50
Solution:
Angle FBE=180-110=70
(Co-interior angles between parallel lines sum to 180)
Angle BEF=180-50-70=60 (Angles in a triangle sum to 180)

Figure 2.4: Split attention: Conventional geometry worked example (Tarmizi & Sweller, 1988)
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Figure 2.5: Integrated worked example: Geometry problem (Tarmizi & Sweller, 1988)

In a series of experiments carried out by Tarmizi and Sweller (1988) the splitattention hypothesis was examined by utilising circle-geometry materials, comparing
three groups. They gave conventional problem-solving materials to the first group,
conventional worked examples with separated diagrams and text to the second group,
and worked example materials with integrated diagrams and text to the third group.
The results indicated that the integrated worked example group were able to solve a
greater number of problems during the acquisition phase than the other groups. This
result indicated that the integrated worked examples could be more-easily processed
by learners than the other experiment materials. Also, the integrated worked example
group completed the tasks in less time and produced fewer errors.
Sweller (1994) investigated the effect of split attention on worked examples and the
results supported the previous findings by Tarmizi and Sweller (1988) (see Figure
2.6 and Figure 2.7 for the experiments used).
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Figure 2.6: Split attention: Conventional geometry problem with solution (Sweller, 1994)

Figure 2.7: Integrated worked example: Geometry problem with solution (Sweller, 1994)

The split-attention effect diverts cognitive resources necessary for the construction of
schemas to extraneous tasks such as mentally integrating the multiple sources of
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information. This extraneous task increases the cognitive load on WM and hinders
the learning process significantly. CLT explains that the presentation technique can
result in high levels of ECL and this needs to be taken into consideration when
developing integrated instructional designs.
2.3.2.1 Integrated format instruction and reducing split-attention

The purpose of an integrated instructional format design is to provide multiple
sources of information, which can include text and diagrams where the related
information is merged into a single unit of information. This format does not require
a learner to use their limited WM resources to mentally integrate the material, thus
reducing their cognitive load and facilitating learning.
The effectiveness of integrated format instruction using worked examples in
kinematics was studied by Sweller (1994), utilising a conventionally designed
worked example, with the problem initially stated followed by the symbols and
equations required to solve the problem. To solve the problem the learner was
required to search for and match the text with the relevant symbols and equations and
then mentally integrate the two separate sources of information. It was hypothesised
that this process diverted valuable cognitive resources into activities that were not
related to schema construction (Sweller, 1994), therefore, Sweller redesigned the
worked example to test this hypothesis. In the new integrated design the mental
effort required to match and integrate the words with the symbols and equation was
significantly reduced, as the information was physically integrated. Therefore, the
limitation to the learning process imposed by split attention with the conventional
format should be greatly reduced by the integrated format. The results from their
experiment confirmed the hypothesis. Ward and Sweller also found evidence that the
effect of split attention on worked examples was more pronounced than the effect on
the conventional problem-solving method.
Sweller et al. (1990) carried out several experiments to test the split-attention effect.
They compared students’ learning using conventional teaching material, with
diagrams and separate textual explanations, with students taught using modified
material, which physically integrated the diagrams and text into a single source of
information. The outcome revealed that the students studying from integrated
material performed better than those using conventional materials. Sweller et al.
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pointed out the significance of the attention of a learner, which was directed in a way
that reduced their cognitive load. Therefore, the important factor in learning is
restricting ECL to essentially any one instructional material strategy, rather than
attempting to use a number of instructional strategies at once, as the latter does not
result in improving leaning outcomes.
In another experiment, Chandler and Sweller (1991) redesigned a major component
of electrical engineering training notes from its conventional format into an
integrated format and compared both groups (see Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9). Their
findings were consistent with earlier findings, where learners performed better with
the integrated format instructions in comparison to the conventional format. The
experiment was implemented for a three-month period and the outcome remained the
same, indicating the long-term advantages of eliminating the need for learners to split
their attention between multiple sources of mutually referring information, as in a
conventional method.

Figure 2.8: Electrical engineering training notes: Conventional group (Chandler & Sweller,
1991)
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Figure 2.9: Electrical engineering training notes: Integrated group (Chandler & Sweller, 1991)

Later studies by Sweller and Chandler (1994), Chandler and Sweller (1996) and
Cerpa, Chandler et al. (1996) all observed the split-attention effect in computer
instruction, where conventional instructions were compared with integrated format
materials, with learners performing better from materials in an integrated format.
Cerpa, Chandler et al. (1996) also measured the subjective ratings of cognitive load
and confirmed that the cognitive load from conventional split-attention material was
higher than the integrated material (Paas, 1992).
It is important to note that split-source instructional material does not always hinder
learning. For instance if ICL is sufficiently low, then ECL from the split-source
material imposes a total cognitive load which is within the capacity of the learners
WM. Therefore, the split-attention effect will not be observed in this scenario. The
split-attention effect is only observed when ICL is high and ECL exceeds the
cognitive capacity of the learner’s WM. Researchers proved that the textual elements
aid learners by reminding them of the text and its comprehension (Gaddy et al.,
2001; Glynn et al., 1985; Hartley, 1986; Meyer, 1975; Weiss, 1983).
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Further studies into the split-attention effect were conducted by Mayer (1989). His
study found that including illustrations in explanatory scientific text had advantages
for a learner. In two tests he proved that labelled illustrations were an effective
means to increase learning outcomes. Also, situations providing only pictures or only
labels did not result in greater learning outcomes compared to when both were
provided. Following the identification of the split-attention effect, other researchers
conducted tests in other domains, and also did so successfully in the geometry
domain (Sweller et al., 1990). Sweller et al.’s findings in 1990 indicated that learners
who studied traditional worked examples did almost as well as those required to
solve a conventional problem.
Further evidence of the split-attention effect and methods to avoid it was given by
Ward and Sweller (1990) in the area of physics. The experiment used a mechanics
problem based on the formulae associated with constant acceleration; it was found
that worked examples performed worse than using a problem-solving strategy. Ward
and Sweller provided the explanation that the worked examples were organised using
a format that promoted split attention and, thus, no benefits to learning were
achieved. Sweller et al. (1990) conducted experiments to test the split-attention effect
with coordinate geometry and computer programming as the subject areas. They
compared groups of students who were taught using conventional introductory
materials including diagrams and separate textual explanations, with students taught
using reformatted materials that were physically integrated (chart diagrams with
text). The learners with the conventional materials needed to split their attention
between the various information sources. Sweller et al.’s findings indicated that the
performance of groups studying using integrated material was substantially better
than those with conventional material.
A series of tests were conducted by Sweller and colleagues, which indicated that,
through physical integration of verbal and visual information, the learner would
avoid splitting their attention between text and pictures. This would allow a learner
to achieve better learning results. Comparing learning from spatially integrated texts
and pictures with learning from spatially separated text and pictures, the splitattention effect is frequently observed (Chandler & Sweller, 1991, 1992; Owens &
Sweller, 2008; Sweller & Chandler, 1994; Tarmizi & Sweller, 1988).
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Mayer et al. (1995) claimed that a significant step for meaningful learning was to
establish connections between pictorial and verbal representations. They found that
connections would likely occur when text and illustrations were presented
contiguously rather than separately. Therefore, extensive visual search will not use
mental resources to coordinate visual and auditory information (Chandler & Sweller,
1991, 1992; Owens & Sweller, 2008; Sweller & Chandler, 1994) and hence does not
have a relationship to the split-attention design principle (Ayres & Sweller, 2005).
Chandler and Sweller (1992) argued that, for a spatially separated format to be
changed and become a spatially integrated format, this would require more than just
a change in spatial proximity. For instance, text would have to be broken into
sections so that instructional text can be integrated into a diagram. Afterwards, the
sections have to be located into the elements, which are related within the general
diagram, and the elements in the diagram will be labelled one by one. When the
elements are not spatially integrated, an instructional text will be subdivided into
pieces so that the whole diagram can be labelled correctly. The example from
Sweller et al. (1998) indicates that extensive cognitive resources are used by a
learner when split attention is required in worked examples.
Sweller and Chandler (1994); Chandler and Sweller (1996) and Cerpa et al. (1996)
conducted an observation on the split-attention effect in the computer instruction
area. Sweller and Chandler (1994) compared conventional materials for spreadsheet
instruction with an integrated format. The conventional materials included a
spreadsheet manual and the use of a spreadsheet package on the screen. With
conventional material, a new learner cannot understand the screen without reference
to the manual. Therefore, the learner must split their attention between the manual
and the screen. If the information for learning was integrated, for instance, the
manual could be understood without reference to the screen Sweller and Chandler
(1994) whilst the screen could be understood without reference to the manual (Cerpa
et al., 1996). In either case, the students who learned from the integrated materials
did better than those learning from conventional materials. Cerpa et al. (1996)
measured the subjective rating of cognitive load and found that the conventional
split-attention material had a higher cognitive load than the integrated materials.
Mayer and Moreno (1998) have provided further evidence of the benefits of
presenting verbal and visual materials together. They showed that the separation of
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text and diagram did not have to be on different pages or substantially removed from
each other to get split-attention effect, in a computer-based environment.
In conclusion, split attention occurs when learners have to mentally integrate two or
more sources of information and each source of information is dependent on the
other(s) in order for the learners to understand the material. The WM load imposed
by the need to mentally integrate the disparate sources of information interferes with
learning. The split-attention effect is central to the current thesis; more recent
developments in this area will be discussed later in this chapter.
2.3.3 Modality effect
As highlighted by many researchers in Chapter 1, WM has separate visual and
auditory channel capacities (Allport et al., 1972; Baddeley, 1992b; Brooks, 1968;
Frick, 1984; Levin & Divine-Hawkins, 1974; Paivio, 1990; Penney, 1989). Research
has indicated that by utilising dual modality, rather than a single modality, WM can
be expanded, this is acquired through the use of both visual and auditory channels.
Therefore, WM effectiveness can be increased by using dual-modality presentation
techniques, where some of the material is presented in auditory form (e.g., textual
instructions) and some in visual form (e.g., diagrams). When designing learning
systems with integrated instructional-design techniques, greater learning outcomes
have the potential to be achieved through using instructional material presented with
both auditory and visual techniques, to allow for the brain’s dual-modality
functioning.
Paivio (1990) and Baddeley (1992a), both indicated that WM can be subdivided into
partially independent components or processors. Penney (1989) investigated the
possibility of separate visual and auditory stores in WM, developing a model where
the processing of auditory and visually presented verbal items are carried out
separately in the WM. This model is called the separate stream hypothesis.
According to Penney (1989), if the auditory and visual information are processed
separately, the subjects presented with this mixture will prefer to recall the
information in the order it is presented. The evidence for separate auditory and visual
processors hypothesises that, when people were asked to perform two tasks
concurrently, performance was better if the two tasks were presented in different
modalities rather than in the same mode. This finding is consistent with the earlier
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findings of Allport et al. (1972), that people could attend to and repeat continuous
auditory speech while simultaneously processing unrelated visual scenes or sight text
whilst playing the piano. Further research indicated that individuals had better recall
if they were presented with a number of words in visual form rather than auditory
form while they were shadowing an auditory speech. This finding suggested that
more cognitive capacity is available when two modalities are used. In addition, Frick
(1984) stated that when people are presented with a set of visual items followed by a
set of auditory items they were able to recall better when both the sets were presented
in the same modality, that is, either auditory only or visual only. These findings
support the enhancement of WM under dual mode as opposed to single mode. Mayer
and Moreno stated that the two main sources of information are from words and
pictures (dual-mode); Figure 2.10 presents how this dual-mode information is
processed by sensory memory, then WM and into LTM (Nielsen & Levy, 1994).

Figure 2.10: Modified cognitive theory of multimedia learning (Mayer & Moreno, 2010)

2.3.3.1 Evidence for the modality effect and its relationship with the split-attention
effect

There is a substantial amount of evidence that supports the modality effect for
playing a role in reducing the cognitive load of a learner. Mousavi et al.’s (1995)
investigation on the modality effect and instructional design hypothesised that the
negative consequences of the split-attention effect (see section 2.3.2 for more
information on this effect) can be improved by having instructions in a mixed-mode
format. Their experiment provided geometry students with worked examples in three
different formats (visual only, audio only and audio/visual); they predicted that the
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students studying audio/visual worked examples would perform better due to the
increased capacity of WM. This prediction was confirmed, as the results indicated
that the group using both modes spent less time solving the problem. CLT predicts
that the modality effect will not occur just because a dual-mode audio/visual is used
for presentation. For instance, if matching information for auditory to visual modes
requires extensive searching then the cognitive load has the potential to exceed the
learner’s WM capacity and the modality effect is diminished. This emphasises the
need to introduce further visual referents, which simplify the matching of auditory
and visual material, before there is potential for cognitive load to be reduced
significantly for the modality effect, in order to benefit the learner.
For the above predictions to be tested, Jeung et al. (1997) developed a hypothesis
within CLT. It was hypothesised that learning would be enhanced if dual-mode
presentation is provided by the additional processing capacity in WM. The results
from this experiment supported the hypothesis and found that, if the visual search
effort was low, the standard audio/visual format resulted in superior learning to a
visual-only format. This finding confirmed that the effectiveness of audio/visual
instructions depends on the cognitive load imposed by visual search.
Tindall-Ford et al.’s (1997) findings from various experiments using electrical
engineering were consistent with Mousavi et al. (1995). In Tindall-Ford’s
experiment, the materials were differentiated by having either low or high element
interactivity. Their prediction was also confirmed in their findings, that low element
interactivity materials, with their low ICL, would not demonstrate the modality effect
due to an increase in effective WM achieved by dual-mode presentation, which
would be irrelevant under conditions where the information that had to be processed
did not impose a heavy load on WM (see Figure 2.11, Figure 2.12). Subjective
cognitive load was measured using a seven-item subjective rating scale, to assess the
mental load from different types of instructions (Paas, 1992). Paas and Van
Merriënboer (1993, 1994), based on this load scale, proposed an efficiency scale that
takes into account both mental load and a performance score. Tindall-Ford et al.
(1997) concluded that this measure can be a useful indicator of differences in WM
load imposed by different instructional-design techniques. They further emphasised
that such a measure would not only indicate difference in task difficulty in WM load
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associated with instructional format and element interactivity, but also the total
number of elements the learner must assimilate, whether they are interacting or not.
Their subjective rating results revealed that the cognitive load was higher under
visual/visual than audio/visual conditions when the material was high in element
interactivity.
Research has provided evidence of enhanced WM capacity under dual-mode
conditions. However, this enhanced capacity of the WM depends on the ICL of the
task and the ECL from the instructional format used. Enhanced learning of a
particular task will result from a dual-modality instructional format when the ECL, as
a result of the split-attention effect, has a higher cognitive load than that of the
learner’s capacity.

Figure 2.11: An example of the visual-only instructions (Tindall-Ford et al., 1997)
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Figure 2.12: Modality effect: Integrated material (Tindall-Ford et al., 1997)

2.3.4 Redundancy effect
Instructional design, which aims to present information in various formats, such as
diagrams with text, may not always be an effective procedure, as some of the
information is either unnecessary or redundant. Redundancy can increase the
cognitive load, which has the potential to interfere with the learning process. The
interference caused by unwanted or unnecessary information in the learning process
is known as the redundancy effect. This effect can be identified where the same
information is presented in different forms (Chandler & Sweller, 1991).
Redundancy can be critical with some instructional formats. Integrated formats could
be effective at reducing cognitive load when dealing with multiple sources of
information that cannot be understood in isolation. However, if multiple sources of
information can be understood in isolation, it decreases the total cognitive load. Nonintegrated formats of learning are where the learner identifies the one source of
information that needs to be understood and ignores the other redundant sources of
information. However, with an integrated structure the learner has to process all the
sources of information simultaneously and redundant information is not easy to
ignore. In these circumstances if the learner is not able to easily identify the
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redundant information, that they may not need, their cognitive load is increased and
will be higher than for the non-integrated material.

Figure 2.13: Redundancy effect: Conventional material (Chandler & Sweller, 1991)
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Figure 2.14: Redundancy effect: Integrated material (Chandler & Sweller, 1991)

To test the redundancy effect, Chandler and Sweller (1991) used instructional
material in electrical engineering, where they compared a group taught using
conventional split-source instructional material with another group using integrated
instructional material (see Figure 2.14). The conventional split-source instructions
were very similar to those regularly used by the company in the research, as part of
its electrical training program, whereas the integrated instructions contained the same
information but in an integrated format. The split-source instructional materials
consisted of both diagrams and text but the diagrams could not be understood
without the text. Chandler and Sweller predicted that the learners from the
conventional groups would not try to integrate the information in the diagram with
the text as they would understand the information.
From the three tests carried out, Chandler and Sweller (1991) concluded that the
integrated instructions were no more effective than conventional instructions, if they
did not require mental integration of the text with the diagrams. Their hypothesis
stated that the subject identified the nature of instructional material and paid attention
to only the necessary source of information (see Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14).
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Chandler and Sweller (1991) later tested for the redundancy effect, using
instructional material where they compared groups studying from three different
instructional formats: a conventional separate diagram and text with textual material
below the diagram, an integrated diagram and text format with textual material in the
diagram next to the relevant body part and a diagram only format with labels
(thought to be self-explanatory). The result from this test indicated that learners
required significantly less time for the diagram-only format to understand the
information and also performed better in the test. The test results revealed the
importance of removing unnecessary textual information and concluded that
integrating redundant text with diagram hinders learning. Therefore, as outlined in
their experiment, the learner wastes cognitive resources processing the redundant
information, which imposes an unnecessary cognitive load. It is easier for learners to
ignore redundant textual information when it is physically separate from the diagram
and, thus, waste less cognitive resources in conventional material rather than in
integrated material. The work on redundancy effect was also applied to biological
materials and redundancy effect was confirmed with the materials (see Figure 2.15
and Figure 2.16). This study produced similar results where the elimination of
redundant materials was found to be superior.
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Figure 2.15: Redundancy effect – Biological: Conventional material (Chandler & Sweller, 1991)
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Figure 2.16: Redundancy effect – Biological: Integrated material (Chandler & Sweller, 1991)

Further research by McNamara et al. (1996) for the redundancy effect, using high
school students’ original instructional text with one designed to increase the
comprehension of the text (modified version), indicated that higher-knowledge
students learnt better from the original text. Whereas lower-knowledge students
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learnt better from the modified version, as this version contained additional
information to help them understand the biology, which assisted in their learning.
Since higher-knowledge students learnt better from the original version, the
additional information in the modified version was redundant and hindered their
learning. A learner with a low level of expertise may require some additional
information to understand a topic whereas for a learner with high level of expertise
that additional information would be unnecessary, producing a redundancy effect
(Yeung et al., 1998). CLT, therefore, emphasises that text coherence and redundancy
depends on the knowledge and experience of learners.
Other experiments have highlighted that redundancy of information hinders the
learning process. Miller (1937) found that presenting young children with a word
associated with a picture was less effective in teaching children to read than
presenting the word alone (Sweller et al., 1998). A similar experiment to Miller’s
found that children learnt new words more easily if the words were presented alone
and the picture was regarded as redundant information (Salomon et al., 1991). Reder
and Anderson’s (1980, 1982) experiments found that students learning from
summaries of book chapters learnt more easily than those from the full chapter. Lesh
et al.’s (1987) experiment using mathematical word problems found that the solution
became more difficult for a student if additional information in the form of concrete
material was given. The concrete material increased the student’s cognitive load and
hindered their learning capacity. Schooler and Engstler-Schooler (1990) compared
two groups, one being shown a visual stimuli and another group receiving a verbal
description of the stimuli and asked to recognise the stimulus. Their experiment
found that verbal description was less effective in comparison to visual stimuli.
Verbal instruction was, thus, regarded as a redundant task, from the perspective of
the current thesis, which focuses on integrated instruction. Hence, it is clear that a
designer of integrated instructional materials needs to consider the redundancy effect
in their design process.
2.3.5 Element interactivity effect
The complexity of information (intrinsic load) also plays a pivotal role in
instructional design. Research has shown that worked examples, split-attention and
modality effects are highly dependent on ICL through element interactivity. During
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the process of learning, the three types of cognitive load have the potential to impact
on a learner’s WM (Paas et al., 2003a) and it is important for a learner to process a
specific amount of information over a period of time. However, after instructions are
given, the most crucial factor is the complexity of the information a learner is about
to learn (Pollock et al., 2002). Sweller and Chandler (1994) stated that instructional
content is made up of component parts or ‘elements’ and, if a relationship between
them exists, the elements may ‘interact’, leading to complexity of the instruction.
The phenomenon has been described as ‘element interactivity’ (Sweller & Chandler,
1994). In this situation, the elements “must be processed simultaneously in working
memory because they are logically related” (Sweller et al., 2011 p.58).
For instance, if ICL is sufficiently low, then ECL from the split-source material may
impose a total cognitive load that is within the capacity of the learner’s WM.
Therefore, the split-attention effect will not be observed in this scenario. The splitattention effect is only observed when ICL is high and ECL exceeds the learner’s
cognitive capacity of their WM.
When processing unorganised and novel information the capacity of WM is limited,
because elements have to be organised and this increase continues linearly, with
some possible combinations increasing exponentially (Van Merriënboer & Sweller,
2005). The intrinsic structure of information is regarded by Sweller and Chandler
(1994) as ‘unalterable’ and, thus, needs to be managed as part of the learning
process. When the cognitive load of instructions reaches a high level, the ICL of the
instructions should be artificially reduced by instructional designers. This process
can take place when a lesson is divided into small pieces and the ICL of the whole
lesson is therefore reduced. The small pieces are described as ‘sub-schemas’ (Clark
et al., 2006). Pollock et al. (2002) were the first researchers to develop the method
for artificial simplification of the presentation of material to reduce ICL.
When a lesson is divided into sub-schemas, learning is promoted at the expense of
understanding. However, Sweller argues that a learner would not be able to
understand the full schema and there would not be effective learning of the
information (Clark et al., 2006). It is important to note that CLT researchers were not
the first researchers to suggest the division of instructional materials into their
individual components. This phenomenon was first recognised by Gagné in the
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1960s (Gagné, 1968; Gagné & Paradise, 1961). Researchers believe that it is not very
challenging to understand low element interactivity material. Sweller and his
colleagues state that element interactivity can be learned serially instead of
simultaneously, and this will not impose a heavy irrelevant load on WM (Sweller et
al., 1998). When individual elements of instruction are processed by learners serially,
instead of simultaneously, processing of these instructions becomes possible since
individual sub-schemas will be recombined and the whole problem will be eventually
understood.
CLT outlines the goal of instructional material to keep the total cognitive load within
the cognitive capacity of the learner. It is essential to reduce ECL when ICL is high,
but not critical when ICL is low. Therefore, the redundancy effect should be most
pronounced when the instructional material is composed of high element interactivity
material; this hypothesis was tested by Sweller and Chandler (1994) using
spreadsheet software The difference between high and low element interactivity
spreadsheet material was examined and two types of instructional formats were used
to test for redundancy. The instructional formats used included an integrated manual
and integrated manual together with computer equipment where the computer
equipment was regarded as redundant. The results indicated that the integrated
manual-only group performed better on high element interactivity material, which
indicated a strong redundancy effect.
High element interactivity involves many elements interacting simultaneously, and
imposes a heavy load on WM. Sweller (1999) demonstrated that a learner may learn
with greater understanding when elements are connected and interact with each other
This understanding applies only when material to be processed is of a high element
interactivity (Marcus et al., 1996). Sweller (1994) suggests that element interactivity
can not be measured independent of the learner as the elements are affected by the
knowledge of each individual. As a novice develops their skills, schemas are
acquired, and the process of learning, reading for example, starts to become
automated. The elements that were previously required to be processed individually
are now able to be processed as a single element, freeing up the resources of WM. In
relation to reading, this is vital, because when WM no longer has to devote all
resources to decoding, comprehension and understanding can take place. Cognitive
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load associated with learning differs between learners just as the elements that need
to be learned vary from low to high element interactivity.

2.4 Recent research on the split-attention effect and its focus
within this study
Recently, focus on the split-attention effect has been applied to the area of
multimedia learning, which is about acquiring information from multiple sources and
presentation of the materials electronically (Plass et al., 2010). Integrating various
sources of information that are significant for understanding subject matter, both
spatially and temporally, can improve learning compared with when the information
is presented in a separated format; this is related to the concept of element
interactivity. The split-attention design principle has been supported through
empirical findings with reference to CLT (Ayres & Sweller, 2005). Ayres and
Sweller claim that a variety of information sources should be presented by an
integrated format to avoid split attention, rather than by being spatially separated.
This principle is based on multimedia learning, a similar design principle, after the
spatial contiguity principle suggested by Mayer (2002).
If there is a combination of textual pieces and pictures with labelling, in a multimedia
environment, it is even more important for learners to understand the association
between text and pictures (Erhel & Jamet, 2006). Based on analytical comparisons of
kinds of presentation, according to Martin-Michiellot and Mendelsohn (2000), the
differences between spatially separated and integrated formats might not be equal to
a dichotomy, but rather to more fine-grained differences. The label of pictures can be
considered a signalling technique. Many researchers have shown that signalling
techniques of materials help with learning (Clark & Mayer, 2008). Mautone and
Mayer (2007) conducted research on how signalling techniques, for example,
highlighting, improve comprehension of pictures. Jamet et al. (2008) indicate that the
signalling techniques of colouring can improve learning from multimedia material.
Practically, the findings illustrate that instructional texts and pictures with other
formats may help with learning, as integrated formats do on a computer. Bétrancourt
and Bisseret (1998) state that, when texts are extensive, spatial integration of
instructional texts and pictures may not always be feasible. Their suggestion was to
employ pop-up windows to present integrated formats (Erhel & Jamet, 2006) (see
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Figure 2.17). The time required to keep information running in WM was reduced,
because of lower ECL, by putting the text box next to the part of the picture the text
was referring to. Sweller et al. (1998) and Kalyuga et al. (1999) used colour-coding,
instead of putting text inside a picture, to connect the text with corresponding parts of
the picture to successfully improve learning outcomes. This thesis will focus on
optimal integrated formats of instructional design for web-based applications.

Figure 2.17: Presentation of the experimental material with, from left to right, the separated,
integrated and pop-up formats (Erhel & Jamet, 2006)

2.5 Conclusion
This chapter has reviewed the literature on Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) and its role
in increasing learning outcomes. Issues that should be eliminated, particularly with
designs that depend on integrated instructional-design techniques, have been
discussed throughout the chapter. CLT is concerned with teaching learners according
to compatibility to human cognitive architecture. This theory discusses knowledge
acquisition and the transfer of learned knowledge from being controlled to
automated, in order to enhance learning (Sweller, 1994).
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Cognitive load researchers have distinguished three different types of cognitive load.
ICL is connected with the material to be learned. ECL is concerned with the teaching
methodologies adopted to present the materials to a learner. GL is linked with the
cognitive load effort made by learners during the process of studying to build and
automate schemas. The learner’s overall cognitive load is the total of these three
additive sources of cognitive load.
The primary purpose of CLT is to manage and maintain the cognitive load inside
WM, which is suggested to have limited capacity and duration. Manipulating ICL,
related to the material’s complexity, can be fulfilled with two tactics: isolating the
material factors (Ayres, 2006; Pollock et al., 2002; Sweller, 2006a) and utilising a
pre-training stage, assisting learners constructing prior knowledge or sub-schemas to
deal with the complexity of the material (Clarke et al., 2005; Mayer et al., 2002;
2003). These methods are based on the assumption that learners’ previous knowledge
is a key element, especially when handling a high element interactivity material.
ECL can be decreased due to a few instructional methodologies, according to effects,
for instance, the split-attention and worked examples (Sweller, 2003). GL requires
optimisation to build and automate relevant schemas to strengthen the learning
process.
The next chapter will present research into Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) specifically Human–Computer Interaction (HCI), and the effects
that CLT has on this domain. Increased use of online (e-learning) and multimedia
training materials to support learning have the potential to increase learning
outcomes. ICT has altered and improved several features of the way in which we live
and are educated. Despite this, there continue to be limitations in the transformation
of learning to e-learning, especially in relation to impact and activity of the learning
environment (Collis, 2002). According to Olsen (2002) there might be an impact of
integrating ICT and developing the facilities of e-learning on the quality of
instruction as well as education in general.
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CHAPTER 3:

Information and Communication Technology
in Education

3.1 Introduction
The previous chapters of this thesis presented the human cognitive architecture and
Cognitive Load Theory (CLT). This chapter will introduce the role of Information
and Communication Technology (ICT), focusing on its use within the educational
domain, its effects on learning in general and use as a tool to enhance learning
outcomes by reducing the cognitive load on learners. There are demanding pressures
and potential incentives to use ICT worldwide, within education systems, to improve
the provision of teaching, learning, training, management and administration
processes. A great deal of attention has been given to the integration of ICT within
education (Adria & Rose, 2004; Uys, 2007). This chapter will initially present an
overview of the role of ICT in education followed by methods that should be
employed to increase the usability of ICT within education through the use of an
understanding of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), underpinned by CLT.
ICT has the power to alter and improve several functions of the way we live, with
learning being central to our quality of life. If we were to make a comparison of areas
such as architecture, engineering, banking, law, business, travel, tourism and
medicine, the impact of ICT across the last three decades has been both massive and
revolutionary. The way these areas function today is fundamentally different from
how they traditionally functioned. When focusing on education, there seems to be a
deficiency in impact, with much less transformation than in other areas. Several
researchers and academics have made an attempt to further investigate this lack of
change, impact and activity (Collis, 2002; Soloway & Pryor, 1996). By examining
the links between HCI and CLT this chapter will present ways in which learning can
be improved through more efficient use of ICT.

3.2

ICT in education

A great deal of attention has been given to ICT integration within education,
particularly higher education, which has led to it being considered as a topic of
interest (Adria & Rose, 2004; Uys, 2007). According to Roffe (2002), academic
institutions, including universities, institutes and schools may provide better services
to their customers (students) and offer cost-effective utilities needed by technology68
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centric societies through transformation of higher education mediated by the use of
ICT. Moreover, ICT can also be used within learning, and the use of ICT can
potentially improve learning outcomes. ICT can be used either remotely
(electronically) or physically by learners; learning can also occur within many
contexts, either remotely (electronically) or physically. Basic concepts for the learner
may be provided electronically, via group learning or via material comprehension, all
in accordance with the objectives of the designated outcome (Tsai, 2011). However,
ICT’s full potential within learning contexts may only be realised when
understanding is given to how people learn. This thesis focuses on how we can use
knowledge of CLT to aid ICT instruction.
There have been many factors that impeded the extensive uptake of ICT in the field
of education. These factors include the lack of need and incentive among instructors
to take on ICT as a tool for teaching, lack of training among reputable teaching
practitioners and the lack of financial support to back the purchase of the technology
(Starr, 2001). Recently, however, there have been factors that have reinforced and
advanced actions to have ICT adopted into classrooms and other learning
environments. These factors include the increasing use of the Internet (particularly
the World Wide Web) for communication and for accessing learning materials
(Oliver & Towers, 2000), the ability of ICT to support educational programs that are
customised for the purpose of meeting the needs of the students (Kennedy &
McNaught, 1997), the flexible delivery opportunities that ICT can provide (Oliver &
Short, 1996) and an emergent need to explore competences in regard to program
delivery. This has led to an emerging focus on programs and courses that develop
performance and competency, aptitude and abilities, looking at how information is
used, rather than what information is being learnt by the learner.
E-learning is seen as one method available to assist in the delivery of information to
learners. The success of e-learning technologies as part of a learning process has
previously been established in the literature (see Kocur & Košč, 2009). E-learning
has the ability to offer flexibility in education (Blin & Munro, 2008). However,
learners need to engage with these technologies during their education to gain true
benefits of this solution (Muldoon, 2008). This is a major factor as to why the full
potential of e-learning has not been realised. As we progress further into the 21st
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century, these factors, and others, are acquiring strong influence to support the
adoption of ICT in education and current developments indicate that there will be
large-scale transformations in the approaches to planning and delivering education as
a result of the prospects and affordances provided by ICT.
3.2.1 Performance and competence-based curricula
Traditional forms of instruction have focused on content. For centuries, courses have
been planned and written around textbooks. Instructors have taught students through
the use of presentations and lectures with learning activities and tutorials intended for
consolidating and rehearsing the instructional content. Contemporary trends now
prefer programs and courses that encourage performance and competency.
The shift to curricula that are based on performance and competency has been greatly
encouraged and supported with an increase in technology-based instructional tools
(Stephenson, 2001). The following are usually required by such curricula:
•

instructors and teachers as mentors and coaches rather than content experts

•

genuine examples and settings

•

learning environments centred on inquiry-based and problem-centred
activities

•

learning environments that are student-centred and based on inquiry and
information access

•

access to many different forms and types of information

•

access to many different sources of information. (Stephenson, 2001)

All these requirements are well provisioned with backing by current ICTs and, at
present, there are a number of examples of world-class environments for curricula
based on performance and competency that use technological tools (Oliver, 2000).
For several years, instructors wanting to implement technology in their courses and
programs have been constrained by the available tools and resources, but with the
rise and pervasive accessibility of modern ICT, particularly the Internet and Web 2.0
technologies (O’Reilly, 2005), numerous barriers and limitations of the past have
been eliminated. In addition, these new forms of instruction have continued with the
introduction of new technologies, particularly the Internet and multimedia. As
instructors and students acquire access to sharable resources, more direct forms of
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communication, faster connections and higher bandwidths, the ability to encourage
and sustain these quality learning environments will continue to grow.
3.2.2 Information literacy
The content of educational programs and courses are also impacted by emerging
ICTs, in the sense that ICTs would become very much a part of everyday work and
life. The necessity for educational institutions to guarantee that graduates have the
ability to demonstrate proper levels of information literacy, the ability to, and the
capacity to determine, locate and assess pertinent information for the purpose of
engaging with it or solving a problem (McCausland et al., 1999).
The determination to encourage such improvements results from wide-ranging
efforts among organisations to make sure that graduates exhibit not only knowledge
and capabilities in their subject areas, but also generic abilities and general qualities.
Conventionally, generic abilities included the following:
•

teamwork and collaboration skills

•

project management skills

•

efficient time-management skills

•

ability to negotiate outcomes

•

effective communication skills

•

problem-solving skills

•

formal reasoning capability.

The rising use of ICT as a tool for how people live their everyday lives has seen the
pool of generic abilities expanded in recent years to incorporate information literacy,
and it is very likely that technological applications and greater development in the
future will see this pool of abilities develop further.
3.2.3 Use of CLT in instructional design
E-learning tools require strong instructional design. However, designers go through
challenges that are different from those usually experienced in traditional classroom
instruction (Morrison & Anglin, 2005). ‘E-learning’ is a general term used to refer to
various forms of learning through the use of computers. One form of e-learning is
distance education, which takes place at a computer with an Internet connection
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where instructors and students are in separate locations and the students study during
different times (Simonson et al., 2006). E-learning puts greater responsibility on the
instructor to make sure sufficient assistance is provided to the learner. Just as
important, the learner learns about the educational content at the same time they are
learning about delivery technologies. This may put a great deal of pressure on
learners, specifically those who have limited experience with technology (Clarke et
al., 2005).
Distance education programs have the potential to add greater complexity for
instructional designers, since a learner must learn how to be capable of managing the
educational technologies, program content and delivery environment simultaneously.
During the design of e-learning, other challenges that must be taken into account are
the context of learning tasks as well as the consideration of learner attributes, such as
distance education experience and levels of prior familiarity and knowledge
regarding their subject domains. These considerations may greatly impact the
interactions of the learners and their success in e-learning settings (Dillon & Jobst,
2005). Lastly, other considerations such as means of assessment, engagement,
interaction, communication and learning strategies are also associated with the
efficacy of distance learning via e-learning settings (Richardson & Newby, 2006;
Simonson et al., 2006). While simple e-learning settings may easily be designed,
these designs may not have certain essential properties that are vital to achieve
successful learning, such as learner engagement and flexibility (Herrington et al.,
2006). These limitations are usual in learning management systems (LMS), in which
customary pedagogical approaches are incorporated into web-based courses. Newer
and more complex pedagogical strategies like e-learning 2.0 can take up a lot of
time, but are more likely to give students a more engaging learning experience. The
term ‘e-learning 2.0’ is used to portray the use of several Web 2.0 applications like
wikis, podcasts, blogs and virtual worlds in learning environments (Downes, 2005).
These applications can add collaborative opportunities, greater richness to the
content and new communication possibilities to courses. However, similar features
may also apply extreme cognitive demands levels on a number of learners.
E-learning environments may stall learning if the instructional design does not
manage or account for increased cognitive demands. In order to be effective, e72
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learning designs should balance an interactive and interesting environment with
manageable mental effort levels. This is harder to achieve in distance learning due to
the fact that, as soon as course materials and tasks are given to the learners, the
designers will have very little control over the learner insight and learning processes
(Martens et al., 2007). More often than not, there is an existing gap between how the
course materials are being used, what designers expect to happen in a course, the
usefulness of the material and the actual opinion of learners.
Evaluating the value of the use of e-learning is another important aspect to consider.
From Sitzmann et al.’s (2006) study, the apparent potential of using technology such
as web-based instruction (WBI) remains to be seen. They demonstrated how
effective application of instructional models, as well as formalised training, can help
increase the benefits of e-learning tools. How learning can align programs with the
capabilities of WBI is also highlighted (Sitzmann et al., 2006). Learners can gain
useful insights that can generate competency and adherence to established goals and
objectives.
Thus, it is necessary for designers not only to know and understand the causes of
increased cognitive demands impressed on students taking up e-learning courses, but
also to measure their perceptions of tasks in the e-learning environments, in order to
guarantee efficiency from both instructor and learner perspectives.
3.2.4 Dealing with cognitive load in interactive visualisation
Advanced learning settings that are ICT based, such as e-learning tools, respond to
the learner’s actions and consist of many different forms of interactivity. They
include high levels of learner control, linked networks of information and multiple
presentations. Such settings are projected to enhance active acquisition and
construction of new knowledge. A high level of cognitive load in an interactive
learning setting could result from a number of variables, including related cognitive
processes, from uncertainty and a non-linear relationship between these variables,
and by momentary interruptions. In a number of cases, the learner has to bear the
burden of determining when to make use of further assistance from instructors (if
available) and what kinds of assistance to ask for. While a more experienced learner
could deal with such burdens, it may go beyond the cognitive resources available to
the learner who is less experienced.
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The cognitive load structure could be applied effectively to various forms of dynamic
presentations with e-learning tools such as instructional games, simulations and
animations. For example, the continuous presentation of animations may be too
cognitively challenging for a novice learner because of a high level of transitivity. A
less-experienced learner may find a series of comparable static charts and diagrams
helpful if they were used instead (Hegarty et al., 2003). The impacts of computer
animations and static diagrams on the learner’s level of understanding and
comprehension have been investigated by (Hegarty et al., 2003). In their study, there
was no evidence proving that animations resulted in higher levels of understanding
than static diagrams. The understanding of diagrams, however, was improved by
asking learners to forecast how the object from the static diagrams would behave and
by giving an oral explanation of the dynamic processes. Forecasting motion from
static diagrams is speculated to have engaged the mental animation and spatial
visualisation processes of the learners (Hegarty et al., 2003). Nevertheless, animated
diagrams could still be more favourable for a more-experienced learner who has
attained an adequate knowledge base for handling restricted WM capacity and issues
of transitivity. Most favourable forms of adapting pictorial dynamic presentations to
the level of expertise of the intended learner involve choosing appropriate levels of
animation.
The relationship between the expertise level of the learner and the efficacy of static
and animated illustrations in the activity domain of altering graphs of quadratic and
linear equations in mathematics was studied by Kalyuga (2008). The results
indicated that the performance of less-experienced learners were notably higher after
studying static illustrations. However, more-experienced and -knowledgeable
learners exhibited better performance after studying animations. As the expertise
level of the learner increased, it was shown that the animated instruction group’s
performance progressed to a higher level of learning, as opposed to the static group’s
performance. The knowledge structures of more-qualified and -skilled learners may
assist them in handling the animations’ transitivity, but processing static graphic
details may necessitate repeated activities for the learners. Static graphics are less
useful to more-knowledgeable learners, since their existing dynamic knowledge
structures would have to be assimilated with redundant details shown in graphics.
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Extra cognitive sources may also be called for in such processes, decreasing effects
of relative learning and raising WM demands.
Interactive simulations can offer suitable environments for delving into hypotheses
and garnering instant feedback, thereby improving problem-solving skills and critical
thinking development. Then again, high WM load levels may well be accountable for
instructional failures and breakdowns of many simulations. Thus, it is important to
consider the learner’s level of domain expertise when designing the e-learning
environment.
3.2.5 Towards adaptive ICT-based learning
In instructional systems that are ICT-based, the expertise levels may change
evidently, as learners form more experience in a certain task domain. Hence, the
tailoring process must be active, that is, take into account learners’ levels of expertise
in real time as they steadily change throughout a learning session. As the expertise
levels of the learner increase, problem solving, based on games or less-guided
probing environments, may efficiently support learning advanced skills and
knowledge in particular task domains.
It is important to consider the traditional learning environment, where information is
exchanged from the instructor to the learner in a face-to-face setting, in which
environment concepts can be built up over time so that the learners’ cognitive load
can be managed and they can achieve the greatest possible learning outcomes. In this
traditional environment textbooks were typically used with diagrams and text next to
each other, having an impact on a learner’s split-attention (Chandler & Sweller,
1991). However, as presented, e-learning tools have the ability to reduce splitattention and attain greater learning outcomes (Kalyuga et al., 1998).
In order to best ascertain a research design to further assess which of the instructional
designs are appropriate for different contexts, knowledge about cognitive load in
dynamic presentations such as instructional games, simulations and animations needs
to be explored. In particular, the relationship between the expertise of the learner and
the efficacy of static and animated technical illustrations in the activity domain was
explored (also, previously by Kalyuga, 2008). Such methods have pointed to the way
in which static graphics are less useful to experienced learners, due to their existing
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dynamic knowledge structures needing to be assimilated with redundant details seen
in the graphics. Therefore, extra cognitive resources can also be called upon for such
processes, decreasing effects of relative learning and raising WM demands.
Instructional design of an effective e-learning setting should consider the way the
human memory works and what its cognitive restrictions are. The majority of
cognitive processes in learning take place knowingly and involve information from
the knowledge base of the learner. These elements (i.e., consciousness and
knowledge base) are related to WM and LTM, which are, as mentioned earlier, the
two main components of human cognitive architecture. The WM mainly processes
the information consciously while LTM stores the knowledge gathered from the
information processed. The vital attributes of these two components have been well
recognised and have become central issues in recent conceptual frameworks for
instruction and learning.
The mental resources expended by the learner when learning and conducting various
activities are restricted by the duration of WM, which represents a key factor
affecting the resourcefulness and efficacy of learning. As mentioned earlier, WM
may experience an overload if more than a few chunks of information are processed
at the same time, resulting in the inhibition of learning. The LTM, on the other hand,
is not restricted in duration and capacity, and significantly impacts how WM
operates. LTM lets the learner deal with numerous interacting aspects of information
in terms of bigger units or chunks in WM, which results in the reduction of cognitive
load. The related cognitive attributes of the learner and the knowledge structures
available may greatly affect the efficacy of many different methods of instruction.
Hence, for it to be effective and resourceful, methods and learning programs that are
ICT based should be modified to take into account the cognitive processes of the
learner.

3.3 Human–Computer Interaction
Human–Computer Interaction (HCI) is defined as a developed system that attempts
to comprehend how people can interact with computers from an organisational
perspective (Te’eni et al., 2007). The key to quality to HCI lies in well-defined
interaction design that mimics the human–computer engagement process. Hence,
HCI seeks to understand how the human–computer interface can be achieved through
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high-quality design that not only performs and is usable, but incorporates human
elements, such as the physical and social experiences of the interaction.
Multiple scientific disciplines are involved in HCI which cope with “the design,
evaluation and implementation of interactive computing systems for human user and
with the study of major phenomena surrounding them” (Hewett et al., 1996 p. 6). In
the late 1970s and early 1980s when workstations and monitors started to emerge in
the workplace, which brought about non-engineers as users of computers, HCI
became known as a separate research discipline (Grudin, 1990; Sharp et al., 2007). In
the design of interaction devices involving perceptual or motor issues, accessible
expertise of ergonomics and human factors was implemented (Preece et al., 2002).
This was followed by designing command languages and menu structures using
knowledge from cognitive psychology. The types of computer user became wider in
the mid 1980s and the use of computers for educational purposes started to emerge,
for example, interactive learning environments or training simulators. In the 1990s,
the scope of HCI research became broader, focusing beyond the individual user and
personal computer on account of development of network technology and mobile
devices. The various application environments for an individual or group were then
taken into account: from work to education, to entertainment, in locations such as the
home or in a mobile context. Designing interactive systems for these scenarios
involved experts from a range of fields, including sociology or anthropology
(Rogers, 2004).
The current major research areas in HCI include: knowledge and models of human
behaviour when interacting with ICT systems, principles or heuristics for the design
of information technology, and the design of new interaction models and
technologies (Preece et al., 2002). For the purposes of this study, the use and learning
from an e-learning system designed for higher education students, on personal
computers, is examined to explain the model of information processing. The
experiments are designed to evaluate how different designs of the learning material
can affect learning outcomes.

3.4 HCI and learning
Sharp et al. (2007) stated that the learning process should be taken into account as a
factor in HCI for two main reasons: novice users need to learn how to operate a
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computer system to achieve certain tasks and educational software intends to support
the acquisition of various knowledge and skills (Nielsen, 1994). Regarding the aspect
of learning how to operate computer systems, a training-wheels method was
proposed by Carroll (1990) where, for beginners, only the fundamental functions are
made available, and the possible functions can be extended with more expertise.
Likewise, context-sensitive systems will hide inappropriate functions from view
according to the task context (Van Nimwegen et al., 2006; Van Oostendorp & De
Mull, 1999). These concepts support the principles of intrinsic cognitive load (ICL),
so that new information can be learnt in isolation, and ECL, where the design only
focuses on system elements that are designed to achieve the learning tasks.
With educational software, researchers have emphasised the role that usability plays.
There are two major research branches with regard to the user-centred design of
educational software. One branch is on the subject of evaluation of educational
applications (Ardito et al., 2004; Koohang & Du Plessis, 2004; Mehlenbacher et al.,
2005; Squires & Preece, 1999; Tselios et al., 2008; Zaharias & Poylymenakou, 2009)
and the other is about user-centred development approaches that are used for elearning applications (Koohang & Du Plessis, 2004; Siozos et al., 2009). Tselios et
al. (2001) used traditional usability measures to rate two e-learning systems with two
groups of learners, tested on the two different learning systems. After using the
learning system, the system that was rated more usable obtained considerably better
learning results. It is also claimed that the concept of usability in the context of
educational computing has to be improved to suit pedagogical approaches and
theories of learning. However, Tselios et al. (2008) argued that the learning systems
should not only focus on efficiency of task execution, as this may have a negative
effect since it can hamper learning processes associated with exploration. Koohang
and Du Plessis (2004) identified that using a cross-functional design team that
combines both designers and educational experts would be beneficial to integrate a
user-centred technology design and a learner-centred instructional design.
It is proposed that individual user characteristics could also have great impact on the
design and evaluation of educational software (Chalmers, 2003; Sharp et al., 2007).
Chalmers (2003) listed factors such as age, gender, the level of expertise on learning
content, the level of expertise on computer, emotion and motivation to be user
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characteristics that may need to be involved to adequately evaluate any e-learning
system.

3.5 Compatibility between HCI and CLT
Both HCI and CLT are based on the same fundamental theories of cognition
developed in the 1970s and 1980s. Both of the theories have the focus on the
reduction of unrelated cognitive load (now known as extraneous cognitive load).
Some CLT instructional design principles seem to be applied to e-learning system
design in similar ways when compared to usability goals and principles, particularly
split-attention effect, redundancy effect and element interactivity.

3.6 Integration of HCI concepts and CLT concepts
The HCI concepts and CLT concepts and principles have already been integrated to
some extent by researchers. For example, it was suggested by Oviatt (2006) that the
usability principles, for example ‘making a system easy to use and learn’ could
reduce ECL and ‘designing a usable learning environment’ was proposed to be
beneficial for reducing ECL and, thereby, improving the learning process (Sawicka
et al., 2008). In the same way, Chalmers (2003) described the CLT principles for
reducing ECL to be methods for enhancing the usability of educational software. It
was noted by Clarke et al. (2005) that, when comparing students using spreadsheet
software whilst simultaneously teaching mathematics instruction, teaching learners
the instructions of spreadsheet applications prior to the mathematics decreased the
learners’ cognitive load. Van Nimwegen et al. (2006) illustrated the use of CLT
concepts, particularly the concept of GL. The authors note that the effect of ECL is
comparable to the effect of externalization, with ECL using WM to take resources
away from the task at hand, thereby having a negative effect on GL.
According to the split-attention principle, if some pieces of information are linked to
each other and they are all required for a task, Gestalt theory (Chalmers, 2003;
Chang et al., 2002) can be applied. Gestalt theory identifies eleven laws addressing
educational visual screen design. The split-attention principle has a striking similarly
with the usability heuristic principle: “The user should not have to remember
information from one part of the dialogue to another” (Nielsen, 2005). Based on the
combination of split-attention principle, Gestalt theory and the usability heuristic
principle, it can be concluded that all individual pieces of information should be
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exhibited appropriately on the screen. The redundancy principle has links with the
usability heuristic, claiming that “every extra unit of information in a dialogue
competes with the relevant units of information” (Nielsen, 2005). This necessitates
the avoidance of information redundancy on the screen. Moreover, both CLT and
HCI theories point out that there are individual learner characteristics, especially
prior knowledge, that play a significant role in learning outcomes. Some other CLT
principles that are designed to reduce cognitive load and to reduce ECL, such as the
worked-example principle and the modality principle, seem to have no corresponding
reference in HCI theories, probably because these principles are related to the
learning processes and instructional design.
Previous research has provided two conceptual models to clarify research into
education software design. The first model demonstrates findings from prior
research, that cognitive load induced by using a software tool can be represented as a
part of ECL (Clarke et al., 2005; Oviatt, 2006; Sawicka et al., 2008) and another
component of ECL is created from instructional design itself. The results show that
the total amount of ECL created by use of the software can be affected by the
complexity of the software, the software design (as rated by traditional usability
criteria) and the expertise of the learner with using of the software. The cognitive
load can be reduced by either designing highly usable software or by training
learners on how to use the software (Clarke et al., 2005; Oviatt, 2006; Salmon,
2000). The component of cognitive load due to software use could be ignored if the
software is designed to be very easy to use or the software usage can be automated
through training. This model also demonstrates the relationship of CLT principles
with traditional HCI design principles by focusing on reducing what CLT refers to as
ECL (Chandler & Sweller, 1996). Conventional usability principles are insufficient
to make efficient learning because there is still a need to ensure the use of GL in the
learning process, however, this requires a greater set of educational principles and/or
expertise.
3.6.1 Assessing HCI within learning environments
The adoption of ICT has been constantly increasing; evaluations show that nearly
fifty per cent of newly invested assets have been put into ICT infrastructure since the
1980s (Westland & Clark, 2000). These technologies have to be accepted and
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adopted by their users, otherwise it would be impossible for ICTs to increase
productivity. While looking into the contemporary Information Systems (IS)
literature, one of the most mature research fields is about user acceptance of new
technologies (e.g. Hu et al., 1999). Based on IS, psychology and sociology,
researchers have developed theoretical models, which routinely interpret more than
forty per cent of the variance in users’ willingness to use a system, for example, the
Technology Acceptance Model (Davis et al., 1989). Two essential determinants, out
of many variables that may impact system usage, are suggested by researchers. First,
the perceived usefulness refers to how the system users believe it will help with
improving job performance. Second, the perceived ease of use indicates how hard or
easy to use the system. For instance, even though a system is believed to be useful, it
may be very difficult to use, thus the benefits of system are not fully achieved.
Within a learning context this would mean that a learner may not fully achieve the
goals of the learning due to ECL.

3.7 Conclusion
This chapter has presented the increasing role that ICT plays with regard to education
and the role of e-learning in reducing cognitive load, which is faced by the learner
during the learning process in learning environments. It has presented a number of
ways that e-learning tools can be designed with consideration toward the cognitive
load of learners. It is critical to understand the different ways in which cognitive load
is affected by the use of e-learning tools. Moreover, this chapter showed empirical
exploration into the relationship between cognitive load and e-learning strategies, as
demonstrated by previous studies. Finally, this chapter presented research into HCI
and its similarities when focusing on improving systems design, which, in some
aspects, mirrors the methods to reduce cognitive load.
The following chapter will present the methods that will be used in the experiments
for the design of tools using integrated instructional design to reduce cognitive load
within e-learning environments.
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CHAPTER 4:

Designing and Developing the Learning
Materials

4.1 Introduction
The previous chapters of this thesis have provided a discussion of the theories used
in this research and their relevance to increasing learning outcomes through the use
of layered integrated instructional-design applications. Based on the assumptions
presented about the human brain through an understanding of human cognitive
architecture and Cognitive Load Theory (CLT), this chapter will outline the process
undertaken when designing and developing optimal integrated training materials.
This is followed by the methods used to evaluate the effectiveness of the different
training materials.
This study deals with the complex issue of how to best develop and use layered
integrated instructional designs from a cognitive load perspective in web-based
learning environments. Prior research in this area has highlighted that it is necessary
to take a holistic approach that integrates the use of ICT tools and processes with the
needs and abilities of different learning groups. The aim of this research is to gain
further understanding about which types of information-display formats allow for
better learning outcomes for learners.

4.2 Research problem
The human brain is capable of processing a large amount of information that
potentially exceeds its traditionally understood capacity. However, by doing this, the
ability of the brain to effectively process the information is reduced, and so is its
ability to combine the new information with relevant existing information so that it
can be used in new situations (Mayer & Moreno, 2003). The particular focus of this
study is the field of learning within the university environment, where education
outcomes can potentially be improved through the use of technology-enabled modes
of information presentation – particularly through the use of layered integrated
instructional designs. CLT is concerned with teaching students by presenting
information in a manner compatible with human cognitive architecture. CLT deals
with knowledge acquisition and transfer of learned knowledge, moving from a
controlled state to an automated state within a schema, to enhance learning outcomes
and allow for future retrieval of that knowledge (Sweller, 1994) (for a detailed
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explanation of CLT and schemas see Chapter 2). Application designers should be
aware of the cognitive limitations of the human brain when developing systems
designed to aid in learning environments.
The concept of layered integrated instructional design is concerned with presenting
material from several sources of information in a single merged unit of information.
Layered integrated instructional design can, therefore, have a number of positive
outcomes, including reducing the impact on WM resources, focusing on mentally
integrating material to extract meaning, reducing the total cognitive load and
supporting learning outcomes (Chandler & Sweller, 1991; Sweller et al., 1990). An
application designed with CLT principles uses effective instructional methods to
simplify the learning process (e.g., worked examples), allowing the learner to collect
as much information as possible in WM then transfer this to LTM, through the
process of schema automation.
This study seeks to investigate how cognitive load influences knowledge
construction and the role that layered integrated instructional design techniques can
play in learning through the facilitation of construction and automation of schemas.
The expected outcome of this study is an understanding of how different types of
layered integrated instructional designs can affect learning.

4.3 Significance of the study
28B

This study makes significant theoretical and practical contributions regarding layered
integrated instructional designs developed for the Web in educational environments.
Thus, the effectiveness of layered integrated instructional designs, in comparison to
conventional instructional methods used in learning environments, will be
demonstrated. Specifically, this study is significant because:
•

The use of different types of layered integrated instructional designs
integrated with CLT concepts to investigate how to reduce the extraneous
cognitive load (ECL) of learners is unique.

•

It will provide greater evidence regarding the effectiveness of layered
integrated instructional designs in the construction and automation of
schemas for learning purposes.
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•

It will provide suggestions for improving layered integrated instructional
designs in university learning environments, based on the findings of this
research.

4.4 Instructional design architectures
The following section presents the three different ways in which the content and
structure of the web-based applications were developed, with a focus on reducing the
learner’s cognitive load through the use of layered integrated instructional design.
All three applications are designed to present information to the learner on a
procedural task; in these applications the task was an explanation of human cognitive
architecture.
The information used to develop the content was edited from the topic in a traditional
textbook on the topic: “Vialle, W., Lysaght, P., and Verenikina, I., (2008) Handbook
on Child Development 2E: Chapter 6 Cognitive Development: Information
Processing, Cengage, South Melbourne”. This text provided the information in a
traditional format with both text and diagrams presented side-by-side to the learner,
thus, introducing the split-attention effect (Ayres & Sweller, 2005) leading to ECL
while learning the materials. Several iterations of modifying the content into a single
diagram were conducted to ensure that meaning was not lost, with experts in the field
of information processing (cognitive scientists) reviewing the diagrams throughout
this process.
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Figure 4.1: Layered integrated instruction model of information processing

The three methods being examined in this study are:
•

Integrated layered instructions with no previous text displayed

•

Integrated layered instructions with previous text displayed

•

Integrated layered instructions with previous text displayed and the current
step highlighted (referred to as ‘Integrated layered instructions with the
current step highlighted’)

4.4.1 Integrated layered instructions with no previous text displayed
The first method of layered instruction was designed to display the content in a
method that follows the principles of CLT – information was presented to the learner
in a step-by-step fashion with no previous text being displayed. It is expected that
this method will focus the learner on the current step of information, without other
information visible that could redirect the learner’s attention. The perceived benefits
of this method are that the ICL imposed on a learner’s WM will be low, as isolatedinteracting elements are learned in isolation.
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Learning human cognitive architecture (as presented previously) involves many
elements being processed procedurally, and it is possible for each step to be
considered in isolation. Materials that have single learning elements that need to be
learned in isolation are said to have a low level of element interactivity and are easier
to process. Therefore, for these materials, WM is low and ICL is said to be low
(Sweller & Chandler, 1994). The more complex the material, the higher the degree of
interactivity between elements, as the materials cannot be learnt in isolation. In this
situation, the integrated layering with no previous information displayed method
would not be appropriate.
The following figures (Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3) present screen shots of the first
web-based application evaluating ‘integrated layered instructions with no previous
text displayed’. Figure 4.2 shows the screen that a user is presented with when the
user clicks on the ‘1’. At this point, a user sees the first procedural task in the sensory
register – ‘When you initially view new information it will be briefly represented
within your sensory register’. When a user clicks on the next element in the sensory
register ‘2’, the information in ‘1’ is removed so the user can focus only on the
content that is relevant to each of the elements in the model.
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Figure 4.2: First label of ‘Integrated layered instructions with no previous text displayed’ webbased application

Figure 4.3 shows the final step ‘12’ of the web-based application. As shown, all of
the previous steps have reverted back to their numbers (i.e., no written content is
displayed). This was designed so that a user would only be able to focus on the
current step, thus hopefully reducing a user’s ECL because they are not distracted by
other information.
During the process of the 12 steps, arrows are added to the model illustrating the
movement of information between the sensory register, working memory and longterm memory. These arrows flash for 5 second to draw the participant’s attention to
the overall process that is occurring within the model.
•

After step 2 is clicked an arrow is added showing the process of memory
transfer from the sensory register to working memory.
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•

After steps 4 and 5 are clicked arrows with the title ‘lost information’ are
added, explaining to the participant that due to these effects the information is
not processed into working memory.

•

After step 9 is clicked an arrow with the title ‘encoding’ is added, explaining
the process from working memory to long-term memory.

•

After step 12 is clicked an arrow with the title ‘retrieval’ is added, explaining
the process from long-term memory back into working memory.

Figure 4.3: Last label of ‘Integrated layered instructions with no previous text displayed’ webbased application

4.4.2 Integrated layered instructions with previous text displayed
The second method of layered instruction is to present the information to the learner
with all previous text, which learners can have read being displayed on the screen. It
is believed that this method allows a user to build up the details and link previous
elements that are intrinsically related. The concept of building up the ideas may lead
to greater learning outcomes, as the learner can review the prior steps when
combining their low-order schemas into a high-order schema.
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The following figures (Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5) present screen shots of the second
web-based application evaluating ‘integrated layered instructions with previous text
displayed’. Figure 4.4 shows the screen that a user is presented with when the user
clicks on the ‘1’. At this point they see the first procedural task in the sensory register
– ‘When you initially view new information, it will be briefly represented within
your sensory register’. When a user clicks on the next element in the sensory register
‘2’, the information in ‘1’ continues to be displayed so the user can refer back to this
information to allow schemas to be built on the previous information.

Figure 4.4: First label of ‘Integrated layered instructions with previous text displayed’ webbased application

Figure 4.5 shows the final step ‘12’ of the web-based application. It can be seen that
all of the previous steps are still displayed. This was designed so that a user would be
able to develop schemas based on all the information presented in the procedural
task, hopefully raising the user’s germane load (GL), which is increasable through
instructional design (Moreno & Park, 2010), as information that is stored in LTM can
be utilised in developing schemas.
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Figure 4.5: Last label of ‘Integrated layered instructions with previous text displayed’ webbased application

4.4.3 Integrated layered instructions with the current step highlighted
The third method of layered instruction is to present the information to the learner
with all previous text being displayed and the current step being highlighted. It is
believed that building up the details while maintaining a focus on the current step,
and allowing the learner to read previous statements, is an advantage for some
learning activities, as shown in the second method. However, this third method
attempts to encourage the user to focus on the current step in the procedural learning
process, as emphasis is given to that step.
Highlighting the current step has the potential to result in a decrease in ECL, as the
learner is able to focus their attention on the current step in the model that they are
learning (the most relevant part).
The following figures (Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7) present screen shots of the third
web-based application evaluating ‘integrated layered instructions with previous
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information displayed and the current step highlighted’. Figure 4.6 shows the screen
that a user is presented with when the user clicks on the ‘1’. At this point they see the
first procedural task in the sensory register – ‘When you initially view new
information it will be briefly represented within your sensory register’. When a user
clicks on the next element in the sensory register, ‘2’, the information in ‘1’ stays
displayed, however, is grey (see Figure 4.7). The user can refer back to this
information to allow schemas to be built on the previous information and use it to
create a full picture of the process of human memory. However, the current step
presented to the user is bolder, thus, the user is able to primarily focus on the current
step. It is envisaged that, by using this method, the benefits presented in both the first
and second web-based applications can be achieved.

Figure 4.6: First label of ‘Integrated layered instructions with the current step highlighted’ webbased application

Figure 4.7 shows the final step ‘12’ of the web-based application. It can be seen that
all of the previous steps are still displayed, however, they are now grey, and the final
step is black (referred to as highlighting the current step). This element of the web91
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based application was similar to that of the Integrated layered instructions with
previous text displayed (see Section 4.4.2 for an explanation of the benefits of this
approach). The user would also be able to focus on the current step as it was
highlighted.

Figure 4.7: Last label of ‘Integrated layered instructions with the current step highlighted’ webbased application

4.5 Research questions
1. Do learners perceive web-based layered integrated instructional learning as
useful and easy to use compared with conventional textbook methods?
2. Which of the three models of layered integrated instructional design
techniques do learners perceive as the most useful and easy to use?
3. Which layered integrated instructional technique provides the lowest level of
ECL on learners and produces the greatest level of learning outcomes?
4. How can the results of this study inform the broader question of layered
integrated instructional design support for improving learning outcomes?
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4.6 System development
The three applications that have been described in section 4.4 were developed as
web-based applications. For this to occur, a review of the most-appropriate
programming languages that had the potential to be used was conducted. Based on
the need for the application to be cross-platform, work within the web environment
and be widely available, Adobe Flash was chosen as the development language. A
Flash application is one method that can be used to design an electronic tutorial.
When used correctly Adobe Flash is beneficial for creating interactivity in the
classroom, since it puts the needs of students first, and treats learners as active agents
in the learning process. Prior research has highlighted that it is a highly efficient
digital learning aid requiring learners to have only basic technology skills (Ngalamou
& Myers, 2010). Therefore, the level of ECL from focusing on learning how to use
the web-based application should be low, due to the ease of use of Flash web-based
applications.
The major benefit of an electronic tutorial for learners is that it allows them to study
at their own pace. By allowing self-directed learning through a Flash web-based
application, a learner can focus on their own level of information comprehension and
interactivity. This has the potential to enhance recall and transfer of the information
into LTM. Therefore, it enables learners to understand content and successfully
navigate new knowledge (Ngalamou & Myers, 2010).
One prior example of using a Flash web-based program in a learning environment is
that of the SmartStart electronic manual. This application demonstrated the positive
effect on learning that Flash web-based applications can have (Miao & Li, 2011).
Miao and Li assessed Flash as an ideal piece of software for educational purposes,
since it has functions of animation design and can integrate multimedia materials and
import various media formats. Oberg (2009) also claimed that Flash should be
introduced in the classroom due to its ability to allow interactivity during the learning
process. Oberg emphasised that the advantage of Flash is its ability to provide
interactive applications and creative new media to assist learners to learn new
knowledge. Flash animation can be considered an essential step in the learning
process, as in the interactive environment of electronic tutorials it can engage
multiple senses of a learner, which has the potential to create an immersive
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environment, resulting in intensive learning with positive outcomes. Another study
that used Flash as the development platform was by Kho et al. (2004) in the field of
fluid power (pneumatics). Their research identified that Flash could be used at the
learners’ own pace, any time and from anywhere. This is particularly true when the
application is hosted on the Internet. From the perspective of this study, the use of
worked examples based on a Flash web-based application allows the learner to work
through the information at their own pace and be able to focus on the information
they believe is key to learning.
Participants in this study will learn through the use of electronic worked examples.
Materials will be used to assist participant understanding of the information in the
human memory process model that is presented. The test will confirm whether
worked examples can facilitate information transfer as well as lead to similar test
performance (Cooper & Sweller, 1987).
4.6.1 Design science – Information Systems Research Framework
The development of the Flash web-based application is rooted in the principles of the
‘Information Systems Research Framework’ developed by Hevner et al. (2004) and
later extended by Hevner (2007). Figure 4.8 presents the initial framework, taking
into consideration three key areas of IS development: ‘Environment’, ‘IS Research’
and ‘Knowledge Base’. The Environment defines the area in which an application is
used. This is addressed from three different perspectives: social (people),
organisational and technological. For the web-based applications developed for this
study, the people are the learners (demographics are collected before they begin the
experiments to understand their capabilities), the organisation is the learning
environment where they gain knowledge in the human cognitive architecture, and the
technology consists of using the Flash application over the Internet (therefore, a
computer with an Internet connection is required). The IS Research component of the
framework defines the development (build) and justification (evaluate) of theories
and the artefacts used in the research. For this study, the theory that is being
evaluated is CLT, within a web-based application, within the context of seeking
better learning outcomes in presenting information during a procedural task. The
three applications discussed in section 4.4 will be compared to identify which
application leads to the strongest learning outcomes. The final area of the framework
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is the Knowledge Base. This section is designed to further the development of
theories and develop methodologies that can be used for the justify/evaluate part of
the IS Research framework area. As this study is developing a greater understanding
of how worked examples can be utilised through ‘layered integrated instructional
designs’ (as a method to reduce cognitive load and improve student learning), this is
where the foundation of the Knowledge Base will be developed. This will occur by
understanding which application type allows for greatest learning amongst students.

Figure 4.8: Information Systems Research Framework (Hevner et al., 2004)

Hevner (2007) expanded the ‘Information Systems Research Framework’ to include
three research cycles (see Figure 4.9 below). These are: the ‘Relevance Cycle’, the
‘Design Cycle’, and the ‘Rigor Cycle’. The Relevance Cycle relates to linking the
processes of building the web-based application to the environment in which it will
be used. The Design Cycle is about evaluating the design artefact (i.e., the Flash
web-based application) and the research of that artefact. For this research this is
critical, as it allows further understanding of the way to best design web-based
applications for learning, in relation to the CLT literature. The Rigor Cycle links the
building and evaluation of the artefact and the overall processes of rigorous research.
Henver (2007) argues that all three of these cycles must be present in any research
that has a system design element at its core. By understanding the design science
models, the questions posed in this research can be grounded.
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Figure 4.9: Information Systems Research Framework (Hevner, 2007)

4.7 Materials
This research used a series of randomised controlled studies which compared
three types of integrated instruction. Questionnaires collected information about an
individual’s perceptions, behaviours and attitudes. The same pre- and postquestionnaire materials were used for all of the experiments conducted in this
research.
When each participant arrived in the room, they were handed the information sheet
and a consent form to read and sign (see Appendix A: Participant information sheet
and Appendix B: Consent form). Once a participant fully understood their
obligations in relation to involvement in the study, they were given a copy of the pretest materials to complete (for further information about the questions in the pre-test
materials see section 4.7.1). Once complete, the participant was given access to the
website where the Flash web-based applications were available for access.
Participants were allocated to one of the three different versions of the application
(discussed in section 4.4) based on their pre-test responses (for details see section
4.7.1). This formed the instructional phase of the experiment. Participants worked
through the application at their own pace. They were informed that if they felt they
have not fully understood any of the concepts, they can review the procedural
process of human cognitive architecture twice. When the participant informed the
facilitator that they had finished the learning task, the web browser was minimised
and the participant was asked to complete the post-test materials (for details of the
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questions in the post-test materials see section 4.7.2). This concluded the participant
involvement with the system.
4.7.1 Pre-test materials
Participants were asked basic demographic questions including: age, gender, first
language and subjective evaluation of computer skills. Participants were also asked
to self-rate their general knowledge about the ‘Model of human memory and
information processing’ (see Appendix C: Pre-Questionnaire).
These questions were designed to ensure that across the different instructional design
architectures (presented in section 4.4) there was no group that had a greater level of
computer use or knowledge of the model being evaluated.
4.7.2 Post-test materials
The first part of the post-test questionnaire was designed to collect user perceptions
of the Flash web-based application they encountered in the instructional phase of the
experiment. Participants were asked to subjectively compare use of the application to
using a traditional textbook to obtain information about the topic. Participants were
asked to estimate how easy or difficult they find the instructional material using
Davis’ perceived usefulness and ease-of-use instruments on a seven-point Likert
scale (Davis, 1989). These questions were based on the Technology Acceptance
Model (TAM). The post-test questionnaire was used to provide further insight into
learner preferences about the different instructional design architectures, as well as to
inform understanding about reducing ECL and increasing learning outcomes.
The questions that were asked of participants are:
1. The application that I have just viewed enabled me to understand human
memory and human information processing more quickly.
2. The application that I have just viewed improves my performance in
learning about human memory and information processing.
3. The application that I have just viewed increases my productivity in
learning about human memory and information processing.
4. The application that I have just viewed enhances my effectiveness in
learning about human memory and information processing.
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5. The application that I have just viewed makes it easier to learn about
human memory and information processing.
6. I would find the application that I have just viewed useful for learning
about human information processing.
7. Learning to operate the human information process application I have just
viewed is easy.
8. It is easy to interact with the human information process application I
have just viewed.
9. My interaction with the human information process application I have just
viewed is clear and understandable.
10. The human information process application that I have just viewed is
flexible to interact with.
11. It is easy to become skilful at using the human information process
application I have just viewed.
12. The human information process application that I have just viewed is easy
to use.
Questions 1–6 were used to subjectively assess a participant’s response to the
usefulness of the application. Questions 7–12 were used to subjectively assess a
participant’s response to the ease-of-use of the application. It should be noted that
participants are, typically, asked further TAM-related questions about their
willingness to continue to use the application (Davis, 1989). However, these
questions have been excluded from this study because this study is not concerned
with determining acceptance and future use of the developed applications (for other
studies that excluded these questions (see Freeman, 2006; Hyland, 2001)).
The second part of the post-test questionnaire was a quiz based on the material that
was presented to the participants in the application. This quiz was divided into two
sections: recall questions (schema construction) and transfer questions (schema
automation).
In section 1 of the post-test quiz, the first question required the participant to fill in
the three main memory structures that are presented in the ‘Model of human memory
and information processing’. Figure 4.10 is the model that was given to students to
complete.
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Figure 4.10: Post-test quiz. Question 1

The second question presented the 12 stages of the model in random order.
Participants were asked to identify which of the stages occurred in each of the
memory structures – sensory memory (SM), working memory (WM) and long-term
memory (LTM) (see Appendix D: Post-Questionnaire).
In section 2 of the post-test quiz, participants were given the following scenario:
Peter was sent to the supermarket to buy the following 12 grocery
items.
Tomato
Eggs
Bread
Milk
Sugar
Lettuce
Tea
Apples
Ice Cream
Orange Juice
Strawberry Jam
Flour
Peter wrote down a shopping list but forgot to take it with him.
He returned home with the following items:
Tomato
Bread
Milk
Sugar
Coffee
Lettuce
Figure 4.11: Post-test scenario

Students were then be required to answer the following questions:
1. Why did Peter only return home with 6 items?
2. Why do you think that Peter brought back an item that was not on the list?
3. Why was the order of the list changed by Peter?
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4. Why do you think milk, sugar and coffee were grouped together?
5. Why did Peter forget the shopping list?
These five questions are designed to evaluate how well each participant learnt the
material in human cognitive architecture, from a transfer point of view. The ability to
transfer knowledge from LTM to WM for use in other situations illustrates that a
participant has been able to automate the schema that they developed to ensure
learning was achieved.

4.8 Conclusion
This chapter has presented the process undertaken to design and develop the training
materials for this study. The methods used to evaluate the effectiveness of the
different training materials were then explained. The following chapter presents the
results of the first experiment.
It was hypothesised that the participants completing the first group would be the least
effective. The second and third applications were expected to have displayed
superior learning than the first display. Overall, the third application was expected to
display the strongest learning outcomes. This is due to the fact that the third
application allows a learner to review all previous steps, thus constructing schemas
of the learning materials in their LTM and focusing the learning on the current step
within WM.
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CHAPTER 5:

Results

5.1 Introduction
The previous chapter discussed the design of the three Flash web-based applications
that were used to present information to the learner (participant) on a procedural task.
The instructional materials for the experiments of this thesis consisted of an
introductory explanation of the Human Cognitive Architecture focusing on the
‘Model of human memory and information processing’ (see Figure 4.1). Experiment
1 investigated how participants learn when exposed to one of the three web-based
applications. The three instructional groups being examined in this study are:
•

Integrated layered instructions with no previous text displayed

•

Integrated layered instructions with previous text displayed

•

Integrated layered instructions with the current step highlighted

Traditionally, when the first integrated instructional systems were developed for
presenting information to the learner, all information was presented at once on print
based media so that the learner could work through the information at his or her own
pace. This concept was directly borrowed from a print based media where layering
information is not possible.
With the introduction of web-based applications, developers started to experiment
with different ways to present information on computers to enhance learning
outcomes. The objective of this study was to assess three commonly used formats of
instruction through web-based applications, which are expected to enhance
performance of learning. The issue is that very limited research has been conducted
to assess which types of instructional design are more efficient for learners using
electronic technologies. The current methods used are not grounded in research,
however are developed for the convenience of the developer. The goal of the study is
to compare the learning outcomes of the three different ways of presenting integrated
instructional material.
It is hypothesised that all three different Flash web-based application methods will
have positive effects on learning outcomes. As the focus of this study is not on
traditional integrated instructions but rather on layered representation (i.e. the
building up of information) the traditional method of presenting all information in an
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integrated-form was not examined (traditional studies into CLT have analysed this
method in detail and the limitations were discussed in previous chapters).
The first method under examination was the use of integrated layering of the
materials with the previous information being removed once the learner clicks on the
next stage of the procedural learning process (see Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3). This
method was developed so that the learner would have their full attention on the
current piece of textual information and its related diagrammatic entity. It was
asserted that the learner would have no external distractions or other information that
was cognitive load bearing. Integrated layered instructions (with no previous textual
information displayed) are commonly used in electronic learning environments.
While this method allows learners to focus attention on relevant information, it
prevents learners from inspecting previous information and relating it to current
information. This is particularly relevant if information is complex and high in
element interactivity as is the case with the instructional materials of the current
study. Thus, while commonly used, from a cognitive load theory perspective, this
form of layered instruction was expected to be the least efficient in terms of learning
outcomes.
The second method under examination was the use of integrated layering of the
materials with the previous information being gradually layered to learners. This
instructional format incorporated previous steps, which were visible to the learner as
they worked their way through the web-based application (see Figure 4.4 and Figure
4.5). This technique potentially allows learners to link and relate the information as
they work through the materials. Thus, from a cognitive load theory perspective it
was hypothesised that the group that studied integrated layered instructions with
previous text displayed would outperform group 1 where the previous steps were not
available to learners.
A third method of integrated instructions was developed. This group had textual
layered in, as with group 2. It also gave learners access to previous textual steps as
with group 2. However, for this group the previous textual steps were “greyed” out
with the current remaining in black bold font (see Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7). In
accordance with cognitive load theory this method would be predicted to leverage
strengths and obviate weakness of both groups 1 and 2. Having previous textual steps
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available to learners would advantage learners and they would be able relate and link
previous information. This method, by greying out previous steps provides a focal
point; the current step and its matching diagrammatic entity. Thus, the integrated
layered instructions with the current step highlighted (with previous text “greyed
out”) was expected to lead to superior learning outcomes than the other layered
instructional groups.
In summary, it was expected that the participants completing the first group would be
the least effective. Quite simply, the second and third applications were expected to
have displayed superior learning that the first display. Overall, the third application
was expected to display the strongest learning outcomes.

5.2 Experiment 1
Experiment 1 was conducted with 30 first-year students from the Faculty of
Education at the University of Wollongong. It was expected that these participants
would have limited understanding of the ‘Model of human memory and information
processing’ being evaluated in the experiment and would have average computer
skills. The participants were randomly allocated to one of three groups (discussed in
Section 4.4) to ensure that across the different Instructional Design Architectures
there was no group that had a greater level of computer use or knowledge of the
model being evaluated. The experiment was designed so that it would take
approximately 30 minutes for a participant to complete all of the parts of the study.
5.2.1 Materials and procedure
Table 5.1 shows how the three different groups represented in this study for
Experiment 1. The study was conducted on an Apple iMac8.1 with a 20 inch screen
running Apple OS 10.5 “Leopard” and Firefox 3.6. This type of computer was
chosen for the Education participants as they typically used this type of computer in
their computer laboratory tasks conducted within the Faculty of Education.
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Table 5.1: Education groups and their instructional design architecture

Instructional Design Architecture
Group 1 (G1)

Integrated layered instructions with no previous text displayed

Group 2 (G2)

Integrated layered instructions with previous text displayed

Group 3 (G3)

Integrated layered instructions with the current step highlighted

Participants in each group initially completed a common demographic questionnaire
to provide data into their background and level of skill. During the entire experiment
participants were able to control the application at their own pace as they moved
through the learning materials. The experiment then entered an instructional phase,
where they studied the human cognitive architecture materials in their respective
group. After a participant had finished studying their web-based application the study
entered a test phase. Each participant was asked to complete the following tasks to
gain information about how well they learnt from one of the three web-based
applications. This was conducted through the following tests.
Test 1 – Post-test questionnaire: designed to gain user perceptions of the ‘Model of
human memory and information processing’ application that the participant had just
used in the instructional phase (see Davis, 1989). Answers to the questions were
designed for a participant to compare the application to how they typically use a
traditional textbook to obtain information (See Appendix D: Post-Questionnaire)
participants were asked ‘when answering these questions compare them to using a
traditional textbook to obtain information’ with an example question being The
application that I have just viewed enabled me to understand human memory and
human information processing more quickly. Participants were asked to subjectively
evaluate the instructional material based on two constructs: usefulness and ease-ofuse. This would provide further insight into learner preferences in using the
instructional materials.
Test 2 – Learning quiz: After completing the rating scale, the participants were then
asked to complete a written quiz involving two kinds of questions to test the
participant’s knowledge about the ‘Model of Human Memory and Information
Processing’ (see section 4.6.2 for detailed descriptions of questions asked). The first
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question asked participants to complete a figure representing the model learnt (see
Figure 4.9). The second question asked participants to read 12 statements, and
identify which part of the memory structures that they were related to most strongly
(sensory memory, working memory and long-term memory) (see Appendix D: PostQuestionnaire for the stages) an example question which the correct answer was
sensory memory was ‘however, if little effort is put into lost information attending at
this stage, the information may be lost’. The final section of Test 2 consisted of five
questions that were designed to evaluate how well each participant learnt the material
of the Human Cognitive Architecture from a transfer point of view (see Appendix
D: Post-Questionnaire for the questions asked). No computer access and/or
instructional materials were available to the students during the learning quiz phase.
5.2.2 Results (initial / demographic questionnaire)
The following section contains the analysis of initial information / demographics
questionnaire. Participants’ demographics (age, gender and language) and
information about the concepts being evaluated in the experiment (computer skills
and knowledge about the human memory and information process) were collected.
Table 5.2: Experiment 1 participant demographics – Age

18-21

22-44

Total

Group 1 (G1)

7

3

10

Group 2 (G2)

6

4

10

Group 3 (G3)

8

2

10

Total

21

9

30

Out of the 30 participants, 21 were in the 18-21 years age bracket, while 9 were in
the age group of 22-44 years. Table 5.2 presents the information of the participants
categorised into their respective age groups. Group 1 (G1) had 7 and 3, group 2 (G2)
6 and 4 and group 3 (G3) 8 and 2 participants in the age groups of 18-21 and 22-44
years respectively. From an age perspective all groups had a similar composition.
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Table 5.3: Experiment 1 participant demographics – Gender

Female

Male

Total

Group 1 (G1)

7

3

10

Group 2 (G2)

10

0

10

Group3 (G3)

6

4

10

Total

23

7

30

Results demonstrated a high proportion of female participants, which is reflective of
the Faculty of Education enrolments. With respect to the gender of participants in
Experiment 1, 23 were female while 7 were male (see Table 5.3). G1 had 7 female
participants and 3 male participants. All the participants in G2 were female, while 6
of the participants in G3 were female and 4 participants were male. All the groups
were dominated by female respondents with G2 having 100% female participants,
followed by G1 having 70% female participants and G3 60% female participants.
Table 5.4: Experiment 1 participant demographics – First language

English

Other

Total

Group 1 (G1)

9

1

10

Group 2 (G2)

9

1

10

Group 3 (G3)

10

0

10

Total

28

2

30

Table 5.4 shows the study participants’ first language. 28 out of 30 respondents
stated that their first language is English, with the remaining two participants saying
that their first language was not English. Both G1 and G2 had one participant each
who spoke a language other than English as their first language.
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Table 5.5: Experiment 1 Participant demographics – Computer literacy

Very Poor

Poor

Fair

Good

Expert

Total

Group 1

0

1

5

4

0

10

Group 2

0

1

7

2

0

10

Group 3

0

1

4

5

0

10

Total

0

3

16

11

0

30

Computer literacy of the education students who participated in Experiment 1 was
sought. None of the participants considered their computer skills as ‘very poor’ or
‘expert’. A total of 3 participants identified their computer literacy as poor. A total of
16 and 11 participants stated that their computer literacy was fair and good
respectively.
Table 5.6: Experiment 1 participant demographics – Human memory knowledge

Very Poor

Poor

Fair

Good

Expert

Total

Group 1

0

1

7

2

0

10

Group 2

0

4

5

1

0

10

Group 3

0

4

5

1

0

10

Total

0

9

17

4

0

30

Table 5.6 shows participants’ rating of their knowledge of the ‘Model of human
memory and information processing’. None of the participants rated their knowledge
as being ‘very poor’ or ‘expert’ with regard to the model. The participants identified
their knowledge of the model in agreement with the types of participants that were
expected for the experiment, with an overall average of just below ‘fair’ knowledge
of the model.
When evaluating a combination of the participants’ computer literacy and knowledge
of the model being evaluated, an ANOVA test was conducted to ensure that none of
the three groups of the study had any advantage over another group. The answers
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were classified on a scale from 1 = ‘very poor’ to 5 = ‘expert’. The two scores from
the computer literacy and knowledge questions were added to create a basic overall
understanding of the participants’ level of knowledge. The result of the ANOVA
(F(2,27) = 1.469, p=0.248) showed that there was no significant difference between
the three groups. Thus, it can be assumed for the post-test evaluations that the three
groups had comparatively similar computer literacy skills and knowledge of the
model being evaluated.
5.2.3 Post-test results (participant learning)
The following sections present the results from the post-tests conducted in
Experiment 1. They show the participants’ subjective ratings to the post-test
questionnaire and the level of learning of participants after they had studied the
learning materials. Initially, descriptive statistics are presented. This is followed by
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) tests with post-hoc Scheffe comparisons being used
for a closer analysis of differences between groups.
5.2.3.1 Test 1 – Post-test questionnaire

The initial questions in the post-test questionnaire were designed to ask participants
about their subjective user rating on how the web-based applications compared to
learning from a traditional textbook. These questions were answered on a 7-point
Likert scale with 1 = strongly disagree and 7 = strongly agree. The results presented
below in Table 5.7 are the averaged results from the questions asked in the post-test
questionnaire based on the two constructs from the Technology Acceptance Model
(TAM) (Davis, 1989). Although, these constructs have been previously evaluated on
over 100 studies, Cronbach’s Alpha (α) was still conducted to ensure that the two
sets of six questions were still asking the same construct.
For the construct of perceived usefulness, an α result of 0.8708 was recorded (the
alpha ranged with an item deleted from 0.8453(U3) to 0.8543(U6) – all of these are
close to one another and statistically high). This indicates that all of the questions are
asking the same overall construct. According to George and Mallery (2003) this
result is considered to be ‘Good’.
For the construct of perceived ease-of-use, an α result of 0.5734 was recorded (the
alpha ranged with an item deleted from 0.4623(EOU3) to 0.6060(EOU4)). This
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result indicated that all of the questions are asking the same overall construct.
However, according to George and Mallery (2003) this is a ‘Poor’ result, however
there is no lower limit to the coefficient. The question that some participants rated
poorly was “EOU4: The human information process application that I have just
viewed is flexible to interact with”. The reason that the result for this question was
lower than other ease-of-use results was that the application was designed to require
the user to follow the 12 procedural steps in order, thus reducing the
interactivity/flexibility of the application so the focus was only on learning. This
result was therefore not unexpected.
Table 5.7 shows the averages of the two constructs of perceived usefulness and
perceived ease-of-use. In a study conducted by Nielsen and Levy (1994), a
recommended benchmark for the mean of a good quality system is 5.6. Based on this
benchmark, both ‘Integrated layering with previous text displayed’ used by Group 2
and ‘Integrated layering with the current step highlighted’ used by Group 3 were
identified by participants as above the benchmark for both perceived constructs.
Table 5.7: Experiment 1 participant results perceived usefulness and ease-of-use

Perceived Usefulness

Perceived Ease-of-Use

Group

Mean

S.D.

G1

5.58

0.69

G2

5.63

0.61

G3

5.77

0.45

G1

5.67

0.65

G2

6.03

0.60

G3

5.88

0.30

The results from the ANOVA for Perceived usefulness of F(2,27) = 0.258, p=0.775
and for Perceived ease-of-use of F(2,27) = 1.156, p=0.330 indicate that there is no
statistically significant difference between the three applications being evaluated in
terms of perceived usefulness or ease-of-use. This indicates that the three different
groups all had similar opinions about the usability of the three applications.
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5.2.3.2 Test 2 – Learning quiz

The second phase in the post-test evaluation was designed to test participants on the
information that they learnt from their instructional materials.
Table 5.8: Experiment 1 participant results post-test quiz

Construction (recall)

Automation (transfer)

General Total

Group

Mean

S.D.

G1

82.66

7.16

G2

85.33

15.33

G3

89.33

7.16

G1

57.00

13.98

G2

79.00

13.49

G3

56.00

15.77

G1

68.00

9.01

G2

81.71

12.35

G3

70.28

11.04

Table 5.8 shows the averages achieved by the different groups as percentages for the
questions asked in the Learning quiz.
5.2.3.3 Analysis of Variance

In order to identify which of the three ‘layered integrated instructional design
applications’ led to increased participant learning outcomes, analysis of the results of
the learning quiz was conducted comparing the three groups. An ANOVA analysis
was carried out on the performance of the students. Performance of students was
recorded and the mean scores between the different groups of participants was
analysed. After an ANOVA was conducted post hoc comparisons (i.e. the Scheffe
post-hoc comparison) were conducted in order to ascertain where any differences
between groups existed. The Scheffe post-hoc comparison is known as a very
conservative test and that was suitable for the purposes of the study (Rockloff, 2007).
The following are the results of the ANOVA analysis and Scheffe post-hoc
comparison tests of the means of the correct answers used in the experiments.
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For Construction (recall) F(2, 27) = 1.000, p = 0.381
For Automation (transfer) F(2, 27) = 8.090, p = 0.002
For the total Learning quiz F(2, 27) = 4.550, p = 0.020
From the analysis, the ANOVA of F(2, 27) = 1.00 for construction (recall) indicated
a p value of 0.381, which is higher than α value of 0.05. This means there was no
significant difference between and among the mean scores of the participants in the
category of construction (recall) questions. Due to a lack of significant difference
among the means, there was no need to conduct a post-hoc test to identify where the
differences were. This means that all three groups recorded a similar level of learning
for construction (recall) questions. With participants receiving marks above 80% this
could indicate a ceiling effect. As indicated in Table 5.8, all three groups tended to
perform quite well on the recall items. Thus, there was some evidence of asymptotic
effects for these tests. Of more interest to the current study was performance on
transfer tasks.
Data between the three groups were subjected to a one-way ANOVA. This produced
a significant ANOVA F(2, 27) = 8.090 with a p value of 0.002, which is less than α
value of 0.05, implying that there was at least one significant difference among the
three groups. Scheffe post-hoc test indicated that there was a significant difference
between the mean score of education students belonging to G1 and G2 as well as G2
and G3. Scheffe post-hoc comparison did not indicate the existence of a difference
between the mean score of students of G1 and G3. Analysis of difference between
the mean scores of the total of the groups showed a significant difference. Of the
three different learning applications, G2 performed stronger on transfer items than
G1 and G3.
The total mean score of groups (recall) were 68.00, 81.71 and 70.28 for G1, G2 and
G3 respectively. Model significance of ANOVA, F(2, 27) = 4.550 indicated a p value
of 0.020, which is less than α value of 0.05. This means that there was at least one
significant difference between the means of the groups’ scores. Scheffe post-hoc
comparison indicated that there was difference between G1 and G2 only. Scheffe
post-hoc comparison did not indicate the existence of significance difference
between G1 and G3 or between G2 and G3. The data from the overall scores were of
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limited use to the study, as it was clear from the previous analyses that the significant
differences only occurred in the transfer questions.
5.2.4 Summary
As stated in the previous chapter, based on the theories of CLT it was hypothesised
that of the three different ‘layered integrated instructional design’ applications, the
design that would achieve the greatest level of learning outcomes for the participants
was that with all previous information being displayed and the current step being
highlighted (G3). This was hypothesised based on the reasoning that this application
allows a learner to review all previous steps, thus constructing schemas of the
learning materials in their LTM and focusing the learning on the current step.
However, this was not found to be the case with the application. Instead, G2
(Integrated layering with previous text displayed) achieved the highest levels of
learning outcomes in terms of transfer performance.
The following section will examine Experiment 2. Experiment 1 required
participants to use the systems without any prior instruction, as it was assumed that
the systems would be self-explanatory. Experiment 1 produced an unexpected
finding of G2 producing the most marked learning outcomes. While this may
represent a real effect it may also be due to the lack of explanation of the learning
instructions. For example, students may have no previous experience with studying
the layered integrated instructions. In particular, student may not have known how to
follow a highlighted and ‘greyed out’ instructional format and this may have affected
their performance. Thus, because of the unexpected outcomes of Experiment 1, a
web-based tutorial was designed to introduce the learners on studying their integrated
instruction.
Thus, Experiment 2 served two purposes. Firstly, it attempted a better comparison of
the three instructional groups by providing additional information on how to follow
the web-based application. Secondly, a comparison of the instructional groups was
examined with a different cohort of students, namely information and
communication students. This cohort of students had some familiarly of models of
information processing systems.
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5.3 Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was conducted with 36 second-year students from the Faculty of
Informatics, School of Information Systems and Technology at the University of
Wollongong. It was expected that these participants would have very limited
understanding of the ‘Model of human memory and information processing’ being
evaluated in the experiment but would possess above average computer skills. As
with Experiment 1 the participants were randomly allocated to one of three groups
(discussed in Section 4.4) to ensure that across the different Instructional Design
Architectures there was no group that had a greater level of computer use or
knowledge of the instructional materials being evaluated. The experiment was
designed so that it would take approximately 30 minutes for a participant to complete
all of the parts of the study.
5.3.1 Materials and procedure
Table 5.9 shows how the three different groups represented in this study for
Experiment 2. Experiment 2 was conducted on a Dell Optiplex GX620 with a 19
inch screen running Windows XP and Internet Explorer 7. This computer set-up was
different to the computers used in Experiment 1 as this type of computer was chosen
for the Informatics participants as they typically used this type of computer in their
computer laboratory tasks conducted within the Faculty of Informatics.
Table 5.9: ICT groups and their instructional design architecture

Instructional Design Architecture
Group 1 (G1)

Integrated layered instructions with no previous text displayed

Group 2 (G2)

Integrated layered instructions with previous text displayed

Group 3 (G3)

Integrated layered instructions with the current step highlighted

As in Experiment 1, participants in each group initially completed a common
demographic questionnaire to provide data into their background and level of skill.
During the entire experiment participants were able to control the application at their
own pace as they moved through the learning materials. Before the experiment
entered the Instructional phase, where they studied the human cognitive architecture
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materials in their respective group, learners were presented with a web-based tutorial
on how best to use the Instructional Design Architecture for the web-based
application. This tutorial consisted of two parts; a written explanation of how to best
utilise the application that the participant could click through, and an interactive
demonstration as the participant read through each of the steps in the written
explanation. Figure 5.1 shows the tutorial for G1; Figure 5.2 shows the tutorials for
G2; and Figure 5.3 shows the tutorial for G3. A participant using this tutorial was
able to click the ‘next’ button and learn how to best utilise the web-based application.

Figure 5.1: Tutorial for 'Integrated layered instructions with no previous text displayed'
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Figure 5.2: Tutorial for 'Integrated layered instructions with previous test displayed’

Figure 5.3: Tutorial for ‘Integrated layered instructions with current step highlighted’
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After a participant had finished studying the instructional material the study entered a
test phase. Each participant was asked to complete the following tasks to gain
information about how well they learnt from one of the three web-based instructional
applications. This was conducted through the tests outlined in Section 5.2.1.
5.3.2 Results (initial / demographic questionnaire)
The following section contains the analysis of initial information / demographics
questionnaire. Participants’ demographics (age, gender and language) and
information about the concepts being evaluated in the experiment (computer skills
and knowledge about the human memory and information process) were collected.
Table 5.10: Experiment 2 participant demographics – Age

18-21

22-44

Total

Group 1 (G1)

3

9

12

Group 2 (G2)

4

8

12

Group 3 (G3)

5

7

12

Total

12

24

36

Out of the 30 participants, 12 were in the 18-21 years age bracket, with 24 in the age
group of 22-44 years. Table 5.2 presents the information of the participants
categorised into their respective age groups. G1 had 3 and 9, G2 4 and 8 and G3 5
and 7 participants in the age groups of 18-21 and 22-44 years respectively. From an
age perspective all groups had a similar composition. Experiment 2 was different to
Experiment 1 as there were a greater number of participants from an older age
bracket.
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Table 5.11: Experiment 2 participant demographics – Gender

Female

Male

Total

Group 1 (G1)

1

11

12

Group 2 (G2)

2

10

12

Group3 (G3)

2

10

12

Total

5

31

36

Results demonstrated a high proportion of male participants, which is reflective of
the Faculty of Informatics enrolments, which contrasts with the participants from the
Faculty of Education of Experiment 1. With respect to the gender of participants in
Experiment 2, 5 were female while 31 were male (see Table 5.11). G1 had 1 female
participant and 11 male participants. G2 and G3 had 2 female participants and 10
male participants.
Table 5.12: Experiment 2 participant demographics – First language

English

Other

Total

Group 1 (G1)

3

9

12

Group 2 (G2)

4

8

12

Group 3 (G3)

3

9

12

Total

10

26

36

Table 5.12 shows the study participants’ first language. Ten out of 36 respondents
stated that their first language is English, with the remaining 26 participants saying
that their first language was not English, this proportion is different to the
participants in Experiment 1 reflecting the differences in the Faculties that the
participants represented.
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Table 5.13: Experiment 2 Participant demographics – Computer literacy

Very Poor

Poor

Fair

Good

Expert

Total

Group 1

0

0

4

6

2

12

Group 2

0

0

2

7

3

12

Group 3

0

0

4

4

4

12

Total

0

0

10

17

9

36

Computer literacy of the informatics students who participated in the experiment was
sought. None of the participants considered their computer skills as ‘very poor’ or
‘poor’. A total of 10 participants identified their computer literacy as fair. A total of
17 identified their computer literacy good and 9 identified their computer skills as
expert. These results were expected for this group being evaluated as the participants
were all in their second year of information technology degrees. The self-assessment
by the informatics participants was higher than education participants.
Table 5.14: Experiment 2 participant demographics – Human memory knowledge

Very Poor

Poor

Fair

Good

Expert

Total

Group 1

2

4

4

2

0

12

Group 2

0

5

6

1

0

12

Group 3

0

3

8

1

0

12

Total

2

12

18

4

0

36

Table 5.14 shows participants’ ratings of their knowledge of the ‘Model of human
memory and information processing’ system. None of the participants rated their
knowledge as being ‘expert’ with regard to the model. Thus, as in Experiment 1, data
suggests that participants’ expertise was well matched to the instructional materials.
The participants identified their knowledge of the model in agreement with the types
of participants that were expected for the experiment, with an overall average of just
below ‘fair’ knowledge of the model.
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When evaluating a combination of the participants’ computer literacy and knowledge
of the model being evaluated, an ANOVA test was conducted to ensure that one of
the three groups conducting the experiment did not have any advantage over another
group. The answers were classified on a scale from 1 = ‘very poor’ to 5 = ‘expert’.
The result of the ANOVA (F(2,33)=1.090, p=0.348) showed that there was no
significant difference between the three groups. Thus, it can be assumed for the posttest evaluations that the three groups had comparatively similar computer literacy
skills and knowledge of the model being evaluated.
5.3.3 Post-test results (participant learning)
The following sections present the results from the post-tests conducted in the
experiment. They show the participants’ subjective ratings to the post-test
questionnaire and the level of learning of participants after they had studied the
learning materials. Initially, descriptive statistics are presented. This is followed by
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) tests with post-hoc Scheffe comparisons being used
for a closer analysis of differences between groups.
5.3.3.1 Test 1 –Post-test questionnaire

The initial questions in the post-test questionnaire were designed to ask participants
about their subjective user rating on how the web-based applications compared to
using a traditional textbook to learn material. As in Experiment 1, these questions
were answered on a 7-point Likert scale with 1 = strongly disagree and 7 = strongly
agree. The results presented below in Table 5.15 are the averaged results from the
questions asked in the post-test questionnaire based on the two constructs from the
Technology Acceptance Model (Davis, 1989). As in Experiment 1, a Cronbach’s
Alpha (α) test was conducted to ensure that the two sets of six questions were still
asking the same construct.
For the construct of Perceived usefulness, an α result of 0.8666 was recorded (the
alpha ranged with an item deleted from 0.8304(U5) to 0.8651(U1) – all of these are
close to one another and statistically high). This indicates that all of the questions are
asking the same overall construct, this result is considered to be ‘Good’ (George &
Mallery, 2003). For the construct of Perceived Ease-of-Use, an α result of 0.9075
was recorded (the alpha ranged with an item deleted from 0.8734(EOU2) to
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0.8995(EOU6)). This result indicated that all of the questions are asking the same
overall construct, this result is considered to be ‘Good’ (George & Mallery, 2003).
In a study conducted by Nielsen and Levy (1994), a recommended benchmark for the
mean of a good quality system is 5.6. Based on this benchmark, only ‘Integrated
layering with the current step highlighted’ used by G3 was identified by participants
as above the benchmark for both perceived constructs.
Table 5.15: Experiment 2 participant results perceived usefulness and ease-of-use

Group

Mean

S.D.

G1

4.92

1.19

G2

5.44

0.69

G3

5.72

0.40

G1

5.14

1.49

G2

5.58

0.99

G3

6.06

0.77

Perceived Usefulness

Perceived Ease-of-Use

The results from the ANOVA for Perceived usefulness of F(2,33) = 2.938, p=0.067
and for Perceived ease-of-use of F(2,33) = 1.990, p=0.153 indicate that there is no
statistically significant difference between the three applications being evaluated.
This indicates that the three different groups all had similar opinions about the
usability of their applications.
5.3.3.2 Test 2 – Learning quiz

The second phase in the post-test evaluation was designed to test participants on the
information that they learnt from their instructional materials.
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Table 5.16: Experiment 2 participant results post-test quiz

Construction (recall)

Automation (transfer)

General Total

Group

Mean

S.D.

G1

82.77

9.19

G2

83.88

7.22

G3

87.22

7.76

G1

45.41

16.30

G2

68.75

10.02

G3

61.66

16.14

G1

61.42

10.93

G2

75.23

6.00

G3

72.61

9.62

Table 5.16 shows the averages achieved by the different groups as percentages for
the questions asked in the Learning quiz.
5.3.3.3 Analysis of Variance

In order to identify which of the three ‘layered integrated instructional design
applications’ led to increased participant learning outcomes, analysis of the results of
the learning quiz was conducted comparing the three groups. As in Experiment 1 an
ANOVA analysis with post hoc comparisons (i.e. the Scheffe post-hoc comparison)
was carried out on the performance of the students. Performance of students was
recorded and the mean scores between the different groups of participants was
analysed.
For Construction (recall) F(2, 33) = 0.978, p = 0.387
For Automation (transfer) F(2, 33) = 8.218, p = 0.001
For the total Learning quiz F(2, 33) = 7.800, p = 0.002
From the analysis, the ANOVA of F(2, 33) = 0.978 for construction (recall) indicated
a p value of 0.387, which is higher than α value of 0.05. This means there was no
significant difference between and among the mean scores of the participants in the
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category of construction (recall) questions. Due to a lack of significant difference
among the means, there was no need to conduct a post-hoc test to identify where the
differences were. This means that for all three integrated instructional applications
there was a similar level of learning for construction (recall) questions. With
participants receiving marks above 80% this is a likely to reflect a ceiling effect. As
indicated in Table 5.16, all three groups tended to perform quite well on the recall
items. Thus, there was some evidence of asymptotic effects for these tests. Of more
interest to the study were the results from the transfer tasks.
Analysis of the mean score of education students achieved under the Automation
(transfer) problems produced mean scores of 45.41, 68.75, and 61.66 for G1, G2 and
G3 respectively, An ANOVA indicated significant different between the three
instructional groups, F(2, 33) = 8.218. Scheffe post-hoc test indicated that there was
a significant difference between the mean score to G1 and G2 as well as G1 and G3.
Scheffe post-hoc comparison did not indicate the existence of a difference between
the mean score of students of G2 and G3. This result was different to the results
obtained in Experiment 1, with G3 also having significantly better learning outcomes
than G1.
Analysis of difference between the mean scores of the total of the groups showed a
significant difference. Of the three different Flash web-based applications, G2 and
G3 performed at a stronger level and more effectively than G1. The total mean score
of groups (recall) were 61.42, 75.23 and 72.61 for G1, G2 and G3 respectively.
Model significance of ANOVA, F(2, 33) = 7.800 indicated a significant different
between groups. Scheffe post-hoc comparisons indicated that there was difference
between G1 and G2 and between G1 and G3. Scheffe post-hoc comparison did not
indicate the existence of significance difference between G2 and G3. This result
indicates that overall learning through the use of the different designs demonstrates
that G2 and G3 has the greatest learning outcomes with respect to transfer, with
results that were statistically significant compared with G1.
5.3.4 Summary
Based on the theories of CLT it was hypothesised that, of the three different ‘layered
integrated instructional design’ applications, the design that would achieve the
greatest level of learning outcomes for the participants was that with all previous
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information being displayed and the current step being highlighted (G3). As seen in
Experiment 1, this result was not achieved. It was then hypothesised that this may
have been due to the G3 application being different to other web-based applications
that participants had previously encountered. For this reason, Experiment 2 included
a tutorial demonstrating to participants how to get the best learning outcomes from
the application that they were using.
With the introduction of the tutorial, the results obtained in Experiment 2 were only
slightly different to those of Experiment 1. Both groups of participants using the G2
and G3 applications achieved statistically significant higher scores than those of the
G1 application. However, G2 still achieved slightly higher marks than G3. This was
different to Experiment 1 where only the G2 application achieved statistically
significant results. This result highlights the benefits of using a tutorial for a unique
application so that learners gain the most from their learning experience.
Although the results in Experiment 2 are slightly different to those of Experiment 1,
the proposed hypotheses of this study have only been partially realised. From the
findings of Experiments 1 and 2, it was clear G1, had clear instructional deficiencies.
Integrated instructions which do not have access to previous textual information
seem to be at an instructional disadvantage to instructional formats, where students
have access to previous textual information (G2 and G3). The unexpected finding of
both Experiments 1 and 2 was that “greying out” previous text and highlighting
current text did not significantly, advantage learners.
Experiment 3 was designed to examine the different integrated instructional
techniques from a different perspective, by employing qualitative methods and the
think-aloud technique to gain insight into the participants’ understanding of the
applications.

5.4 Experiment 3
Experiment 3 was conducted with six students from the Faculty of Informatics.
These students were domestic honours and postgraduate students who were thought
to have both an understanding of the ‘Model of human memory and information
processing’ being evaluated in the experiment and above average computer skills.
These participants followed the processes of Experiment 2 and were also required to
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employ think-aloud techniques to assist the researcher to ascertain qualitative issues
with the web-based applications. Participants’ interactions with the applications were
recorded using TechSmith Morae Recorder 3.2.0. Experiment 3 employed a
qualitative research approach; this differed from Experiments 1 and 2 where
quantitative analysis was used to determine which of the web-based applications
allowed for the greatest learning outcomes.
One advantage of using think-aloud data to support observational data is that it
provides a greater understanding of unobservable reasons that participants employed
certain techniques during the study. Typically, studies employing a qualitative
research technique focus on only the descriptive data collected (Williams & Clark,
2002), which can lead to problems interpreting the observational data during
analysis. Think-aloud techniques can be used in studying the differences between
individuals performing the same tasks during experiments (Olson et al., 1984). The
verbal reports need to ensure that they are ‘thoroughly reliable’ (Ericsson & Simon,
1980), as employing think-aloud imposes greater cognitive demands on participants
beyond the learning of the materials. It is necessary for researchers to decide the task
difficulty level and protocols used during the period that a participant uses thinkaloud techniques during the experiment. For this study, protocols were developed on
the appropriate degree of prompting and the analysis of the comments before
participants engaged in the experiment. This technique involved each participant
being prompted at the end of each section (sensory memory, working memory and
long-term memory) if they were not discussing their engagement with the web-based
applications.
According to Ericson and Simon (1980), since verbal information is using WM, this
storage is not available for other processes. Demanding tasks create ‘high cognitive
load’ which interferes with the process of verbalization. However, Pressley and
Afflerbach (1995) argue that the activities of think-aloud can also be difficult for
participants during simple tasks because participants do not know if they are
automatically processing the information or if they should just read the content. As a
result, Akyel and Kamisli (1996) argued that think-aloud needs to have “cognitively
demanding language use” beyond the level of the mere recognition of the word. If
this does not occur, it becomes impossible for the participants to engage in think124
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aloud in an automatic manner while performing the task, thus reducing learning.
According to Wade (1990), using a concurrent think-aloud technique has an
advantage over getting participants to recall what they did and any difficulties that
they had at the end of an experiment. Thus, Experiment 3 was designed to be
sensitive to facilitate think-aloud protocols from participants without overloading
their cognitive resources while ensuring their engagement with the process.
5.4.1 Data analysis
The following section presents the analysis of the participant demographics in
Experiment 3. As identified above, employing a think-aloud technique imposes
greater cognitive load on a participant, thus to compensate for this all participants
had a high level of computer literacy and had English as their first language. Table
5.17 presents the demographics of the participants in Experiment 3.
Table 5.17: Experiment 3 participant demographics

age

gender

Language Computer

Memory

G1 – 1

23

Male

English

4

2

G1 – 2

20

Male

English

5

4

G2 – 1

22

Male

English

4

4

G2 – 2

24

Female

English

4

3

G3 – 1

29

Male

English

4

2

G3 – 2

23

Male

English

5

3

Each of the six participants completed post experiment evaluation materials that were
identical to those completed by participants in Experiments 1 and 2. Table 5.18
shows the two constructs of perceived usefulness and perceived ease-of-use. As there
were only six participants in the experiment quantitative statistical analysis would be
meaningless so were not used. The results from the previous experiments with the
G1 application was considered to have the lowest usefulness and ease-of-use, with
similar scores recorded for G2 and G3.
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Table 5.18: Experiment 3 participant results perceived usefulness and ease-of-use

Perceived Usefulness

Perceived Ease of Use

G1 – 1

3.83

5.00

G1 – 2

5.67

6.50

G2 – 1

5.67

6.00

G2 – 2

6.83

6.17

G3 – 1

5.00

6.17

G3 – 2

5.67

5.67

Table 5.19 presents the results of the participants from the post-test quiz. The results
gained by the participants in Experiment 3 followed the same pattern as in
experiments one and two. The participants who completed the G1 application
achieved the lowest scores, followed by G3 then G2. As this result was consistent
with experiments one and two, the analysis from these participants using the thinkaloud technique will hopefully identify explanations about how these methods can be
used to increase learning outcomes.
Table 5.19: Experiment 3 participant results post-test quiz

Construction
(recall)

Automation
(transfer)

Total

G1 – 1

86.67

60.00

71.43

G1 – 2

86.67

50.00

65.71

G2 – 1

93.33

70.00

80.00

G2 – 2

100.00

80.00

88.57

G3 – 1

93.33

65.00

77.14

G3 – 2

93.33

70.00

80.00
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5.4.2 Think-aloud analysis
The six participants that were involved in Experiment 3 used the think-aloud
technique to focus on the design of the materials compared to using a traditional
textbook to learn about a topic. This method of employing the think-aloud technique
confirms Pressley and Afflerbach’s (1995) claim that participants who employ this
technique with what are considered to be simple tasks have difficulty verbalising the
cognitive processes as opposed to verbalising issues related to the learning task itself.
When the ‘Model of human memory and information processing’ is taught at
university, students typically receive an entire lecture on the model. In textbooks, it
typically takes a few pages to explain the concept. The applications in this study
were designed to simplify the process by presenting the information within the model
(removing split-attention) and learning the information in a similar way to a workedexample. Participant G3-1 stated that the application was “very simple, a basic
program” – this comment confirmed that the aim behind developing the application
(i.e. making a typically complex procedural process easy to learn) was achieved.
With each participant only being exposed to one instructional method, the results
from this experiment are designed to aid developers in best utilising each style of
interaction in future applications.
5.4.2.1 Before interacting with the Flash web-based applications

Initially, all of the participants were presented with the same model of the
application. Once the participants began to click through the application, the
information was presented in different ways. The following comments are based on
initial impressions about the application.
Participant G1-1 noted that there was initially an input arrow; this demonstrated that
the participant realised that the model consisted of a process. Participants G2-1, G22, G3-1 and G3-2 took this a step further by reading all of the content on the screen
(the basic model of ‘Model of human memory and information processing’). These
participants identified that there was an overall model that was presented by the
application.
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5.4.2.2 G1: Integrated layering with no previous information displayed

As stated before, this application removed the information a participant had just read
when a participant moved to the next piece of information. As in Experiments 1 and
2, the participants who evaluated this model did not achieve marks that were as high
as G2 and G3 in the post-test questions. Therefore it was assumed that they did not
achieve the same level of learning outcomes as the participants that were involved in
G2 or G3.
The first participant examining this model verbalised that he had to rely on just the
overarching model for understanding how the ‘Model of human memory and
information processing’ fit together after reviewing the 12 stages of the model.
“Firstly my understanding is the input comes from the sensory register and then
processing in working memory which is then encoded into long-term memory but
long-term memory access retrieval is from working memory” Participant G1-1. This
insight is from the overall model, as participants using the G1 application are only
able to see the overarching model and the last piece of information at the end of the
application. Participant G1-2 did not complete a final review of the model, but
instead focused on how the content was displayed on the screen.
It was expected that the participants reviewing the G1 application would make
comments about the information not being able to be re-read as they moved
throughout the application; however, this was not the case. Further research could be
conducted to examine whether removing the previous steps is an issue for users of
web-based applications. Even though it was not verbally identified as a problem, this
is the only difference in the applications and there were significant differences in
learning outcomes when comparing G1 to G2 and G3.
5.4.2.3 G2: Integrated layering with previous information displayed

This application built the information as the participant moved through the 12 pieces
of information. The participants that used G2 achieved the highest marks of all three
applications in the three experiments.
Participant G2-1 identified during the tutorial that it seemed important that the
information was available for re-reading, “so I know that it is helpful”. This not only
shows that the participant was able to effectively use the application but that the
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tutorial that was developed for Experiment 2 helped the participant make best use of
the layered integrated application. This tutorial was not available to participants in
Experiment 1. At the completion of the application’s usage, the participant reiterated
that he found it useful for the information to be always displayed - “yes I think that it
is good to keep the previous steps up” - and how he re-read some of the information.
This demonstrates that the participant was able to obtain the context by keeping the
information available and was able to use the steps as interactive elements.
Participant G2-2 was focused on the design of the learning materials, stating that the
concept of putting the information in the model aided in their learning. This concept
is supported by the goal of the application: removing split-attention from the learning
process.
5.4.2.4 Integrated layering with the current step highlighted

This application built the information as the participant moved through the 12 pieces
of information in a similar way to the G2 application, however the previous step was
made grey so that the current step was highlighted. The participants that completed
G3 in Experiment 2 achieved marks that were statistically higher than G1, however
not as high as G2.
Participant G3-1 identified that they did not fully understand the purpose of the
tutorial or how they were meant to progress (i.e. click the next button) through the
tutorial. This user considered that they had a high level of computer usage. A
potential area of further investigation could be the use of tutorials compared with a
video of how to use the application.
Participant G3-1 noted that the application was easier to use than a textbook as it
provided less information.
Participant G3-2 used their own example of trying to memorise a telephone number
when working through the application. This demonstrated that they were attempting
to use an example to relate the content back to their own experiences, and that the
participant was imagining the information to enhance their learning. Leahy and
Sweller (2004) have previously identified this as a method to increase the use of
germane load within a learners’ WM. Finally, Participant G3-2 noted “this whole
screen here was actually very interesting, like a kind of way presented as a story”.
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This identified that the presentation of the application was able to show the
participant the entire model, and the participant was able to engage with all the
interacting elements.
5.4.2.5 Common issues across all three web-based applications

During the tutorial, participants were taught that the applications were designed to be
clicked through sequentially. However, once participants started to use the
applications this instruction was forgotten when animations occurred in the
applications.
From the participants’ comments, the applications seemed to exert a level of ECL
when the arrows appeared between each of the different memory structures
(animations). This had a tendency to confuse participants and removed their focus
from learning the ‘Model of human memory and information processing’. The
applications were designed to focus the learner when information in the box that they
were reading indicated that at that stage in the process the information being learnt
transferred to the next memory structure, i.e. from SM to WM. The comments such
as “I thought it was actually a signal to process box 7” (from Participant G1-1) and
“it is very confusing at the start when after the second click an arrow wants you to
go across to working memory” (from Participant G3-1) were common among all
participants.
These animations were designed to highlight important information for the
participants, as presented below. Some participants (e.g. G2-2) identified that they
liked the animations while other participants (e.g. G1-1) identified that the animated
arrow indicating lost information did not add anything to the application. However,
this is an important part of the model. Participant G3-2 quickly realised their error
and identified that “I clicked on that box, I was directed to this box over there, I
thought that must be what the next step is, but I quickly realised the arrow was to
simply simulate the concept”. This comment revealed the potential that an animation
has to control participants’ direction in an application.
What is important when designing applications around a model is how the
overarching model is presented on the screen. As participants worked through the
application, they typically read the static material (i.e. headings for each memory
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structure) as they worked through the learning materials. Some of the participants
(e.g. G1-2 and G2-2) suggested that the headings of the learning task and the
headings for each memory structure should be bigger. Participant G2-2 also noted
that different colours should have been used to make the different memory structures
within the model clearer.

5.5 Conclusion
This chapter has presented the results of the three experiments that were used in this
study to evaluate the three different instructional applications designed to present the
‘Model of human memory and information processing’ through the use of layered
integrated instruction. Generally, the main concern for instructional designers is to
develop the most appropriate method for the organisation and presentation of
information; this needs to be done taking into consideration a learner’s ability to
process information.
This study has emphasised the effectiveness of layered integrated instructional
designs in creating learning outcomes for learners. The following chapter presents a
general discussion of the results and its impact on theory and practice.
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CHAPTER 6:

General Discussion

6.1 Introduction
This thesis examined three different Flash web-based applications that were designed
to consider optimal layered integrated instructional design. Assessment of these three
applications investigated which type of layered integrated instruction would have the
greatest benefit in terms of learning outcomes. This chapter will present a general
discussion of the findings of this thesis, including its outcomes. Assessment of this
technique was applied through three different web-based applications that assisted
participants to understand the ‘Model of human memory and information
processing’. The design of these integrated instructional materials, delivered through
ICT, applied the concepts of cognitive load theory to optimise teaching and learning
processes. This approach of using layered integrated instructional design represented
a radical change in instructional formatting and design.
6.1.1 Summary of conclusions: Experiment 1
Experiment 1 was conducted using participants drawn from first year Faculty of
Education students. Participants were given immediate access to one of three webbased applications. No training on how to use the application was provided to
participants.
Experiment 1 recorded positive results from participants concerning the Perceived
usefulness and Perceived ease-of-use in relation to the three different layered
integrated instructional designs incorporated in the Flash web-based applications.
There was no statistical difference between groups in relation to these questions.
Despite similar results for Perceived usefulness and Perceived ease-of-use,
performance between the three different layered integrated instructional designs
varied. This indicated that all instructional layouts were useful and easy to use.
In Experiment 1, participants in all three groups achieved high scores (above 80%)
for recall question performance. However, there was a significant difference between
the groups’ performance for transfer questions. The highest performance for the
recall questions was achieved using the layered integrated design with previous
display. This difference was statistically significant. It should be noted that these
results were different to the proposed hypothesis of this study and to prior literature
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surrounding CLT and integrated instruction. It was expected that the layered
integrated design with current step highlighted would provide the best results for
transfer performance as it was designed to allow the learner to focus on the current
step in the learning task while being able to review prior steps. It was identified that
one potential explanation for this unexpected result was that the web-based
application was novel and that participants did not fully understand how to best
utilize this type of integrated application. Therefore, Experiment 2 was designed to
provide participants with an initial introduction to the best way to interact with the
instructional material via an online tutorial.
6.1.2 Summary of conclusions: Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was conducted using participants drawn from second year Informatics
students. Participants were provided with an online tutorial explaining how to
maximise their learning outcomes and were then given access to one of three webbased applications.
In Experiment 2, participants in all three groups achieved high scores for recall
question performance. Again, there was a significant difference between the groups’
performance for transfer questions. As in Experiment 1, the highest performance for
the recall questions was achieved using the layered integrated design with previous
text display; this difference was statistically significant. The lowest performance was
achieved using the layered integrated design with no previous display. The
performance of participants who used the layered design with previous display
improved notably between Experiment 1 and 2, with the performance of these
participants being significantly higher than the performance of participants who used
the layered integrated design with no previous display.
6.1.3 Summary of conclusions: Experiment 3
Experiment 3 was conducted using participants drawn from Honours and
postgraduate degrees within the Faculty of Informatics. Participants were provided
with an online tutorial explaining how to maximise their learning outcomes and were
then given access to one of three web-based applications. They were asked to employ
the think-aloud protocol while using the tutorial and application.
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Through the think-aloud technique, some important issues were discovered about
how to design better layered integrated instructional applications. One of the key
findings was the importance of how to design an application around a model, and
particularly how the overarching model should be presented on the screen. As
participants worked through the application, they typically read the static material
(i.e. headings for each memory structure) as they worked through the learning
materials. This needs to be taken in consideration in future designs.

6.2 Contribution to existing literature
Designers and instructors seek to create highly effective instructional designs. As
part of this process, they must address two issues to achieve the best learning
outcomes: ‘recall’ construction, which is based on the learner’s ability to recall; and
‘transfer’ which is based on the learner’s ability to transfer what is learnt to new
learning situations. The main aim is to develop understanding, leading to high
performance and achievement of learning outcomes. Integrated format designs aim to
present material from several information sources as a single, merged unit of
information. In doing so, they decrease the need to use limited WM resources to
mentally integrate the material and extract the meaning. This reduces the total
cognitive load and supports learning. This thesis has sought to demonstrate how this
can be achieved through effective instructional design - specifically, through the use
of layered integrated instructional design. The issues of recall construction and
transfer were used to evaluate the level of learners’ acquisition, with the aim of
achieving high performance and learning outcomes, through integrated instruction.
Analysis of the results of this study revealed that the recall performance for
participants was generally high across each of the three designs in all three
experiments, while transfer performance varied significantly. Transfer performance
was highest for participants who used the layering integrated instructional design
with previous display, followed by those who used the layered design with previous
display and the current step highlighted. The evaluation of recall allows
determination of whether basic learning was achieved. Transfer is more significant
when evaluating learning as it shows whether learners can rationalize what they have
learnt and apply that knowledge to new situations. The purpose of this study was to
investigate how cognitive load influences knowledge construction and the role of a
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layered integrated instructional technique in facilitating the construction and
automation of schemas by students.
The three different layered integrated instructional designs were selected to enable
learners to enhance their understanding in a learning process. This study sought to
determine which of these applications produced the best performance. The results of
this study showed positive learning outcomes for all the groups involved. Analysis of
the results showed that learners using integrated layering with no previous display
achieved some benefit from the application, however this benefit was less than that
achieved through use of the other two designs. This lower level of performance may
be explained by learners in this group being forced to focus only on the current step,
with each of the steps being isolated (see Mayer, 2002; Mayer & Moreno, 2003 for
other studies that have identified this temporal split-attention effect). Learners had to
remember the ideas from their memory, creating a separate demand on their
cognitive load resources. These participants found it difficult to understand and
combine the information at the same time. The weakness of this layered instruction
format is of considerable interest given the regularity in which it is used in electronic
learning environments. Integrated instructional formats with previous text removed
are very common. This thesis shows they are also questionable in terms of
instructional efficiency. The participants who used integrated layering with previous
display were able to view all previous information while the current step was
displayed, and refer back to this previous information as required, which facilitated
users building their understanding and enhanced their learning by allowing them to
build up the details and link ideas. This was the design that produced the highest
transfer

question

performance,

with

these

learners

demonstrating

strong

understanding and abstraction of concepts being taught. It was predicted that the
integrated layering with highlighting would be the most effective for building learner
understanding because it provided the benefits of the integrated layering with
previous display design (learners are able to see all previous steps) but highlighted
the current step to facilitate their focus on the current information. However, the
performance of learners who used integrated layering with highlighting was lower
than the performance of learners who used integrated layering with previous display.
One possible explanation for this result is that learners are unfamiliar with this
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approach to highlighted instructional design, which negatively impacted on their
performance.

6.3 Summary of findings
Previous research has not paid significant attention to how to effectively use layered
integrated instructional design or which form of this technique facilitates the greatest
level of learning outcomes. This research has focused on how to develop web-based
applications that incorporate both Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) and HumanComputer Interaction (HCI) principles at the forefront of the development process.
The experiments were designed with this in mind, to allow a learner to both construct
and automate schemas in their long-term memory (LTM).
This thesis has made both practical and theoretical innovations concerning ‘layered
integrated instructional designs’ for use in web-based educational environments. The
effectiveness of these designs in comparison to the conventional instructional
methods used in learning environments has been demonstrated, with these layered
integrated instructional designs all achieving outstanding learning outcomes for
recall question and usefulness.
The concept of layering the information was developed from prior research into
available methods for representing worked examples so that learners were able to
increase their learning outcomes. This information layering method has been found
to increase learning in the past (Sweller, 2006c). Through the use of a worked
example approach employing CLT concepts in this study, the result was a reduced
cognitive load due to minimizied ECL during the learning tasks.
The HCI concepts and CLT concepts and principles have already been integrated
with each other to some extent by researchers. For example, Oviatt (2006) suggested,
in relation to the usability principles, that ‘making a system easy to use and learn’
could reduce ECL, and ‘designing a usable learning environment’ could be beneficial
for reducing ECL and therefore improve the learning process. In the same way,
Chalmers (2003) described the CLT principles for reducing ECL as methods for
enhancing the usability of educational software. This study has identified that when
supported by a tutorial, the most innovative method of information display for multisource information is integrated instruction.
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The split-attention principle states that if some pieces of information are linked to
each other and they are all required for a task they should be presented together
(Chalmers, 2003). This principle has a striking similarly with the usability heuristic
principle, that “The user should not have to remember information from one part of
the dialogue to another” (Nielsen, 2005), from which it can be concluded that these
pieces of information should be exhibited appropriately on the screen. The
redundancy principle has links with the usability heuristic: “every extra unit of
information in a dialogue competes with the relevant units of information” (Nielsen,
2005). Thus, information redundancy on the screen should be avoided.
If the use of CLT is considered in relation to the design of e-learning systems,
systems that have structures that reflect the construction of knowledge in the human
brain can be created, leading to the achievement of increased learning outcomes.
Prior research by Sweller (1994) confirms that the cognition of users in designing elearning systems has significance in the acquisition of knowledge. Despite the fact
that split-attention occurs naturally, e-learning systems can provide increased
learning outcomes as they offer learners information that can be regulated. Therefore,
understanding the cognition of users when designing e-learning systems is of great
significance for achieving increased learning outcomes.

6.4 Significance of this study
6.4.1 For learners
The results from this study have significance to learners. This study has identified
that the use of layered integrated instructional designs has a positive effect on
learning outcomes. From a learner’s perspective, it seems that by becoming familiar
with different modes of information representation through online systems, better
learning outcomes can be facilitated.
When a learner is able to refer back to information that they have previously read,
this allows them to link these ideas in their LTM.
6.4.2 For designers and instructors
This study makes significant theoretical and practical contributions regarding the
three Flash web-based applications, and has confirmed the effectiveness of integrated
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instructional designs. This study was unique in that it compared different types of
layered integrated instructional designs with CLT concepts to investigate the
extraneous cognitive load of university students, and has provided further evidence
regarding the effectiveness of layered integrated instructional designs in the
construction and automation of schemas for university learning purposes.
CLT concepts imply that instructional materials usually impose two different and
independent sources of cognitive load on an individual: ICL and ECL. ICL is
governed by the internal complexity of the instructional material whereas ECL is
based on the way the instructional material is structured as well as the activities of
the learner. ECL may also place an unnecessarily heavy load on WM which can
negatively influence the construction and automation of schemas (Chandler &
Sweller, 1991; Sweller & Chandler, 1994). According to CLT, it is therefore
important for the designers of curricula and instructional materials to consider the
limitations of WM and ECL. Generally, the main concern for instructional designers
is to develop the most appropriate method for an organisation to present the
information to its learners in the best possible manner, which involves being mindful
of unnecessary ECL.
Designers should take the results into consideration when developing their
instructional systems and if they are using a unique approach to present information
to a learner then they should consider how they could employ a tutorial or other
training mechanisms into the learning process. This has the potential to reduce the
ECL placed on the learner by the application.

6.5 Limitations of the study and further research
This study had some limitations that could be addressed through future research. The
study employed three different layered integrated instructional designs. The standard
approach of providing all the information to the learner in a static form was not
investigated. With the use of a greater number of designs, further confirmation of the
results presented may be possible, and this would also allow the generalisability of
the findings to be confirmed. Future studies could consider other types of
instructional material. This study only considered the ‘Model of human memory and
information processing’ in an attempt to investigate the benefits of integrated
instructional systems. Future research could investigate electronic layered
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instructional environments using different instructional materials, possibly from
multiple discipline areas. In future studies different participant pools should be
targeted with different levels of experience over these different instructional
materials. The limited size of the participant sample used for this research may also
be considered as a limitation.
Further research could be conducted with the current model collecting participants’
perceived levels of cognitive load through a Likert scale. The participants could also
be required conduct the experiment using eye-tracking systems. Such data has the
potential to allow insight into the dynamics of where participants are focusing their
attention on the web-based applications and consider the processing flow with the
visual cues of the application.

6.6 Conclusion
Based on the outcome of the current study, the results emphasise the effectiveness of
integrated instructional design based on CLT theory, delivered using Flash webbased applications. Hence, the results of the research that have been presented in this
thesis are significant for developing effective layered integrated instructional design
for application in education and in particular with university curricula.
The web-based applications demonstrated that learners are able to quickly gain the
skill of recall for the information presented, regardless of the format in which the
information in the materials was presented. However, for deeper learning to occur, it
was found that a learner needed to be able to link the information with the prior
information taught through the material; this has been demonstrated through two
types of layered applications that were used by participants.
The cognitive load effect identified in this study is that the use of layered integrated
instruction that builds on the information presented during the learning process
increases learning outcomes. Further research has been suggested into this cognitive
load effect to develop its effectiveness more widely in developing both theory and
practice.
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Appendix A: Participant information sheet
UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG
PARTICIPATION INFORMATION SHEET

OPTIMISING INTEGRATED INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES
USING COGNITIVE LOAD THEORY
ABDALLAH ALASRAJ
PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH
Research into the optimising integrated instructional techniques using cognitive load theory
is being conducted by Abdallah for his Doctorate of Philosophy, supervised by Professor
Paul Chandler and Dr.Mark Freeman in conjunction with the Faculty of Informatics at
the University of Wollongong.
METHOD AND DEMANDS ON PARTICIPANTS
You will be asked to complete the following tasks in order to ascertain information about the
‘Model of Human Memory and Information Processing’. This will be through the following
phase:
•
Initial information questionnaires: The information questionnaires requesting
information relating to the basic demographical characteristics age, gender, language
background, and computer literacy of participants. (Approx. 5 minutes).
•
Instructional Phase: Presented materials by using the three different computerformat integrated instructions; Layered Integrated Instruction designs. (approx 10 minutes)
Testing Phase and Post-Test Questionnaire: This involves three parts:
Part 1 is a questionnaire that is designed to gain user perceptions of the ‘Model of Human
Memory and Information Processing’ application that user has just use in the instructional
phase.
Part 2 involves two kinds of questions to test the knowledge that user gained from the
‘Model of Human Memory and Information Processing’ application.
Part 3 involves being given a scenario then answering questions based on what the user has
just learnt from using the ‘Model of Human Memory and Information processing’
application. (Approx 15 minutes)
POSSIBLE RISKS, INCONVINENCES AND DISCOMFORTS
This study will take 30 minutes of your time to complete the learning exercises and testing,
there are no foreseeable risks in this study. Your involvement in the study is voluntary and
you may withdraw from the study at any time and withdraw any data that you have provided
to that point. Refusal to participate in the study will not affect your relationship with the
University of Wollongong.
All information related to the students will be anonymous and you may withdraw your
permission without penalty at any time. This research has been conducted for over 25 years
and the benefit is that students learn from participating in the study.
BENEFIT OF THE RESEARCH
It is hoped you will learn more about Human Memory and Information Processing theory.
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ETHICS REVIEW AND COMPLAINTS
This study has been reviewed by the Human Research Ethics Committee (Social Science,
Humanities and Behavioural Science) of the University of Wollongong. If you have any
concerns or complaints regarding the way this research has been conducted, you may can
contact the UOW Ethics Office on (02) 4221 4457.
If you are interested in participating in the research, a consent from is available fro you to
read and you will be provided the chance to discuss questions with myself, Abdallah
(0432571807).
Thank you for your interest in this study.
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Appendix B: Consent form
UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG
Consent form

OPTIMISING INTEGRATED INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES
USING COGNITIVE LOAD THEORY
ABDALLAH ALASRAJ
I have been given information about the optimising integrated instructional techniques using
cognitive load theory, and discussed the research project with Abdallah Alasraj who is
conducting this research as part of a Doctorate in Philosophy supervised by Dr.Mark
Freeman and Professor Paul Chandler in conjunction with the Faculty of Informatics at
the University of Wollongong.
I understand that, if I consent to participate in this project I will be asked to:
•
•

Complete test scripts on Model of Human Memory and Information Processing.
Fill in a questionnaire on my experiences.

I have been advised of the potential risks and burdens associated with this research, which
include the use of computers and have had an opportunity to ask Abdallah Alasraj any
questions I may have about the research and my participation.
I understand that my participation in this research is voluntary, I am free to refuse to
participate and I am free to withdraw from the research at any time. My refusal to participate
or withdrawal of consent will not affect myself in any way.
If I have any enquiries about the research, I can contact Abdallah Alasraj (0432571807) or
Paul Chandler (0242213961) or if I have any concerns or complaints regarding the way the
research is or has been conducted, I can contact the Complaints Officer, Human Research
Ethics Committee, University of Wollongong on 42214457.
By signing below I am indicating my consent to participate in the research of optimising
integrated instructional techniques using cognitive load theory, conducted by Abdallah
Alasraj as it has been described to me in the information sheet and in discussion. I
understand that the data collected from my participation will be used for purpose of a
doctoral thesis and possible future publication and I consent for it to be used in that manner.

Signed

Date

.......................................................................

......./....../......

Name (please print)
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Appendix C: Pre-Questionnaire
Model of Human Memory and Information Processing
Please answer the following questions by placing a Tick in front of the appropriate
answer.
1. What is your age?
___________

2. Your gender:
 Female
 Male

3. Your first language:
 English
 other language ( Please specify) ____________

4. How would you describe your computer literacy?
 Very poor
 Poor
 Fair
 Good
 Expert

5. How would you rate your knowledge about the model of Human Memory and
Information Processing?
 Very poor
 Poor
 Fair
 Good
 Very good
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Appendix D: Post-Questionnaire
Model of Human Memory and Information Processing
Part 1
The following questionnaire is designed to gain your perceptions of the ‘Model of
Human Memory and Information Processing’ application that you have just used.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Mildly Agree

Neither Agree or Disagree

Mildly Disagree

Disagree

Usefulness

Strongly Disagree

When answering these questions compare them to using a traditional
textbook to obtain information.

1. The application that I have just viewed enabled me
to understand human memory and human information
processing more quickly.
2. The application that I have just viewed improves my
performance in learning about human memory and
information processing.
3. The application that I have just viewed increases my
productivity in learning about human memory and
information processing.
4. The application that I have just viewed enhances my
effectiveness in learning about human memory and
information processing.
5. The application that I have just viewed makes it
easier to learn about human memory and information
processing.
6. I would find the application that I have just viewed
useful for learning about human information
processing.
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Mildly Agree

Neither Agree or Disagree

Mildly Disagree

Disagree

Ease of Use

Strongly Disagree

Appendix

7. Learning to operate the human information process
application I have just viewed is easy.
8. It is easy to interact with the human information
process application I have just viewed.
9. My interaction with the human information process
application I have just viewed is clear and
understandable.
10. The human information process application that I
have just viewed is flexible to interact with.
11. It is easy to become skilful at using the human
information process application I have just viewed.
12. The human information process application that I
have just viewed is easy to use.
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Part 2
What are the main memory structures of the model of Human Information
Processing?

1. _________________ 2. _________________ 3. _________________

Please write the correct number that matches each statement
1- Sensory Register 2- Working Memory 3- Long-Term Memory
The more the effort you put attention to the information at this stage, the better
the chance you will remember it later.
Has a huge storage capacity where information is held permanently.
The memory that is also very limited. It only holds between 5-9 items of new
information at only one time.
Within this memory if you are paying particular attention to new information, it
will go into your working memory.
Within this memory if new information is actively processed and made
meaningful then it can be encoded into long-term memory.
Information retrieved from this storage goes back to the working memory
whenever it is needed.
However, if little effort is put into lost information attending at this stage, the
information may be lost.
The memory that holds information for a limited period of time (perhaps only
up to 15-20 seconds).
Within this memory the information is retrieved for future use.
Within this memory if new information is going to be remembered, it must be
linked with retrieved information from long-term memory.
Within this memory if you are trying to attend many ideas at the same time,
information may be lost.
Within this memory when you initially view new information, it will be briefly
represented.
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Part 3
Please read the following scenario and answer the questions:
Peter was sent to the supermarket buy the following 12 grocery items.
-

Tomato
Eggs
Bread
Milk
Sugar
Lettuce
Tea
Apples
Ice Cream
Orange Juice
Strawberry Jam
Flour

Peter wrote down a shopping list but forgot to take it with him.
He returned home with the following items:
Tomato
Bread
Milk
Sugar
Coffee
Lettuce
Answer the following questions in light on the instructions of the ‘Model of Human
Memory and Information Processing’ that you have just studied.
1. Why did Peter only return home with 6 items?

2. Why do you think that Peter brought back an item that was not on the list?

3. Why was the order of the list changed by peter?

4. Why do you think milk, sugar and coffee were grouped together?

5. Why did Peter forget the shopping list?
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Appendix E: PACIS 2011 – Published Paper

CONSIDERING COGNITIVE LOAD THEORY WITHIN
E-LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS
Abdullah Alasraj, School of Information Systems and Technology, Faculty of Informatics,
University of Wollongong, Wollongong, NSW, Australia, aafaa858@uowmail.edu.au
Mark Freeman, School of Information Systems and Technology, Faculty of Informatics,
University of Wollongong, Wollongong, NSW, Australia, mfreeman@uow.edu.au
Paul Chandler, Faculty of Education, University of Wollongong, Wollongong, NSW,
Australia, paul_chandler@uow.edu.au

Abstract
This study seeks to investigate how cognitive load influences knowledge construction and
what is the role of layered integrated instructional techniques in facilitating the construction
and automation of schemas whilst users are interacting with e-learning tools. Initially the
literature on how Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) plays a role in e-learning tools is presented,
this is followed by the considerations that need to be taken when developing e-learning tools
with CLT as a focus so that learners can gain the best possible learning outcomes.
This paper finally presents three different ways that e-learning tools can be designed when
considering the cognitive load of learners. These three methods are: integrated layering with
no previous information displayed; integrated layering with previous information displayed;
and integrated layering with the current stem highlighted. Each of these methods has theory
that supports their design, however the context of the learner needs to be taken into
consideration when developing the e-learning tools.

Keywords: Integrated Instructional Design, Cognitive Load Theory, Schema Development,
e-learning.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Information and communication technology (ICT), has altered and improved several features
of the way in which we live and are educated. Despite this there continues to be limitations
in the transformation of learning to e-learning, especially in relation to impact and activity of
the learning environment (Collis 2002). The advancement of ICT in education has been seen
in the increased use of the Internet for communications and accessing of information (Oliver
& Towers 2000), flexible delivery opportunities afforded by ICTs and the use of ICT to
support educational programs for customized students and educational needs (Kennedy &
McNaught 1997). This has led to an emerging focus on programs and courses that develop
performance and competency, aptitude and abilities, looking at how information is used,
rather than what information is being learnt. This paper presents several methods for the
increased study of the learner of e-learning tools, with a focus on the cognitive load placed
on the learner while engaging with the tools.
With this shift towards performance and competency, there is a greater place for
instructional technological tools (particularly e-learning tools), at least because of their
ability to access a variety of forms and types of information, sources of information, and to
support the creation of learning environments that are student-centred and based on inquiry
and information access. Furthermore, information literacy has begun to be linked to
teamwork, collaboration, project management skills, negotiation and communication skills,
and problem solving capabilities. Such attributes are further supported and developed
through the use of e-learning tools in educational settings.
Settings involving instructional design via e-learning are typically developed months before
the learner commences learning, and therefore, the temporal distance between learning and
instructional design places increased responsibility on the learner to understand the content
of the program independently from instructor assistance (Morrison & Anglin 2005). This
places greater pressure on the instructor to ensure sufficient assistance is provided to the
learner. Challenges are presented to the learner who is concurrently engaging with the
educational material, as well as the delivery technologies (the e-learning tool). Although
basic e-learning settings can be easily achieved, they often lack critical criteria and
properties that are vital for the achievement of learning outcomes (Herrington et al. 2006).
Therefore, a thorough understanding and application of Cognitive Load Theory (CLT)
throughout the instructional design is critical for ensuring that course materials and tasks are
designed at a manageable level for the learners’ mental ability. The purpose of an integrated
instructional design is to provide multiple sources of information which include text and
diagrams in a format where the related information is merged into a single unit of
information. This format will not require the learner to use their limited short-term memory
resources to mentally integrate the material and thus reduces their cognitive load and
facilitates more effective learning outcomes.
CLT is defined as a universal set of learning principles that are proven to result in efficient
instructional environments as a consequence of leveraging human cognitive learning
processes (Clark et al. 2006). If the concepts of CLT are not applied to e-learning tools then
the results of the learning outcomes could be severely hampered. Teaching practices
therefore are instrumental in the creation of environments which stimulate learning in a
successful manner. Over recent years, there has been a emphasis on the outcomes of learning
as well as student satisfaction with both learning and teaching irrespective of the
environment within which it occurs. The fundamental principle basic concepts to learner
then basically then tend to describe the circumstances that lead to learning, identification of
teaching practices as well as the learning activities themselves (Bransford et al. 1999). These
support a learning environment that stimulates the learner.
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Learning can also occur within many contexts, either remotely (electronically) or physically.
Basic concepts to the learner may be provided electronically, via group learning or via
material comprehension, all in accordance with the objectives of the designated outcome
(Tsai 2011). Within every aspect of these basic concepts, concrete guidelines need to exist
that focus on particular requirements as well as assessment measurements.
This study proposes three different instructional design methods to reduce the learner’s
cognitive load by using e-learning tools to support the learning outcomes of learners, whilst
gaining understanding of basic process concepts. These methods could be used in any
process based instructional design. Examples in the ICT space could include: the human
memory process; the input-processing-output concept; the phases in systems analysis and
design and online transaction processing. They could be also applied to other management
concepts for example presenting Porter’s Five Forces to students or presenting the Value
Chain Model which are taught to ICT students. It is critical to understand such principles of
learning theories as they underpin the various learning contexts, and help to explain why
analysis of CLT might be useful for promoting more effective learning strategies. Basic
principles of learning theories will allow for a more critical engagement with various aspects
of e-Learning, including the efficacy of utilising various e-Learning tools.

2

HUMAN MEMORY

Sweller (2003) defines human cognitive architecture as the way cognitive structures are
organized and interrelated. Information is being stored and processed by short-term memory
and long-term memory so as to be able to retrieve it for subsequent use. Information enters
the human information processing system via a variety of channels associated with the
different senses, commonly referred to as sensory memory; at this stage the information can
be forgotten or initially processed into short-term memory. Short-term memory, also referred
to as working memory is the momentary storage of information that is processed to perform
cognitive tasks; information at this stage can be forgotten or elaborated and coded into longterm memory. Miller (1956) stated that short-term memory has the capacity of about seven
plus or minus two "chunks" of information, with a duration of between 18 to 20 seconds
(Peterson & Peterson 1959). Long-term memory is the memory storage within human
memory, previously learned and stored information is processed in long-term memory which
is also very important to other cognitive abilities such as problem solving, but humans
cannot use the contents of long-term memory until it enters short-term memory; through
retrieval (Sweller 2003). Figure 1 below shows the human memory processing model as
discussed.
<< Removed >>
Figure 1.

Human memory processing model.

With the use of e-learning tools the human mind could be processing a large amount of
information that exceeds its capacity which would reduce the learner’s ability to gain the
necessary knowledge from the tool and add it to existing knowledge so it can to be used in
new situations (Mayer & Moreno 2003). Therefore, CLT suggests that the short-term
memory can experience an overload if there are more than a few chunks of information are
processed at the same time, and this ultimately works to inhibit the learning process.
Moreover, related cognitive attributes of the learner and the knowledge structures can affect
the efficacy of different methods of instruction. In order to best develop resourceful methods
and programs, e-learning tools need to be modified to reflect the cognitive attributes of the
learner.
Because Short-Term Memory (STM) presents severe limits on the amount of information
that can be held in mind simultaneously (Miller 1956) and its duration (Peterson & Peterson
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1959), STM has been described as the bottleneck of the human information processing
system. Also, short-term memory became an essential and intrinsic part of human cognition
(Atkinson & Shiffrin 1968).

3

COGNITIVE LOAD THEORY

In the early 1980’s, Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) was developed. According to Kirschner
(2002), this theory deals with the limitations of short-term memory and its interaction with
an unlimited long-term memory. Chandler and Sweller (1991), and Cooper (1998) have
defined the total amount of mental activity that short-term memory must deal with
simultaneously as the cognitive load. CLT describes that intrinsic load or information
complexity of learning materials is determined by the level of element interactivity. CLT
defines an element as anything that is processed in short-term memory as a single unit.
The basic process of understanding new knowledge involves the reconstruction of existing
schemas to generate new higher-order schemas which contains the new knowledge.
Therefore for less skilled learners the process of acquiring a new task or solving a complex
task, would involve processing the elements as units into a number of low-order schemas
which is then combined to form a higher-order schema (Sweller & Chandler 1994). Once the
schema has been constructed for a complex task, all the related interactions are incorporated
in the schema and this schema is then treated as a single element by learners short-term
memory, reducing the load for short-term memory.
3.1

Categories of Cognitive Load Theory

Cognitive load theorists have developed three distinguishable types of cognitive load that
can affect a learner, these are: intrinsic, extraneous and germane load. The three main types
of cognitive load have to be considered by the instructor in determining the most suitable
instructional techniques for the learner in order to optimize learning outcomes.
Schema construction and automation are the two major processes involved in learning.
Although schema is stored in the long term memory, the actual construction of schema
involves extraction and manipulation of information is dealt with in short-term memory
(Sweller 1998). The manner in which information is processed in the short-term memory has
significance in the learning process and crux of CLT.
3.1.1

Intrinsic Cognitive Load

Intrinsic Cognitive Load (ILC) imposed on short-term memory is low when non interacting
elements are learned in isolation, therefore the ‘learning to read process’ requires a high
intrinsic cognitive load because it is high in element interactivity. Learning to read
necessarily involves many elements being processed simultaneously. Learners’ abilities and
levels differ greatly; therefore, the intrinsic cognitive load learned materials need to differ.
For example, the intrinsic cognitive load associated with reading spans across a huge
continuum depending on the amount of knowledge stored in long-term memory. The
intrinsic cognitive load and element interactivity decrease as reading becomes increasingly
automated. Clark et al. (2006) have defined ICL as “the mental work imposed by the
complexity of the content” (p. 9).
CLT describes that ICL or information complexity of learning materials is determined by the
level of element interactivity. CLT defines an element as anything that is processed in the
short-term memory as a single unit. For instance, an adult would recognize a word such as
“book” which will be processed as s single element in the short-term memory. However for a
person such as a child who does not recognize the word but single characters will have four
elements. This indicates that an element differs between learners. Hence the element can be
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either a schema that is already learnt or a unit of new information. The load on short-term
memory during learning process is dependent upon the number of elements that has to be
processed simultaneously which depends on the extent of interactivity between the elements
(Sweller 1999).
The variation of ICL is based on the degree of interactions between elements in the learning
material. Materials that have single learning elements that need to be learned in isolation are
said to have a low level of element interactivity. Therefore for these materials the short-term
memory is low and said to have a low ICL (Sweller & Chandler 1994). Likewise, in complex
materials the higher the degree of interactivity between elements, as materials cannot be
learnt isolation, learners need to learn the individual elements but it will not make sense
unless they understand the relationship between the individual elements. This also explains
that what actually defines an element also depends on prior learning.
The basic process of understanding new knowledge involves reconstruction of existing
schemas to generate new higher-order schemas which contains the new knowledge.
Therefore for less skilled learners the process of acquiring a new task or solving a complex
task, would involve processing the elements as units into a number of low-order schemas
which is then combined to form higher-order schema (Sweller & Chandler 1994). Once the
schema has been constructed for a complex task, all the related interactions are incorporated
in the schema and this schema is then treated as a single element by the short-term memory,
reducing the load for the short-term memory.
In summary ICL describes the number of interactions between elements in one particular
task which can vary from individual to individual. Element interactivity is also dependant on
a learner’s previous knowledge. This indicates that the level of elements interactivity in elearning tools cannot be identified by only analysing the material itself. Element interactivity
can be determined by the number of interacting elements that a learner is required to
understand (Sweller & Chandler 1994). For understanding how humans make decisions with
regard to their learning while using e-learning tools it is important to understand the level of
ICL placed on the learner.
3.1.2

Extraneous Cognitive Load

Extraneous Cognitive Load (ECL) results from poorly designed instructional materials
(Sweller et al. 1998). These are imposed by the actual instructional techniques, procedures
and materials used during instruction; an example of this is overly complex e-learning tools
where the learner spends more mental effort understanding the tool rather land learning the
concepts from the tool itself. ECL can interfere with schema acquisition and automation, and
hence hinder the learning process. Furthermore, Sweller (1994) argues that ECL is being
governed by the instructional process which gives the instructor the ability to vary the elearning tool developed to reduce ECL. Paas et al. (2003a) suggest that reduction in ECL can
be achieved by employing a more effective instructional design. Sweller and Cooper (1985)
demonstrated that worked examples were a more effective way of teaching algebra as a way
to reduce the learners ECL.
It is very important not to expose short-term memory with an unnecessary ECL while the
learner is in the process of constructing and acquiring schemas. Kalyuga et al. (2003) argue
that this is the point when the instructional guidance given can be used as a substitute for the
yet to be acquired schemas. In addition, the techniques employed can have a significant
impact on learning and acquiring schemas for novices.
Chandler and Sweller (1991; 1992) explained ECL as the load that is not inherent within the
instruction, but is imposed by the instructional designer as they structure and present
information. ECL is a concern when ICL is high (Paas et al. 2003a; Paas et al. 2003b). This
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is because intrinsic and extraneous load are additive, but when intrinsic load is low, the
learner will typically have less trouble grasping the underlying content (Paas et al. 2003a),
but instructional designers should always strive to limit cognitive load placed on the learner.
In order to learn new material, the learner’s ECL is determined by the instructional design of
the e-learning tool. As such to reduce the total cognitive load, the ECL needs to be reduced
to ICL. If the ICL is low an inappropriate instructional design may not make much
difference as the total cognitive load is not likely to exceed the short-term memory capacity
of the individual. However, the instructional design plays a major role when the ICL is high
and extraneous load becomes more significant.
Generally, the main concern for instructional designers is to develop the most appropriate
method for an organisation or present the information to its learners in the best possible
manner which involved taking into consideration a number of factors. Sweller (1999) noted
that the limitations imposed by the short-term memory are important in instructional design
process, as such, the instructional design should be analysed from a cognitive load
perspective.
3.1.3

Germane Load

Finally the third type of cognitive load is Germane (or relevant) load. This final type of
cognitive load is that remaining free capacity in short-term memory may be redirected from
ECL toward schema acquisition (Sweller et al. 1999). Germane cognitive load the process of
constructing and storing schemas in long-term memory, it is concerned with the construction
and automation of schema development.
3.2

Cognitive Theory Effects

It could be stated that the three cognitive load types add to form the total amount of cognitive
load imposed on short-term memory which must not exceed the memory capacity if it is not
to become overloaded. Total cognitive load can be reduced and the resources of short-term
memory will be freed if the extraneous load can be reduced. An adequate detailed discussion
on the techniques of measuring cognitive load within the CLT framework may be found in
the work of Paas et al. (2003b). Thus, it should be the goal of e-learning tools to reduce
cognitive load in their design to allow for better learning outcomes.
E-learning Instructional design which aims to present information in various formats such as
diagrams with text may not always be effective procedure as some of the information is
either unnecessary or redundant. Redundancy can increase the cognitive load which will
interfere with the learning process. The interference caused by unwanted information in the
learning process is known is Redundancy Effect. This effect can be identified where the
same information is presented in different forms (Chandler & Sweller 1991).
Redundancy is often critical with e-learning instructional formats. Integrated formats should
be effective at reducing cognitive load due to spilt-attention (Yeung et al. 1998) when
dealing with multiple sources of information that cannot be understood in isolation.
However, if multiple sources of information can be understood in isolation, it decreases the
cognitive load. In non-integrated format of learning is where the learner identifies the one of
source of information that needs to be understood and ignore the other redundant sources of
information. The goal of e-learning tools should be only to have redundancy when the
information cannot be presented in isolation.
Split-attention occurs when learners have to mentally integrate two or more sources of
unrelated information and each source of information is dependent on each other in order for
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the learners to understand the material. The short-term memory load imposed by the need to
mentally integrate the disparate sources of information interferes with learning.
Yeung et al. (1998) discussed the relationship between the occurrence of spilt-attention
effect or the redundancy effect with the learner’s level of expertise. A learner with low level
of expertise may require some additional information to understand producing a splitattention effect whereas for a learner with high level of expertise that additional information
would be unnecessary thus producing a redundancy effect. CLT as such outlines that the
design of effective instructional material cannot be defined accurately due to the level of
expertise of learners. This finding was further supported by Kalyuga et al. (1998) where
split-attention was replaced by redundancy with high knowledge trainees in their experiment,
resulting in increased learning outcomes.
3.3

The Use of CLT in E-Learning

E-learning tools require skilled instructional designers for them to be effective. However,
these designers go through challenges that are different from those usually experienced in
traditional classroom instruction (Morrison & Anglin 2005). “E-learning” is a general term
used to refer to various forms of learning through the use of computers. One form of elearning is distance education, which takes place at a computer with an Internet connection
where instructors and students are in separate locations and the students study during
different times (Simonson et al. 2006). E-learning puts greater responsibility on the
instructor to make sure sufficient assistance is given to the learner in many different ways.
Just as important, the learner learns about the educational content at the same time they are
learning about delivery technologies. This may put much pressure on students, specifically
those who do not have much experience with technologies (Clarke et al. 2005).
Distance education programs have the potential to add greater complexity for instructional
designers since a learner must be learn how to be capable of managing the educational
technologies, program content, and delivery environment simultaneously. During the design
of e-learning, other challenges that must be taken into account are the context of learning
tasks as well as the consideration learner attributes such as distance education experience,
and levels of prior familiarity and knowledge regarding their subject domains. These
considerations may greatly impact the interactions of the learners and their success in elearning settings (Dillon & Jobst 2005). Lastly, other considerations such as means of
assessment, engagement, interaction, communication, and learning strategies are also
associated with the efficacy of distance learning via e-learning settings (Richardson &
Newby 2006; Simonson et al. 2006).
While simple e-learning settings may easily be designed, these designs may not have certain
essential properties that are vital to achieve successful learning like learner engagement and
flexibility (Herrington et al. 2006). These limitations are usual in Learning Management
Systems (LMS) in which customary pedagogical approaches are incorporated into webbased courses. On the contrary, newer and more complex pedagogical strategies like elearning 2.0 can take up a lot of time but is more likely to give students a more engaging
learning experience. The term “e-learning 2.0” is used to portray the use of several Web 2.0
applications like wikis, podcasts, blogs, and virtual worlds (e.g. Second Life) in learning
environments (Downes 2005). These applications can add collaborative opportunities,
greater richness to the content and new communication possibilities in courses. However,
similar features can also enforce extreme cognitive demands levels on a number of learners.
As a matter of fact, e-learning environments may stall learning if the instructional design
does not manage or account for increased cognitive demands. In order to be effective, elearning designs should balance an interactive and interesting environment with manageable
mental effort levels. This is harder to achieve in distance learning due to the fact that as soon
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as course materials and tasks are given to the learners, the designers will have very little
control over the learner insight and learning processes. More often than not, there is an
existing gap between how the course materials are being used, what designers expect to
happen in a course, the usefulness of the material and the actual opinion of learners (Martens
et al. 2007).
Burke (2007) discussed the expansion of teaching opportunities to students though the use of
Instructional Design Theory to develop insights to increase the competency of teachers and
administrators in relation to the field of management education, its objective centres to ways
in defining effective communication of course material and how educators appropriately
identify its relationship with research and studies made in the past, with an adaption of
Mayer’s theory of multimedia learning (Mayer & Moreno 2003), the study considered what
standards are effective in bridging communication of course objectives. Burke and James
(2008) gauged the value of PowerPoint presentations and whether they are a novel stimulus
in shaping perceptions amongst students during the learning process. From this perspective,
the ability of educators to operate effectively on learning tools to create appropriate learning
outcomes. This research considers these novel approaches when determining the possible
instructional design architectures for reducing CLT and increasing learning outcomes.
Evaluating the value of the use of e-Learning is another important aspect to consider.
Sitzmann et al.’s (2006) study, the apparent potential of using technology such as Web
Based Instruction (WBI) remains to be seen. It demonstrates how the effective application of
instructional models as well as formalized training can help reap the benefits of e-Learning
tools. How learning can to align programmes with the capabilities of WBI is also highlighted
(Sitzmann et al.’s 2006). Learners can gain useful insights that can generate competency and
adherence to established goals and objectives.
Thus, it is necessary for designers not only to know and understand the causes of increased
cognitive demands impressed on students taking up e-learning courses, but also to measure
their perceptions of tasks in the e-learning environments in order to guarantee efficiency
from both instructor and learner perspectives.
3.4

Dealing with cognitive load in e-Learning tools

Advanced learning settings that are ICT-based, such as e-learning tools, respond to the
learner’s actions and consist of many different forms of interactivity. They include high
levels of learner control, linked networks of information, and multiple presentations. Such
settings are projected to enhance active acquisition and construction of new knowledge. A
high level of cognitive load in an interactive learning setting could result from a number of
variables including related cognitive processes, from uncertainty and a nonlinear relationship
between these variables, and by momentary interruptions. In a number of cases, the learner
has to bear the burden of determining when to make use of further assistance from
instructors (if available) and what kinds of assistance to ask for. While a more experienced
learner could deal with such burdens, it may go beyond the cognitive resources available to
the learner who is less experienced.
The cognitive load structure could be applied effectively to various forms of dynamic
presentations with e-learning tools such as instructional games, simulations, and animations.
For example, the continuous presentation of animations may be too cognitively challenging
for a novice learner because of a high level of transitivity. A less experienced learner may be
helped from if a series of comparable static charts and diagrams if they were used instead.
The impacts of computer animations and static diagrams on the learner’s level of
understanding and comprehension have been investigated by Hegardy et al. (2003). There
was no evidence proving that animations resulted in higher levels of understanding than
static diagrams. The understanding of diagrams however, was improved by asking learners
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to forecast how the object from the static diagrams will behave and by giving them an oral
explanation of the dynamic processes. Forecasting motion from static diagrams most likely
engaged the mental animation and spatial visualization processes of the learners (Hegardy et
al. 2003). Nevertheless, animated diagrams could still be more favourable for a more
experienced learner who has attained an adequate knowledge base for handling restricted
short-term memory capacity and issues of transitivity. Most favourable forms of adapting
pictorial dynamic presentations to the level of expertise of the intended learner involve
choosing appropriate levels of animation.
The relationship between the expertise level of the learner and the efficacy of static and
animated illustrations in the activity domain of altering graphs of quadratic and linear
equations in mathematics was studied by Kalyuga (2008). The results indicated that the
performance of less experienced learners were notably higher after studying static
illustrations. However, more experienced and knowledgeable learners exhibited better
performance after studying animations. As the expertise level of the learner increased, it was
shown that the animated instruction group’s performance progressed to a higher level of
learning as opposed to the static group’s performance. The knowledge structures of more
qualified and skilled learners may assist them in handling the animations’ transitivity, but
processing static graphic details may necessitate repeated activities for the learners. Static
graphics are less useful to more knowledgeable learners since their existing dynamic
knowledge structures would have to be assimilated with redundant details shown in graphics.
Extra cognitive sources may also be called for such processes, decreasing effects of relative
learning and raising short-term memory demands.
Interactive simulations can offer suitable environments for delving into hypotheses and
garnering instant feedback, therefore improving the problem solving skills and critical
thinking development. Then again, high short-term memory load levels may well be
accountable for instructional failures and breakdowns of most simulations. Thus it is
important to consider the learners level of domain expertise when designing the e-learning
environment.

4

CONCEPTUAL WORK

It is important to consider the traditional learning environment were information is
exchanged from the instructor to the learner in a face-to-face setting, in this environment
concepts can be built up over time so that the learners cognitive load can be managed and
they can achieve the greatest possible learning outcomes. In this traditional environment
text-books were typically used with diagrams and text next to each other having an impact
on a learner’s split-attention which is an affect of cognitive load and redundancy (Chandler
& Sweller 1991). However, as presented, e-learning tools have the ability to reduce spiltattention and gain greater learning outcomes (Kalyuga et al. 1998).
In order to best ascertain a research design to further assess such which of the instructional
designs are appropriate for different contexts, knowledge about cognitive load in dynamic
presentations such as instructional games, simulations and animations need to be explored.
In particular, the relationship between the expertise of the learner and the efficacy of static
and animated technical illustrations in the activity domain was explored (also, previously by
Kalyuga et al. 2008). Such methods have pointed to the way in which static graphics are less
useful to experienced learners, due to their existing dynamic knowledge structures needing to
be assimilated with redundant details seen in the graphics. Therefore, extra cognitive sources
can be also called for such processes, decreasing effects of relative learning and raising
short-term memory demands.
The instructional design of an effective e-learning setting should consider the way the human
memory works and what are its cognitive restrictions. Majority of cognitive processes in
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learning take place knowingly and involve information from the knowledge base of the
learner. These elements (i.e., consciousness and knowledge base) are related with short-term
memory and long-term memory, which are, as mentioned earlier, the two main components
of the human’s cognitive architecture. The short-term memory mainly processes the
information consciously while long-term memory stores the knowledge gathered from the
information processed. The vital attributes of these two components have been well
recognised and have become central issues in recent conceptual frameworks for instruction
and learning.
The mental resources expended by the learner when learning and conducting various
activities are restricted by the duration of short-term memory that represents a key factor
affecting the resourcefulness and efficacy of learning. As mentioned earlier, short-term
memory may experience an overload if more than a few chunks of information are processed
at the same time, resulting in the inhibition of learning. The long-term memory, on the other
hand, is not restricted in duration and capacity, and significantly impacts how short-term
memory operates. Long-term memory lets the learner deal with numerous interacting aspects
of information in terms of bigger units or chunks in short-term memory which results in the
reduction of cognitive load. The related cognitive attributes of the learner and the knowledge
structures available may greatly affect the efficacy of many different methods of instruction.
Hence, for it to be effective and resourceful, methods and learning programs that are ICTbased should be modified to be apt to the cognitive attributes of the learner.
4.1

Possible Instructional Design Architectures

The following section presents the three different ways in which e-learning systems could be
developed with reducing the learner’s cognitive load in mind. All three systems are designed
to present information to the learner on a procedural task, such as explaining the steps in the
Systems Development Life Cycle.
4.1.1

Integrated layering with no previous information displayed

The first method of layered instruction is to present the information to the learner with no
previous information being displayed. It is expected that this method will focus the learner
on the current step of information being displayed. The benefits on this method are that the
ICL imposed on the learners short-term memory is low when non interacting elements are
learned in isolation, each step in the process.
Using the example of learning the System Development Life Cycle (or Waterfall process)
involves many elements being process procedurally, each step could be considered in
isolation. CLT describes that the level of element interactivity determines intrinsic load of
information complexity of learning materials, for this method interactivity is separated in
step of the process. Moreover, CLT defines an element as anything that is processed in shortterm memory as a single unit. For instance, a developer would recognize a term such as
“System Analysis” and it be processed as a single element in short-term memory. However,
for a person without background in development who doses not recognise the term but single
elements this will have two elements. The load on short-term memory during the learning
process is dependent upon the number of elements that has to be processed simultaneously,
which depends on the extent of interactivity between the elements (Sweller 1999). The
variation of ICL is based on the degree of interactions between elements in the learning
materials. Materials that have single learning elements that need to be learned in isolation are
said to have a low level of element interactivity. Therefore, for these materials short-term
memory is low and said to have a low ICL (Sweller & Chandler 1994). Likewise, the
complex the material the higher the degree of interactivity between elements as the materials
can not be learnt by individual materials in isolation, therefore this method would not be
appropriate in this situation.
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4.1.2

Integrated layering with pervious information displayed

The second method of layered instruction is to present the information to the learner with all
previous information being displayed. It is believed that this method would allow building
up the details and linking the elements that are intrinsic in interactivity. The basic process of
understanding new knowledge involves reconstruction of existing schema to generate new
higher-order schemas, which contain new Knowledge. Therefore, for a less a skilled learner
the process of acquiring a new task or solving a complex task, would involve processing the
elements as units into a number of low-order schemas which is then combined to form
higher-order schema (Sweller & Chandler 1994). Once the schema has been constructed for
a complex task, all the related interaction can be incorporated in the schema and then this
schema is treated as a single element by short-term memory, thus reducing the load for the
short-term memory. CLT describes the number of interactions between elements in one
particular task which can very form individual to individual. Elements interactivity is also
depends on learner previous knowledge. This indicates that the level of elements interactivity
in instructional materials cannot be identified by only analysing the material. The number of
interacting elements can determine element interactivity that a learner is required to
understand (Sweller & Chandler 1994). For the example of learning the System
Development Life Cycle (or Waterfall process) involving many elements being process
procedurally the concept of building up the ideas may lead to greater learning outcomes as
the learner can review the prior steps when combining their low-order schemas into a highorder schema.
However, it is very important not to face the short-term memory with an unnecessary
extraneous cognitive load while the learner reader is in the process of constructing and
acquiring schema. Kalyga et al. (2003) argue that this is the point when the instructional
guidance given can be used as a substitute for the yet to be acquired schemas. In addition, the
techniques employed can have a significant impact on learning and acquiring schemas for
novice.
4.1.3

Integrated layering with the current step highlighted

The third method of layered instruction is to present the information to the learner with all
previous information being displayed and the current step being highlighted. It is believe that
by building up the details with focus on the current step and allowing the learner to read
previous statements is of an advantage for some learning activities, as showing in the second
method. However, this method attempts to let the user focus on the current step in the
procedural learning process, as emphasis is given to that step.
Having the current step highlighted, could result in an increase in ECL with increased mental
effort resulting from a learner having to change focus on the tool to understand the previous
steps. Hence, instructional designers should always strive to limit cognitive load. Finally, the
main concern for instructional designers is to develop the most appropriate method for an
organization or present the information to its learners in the best possible manner which
involved taking into consideration a number of factors. Sweller (1999) noted that the
limitations imposed by the short-term memory are important in instructional design process
such as the instructional design should be analysed form a CLT perspective.

5

CONCLUSION

This study has discussed the problem of cognitive load when it comes to the use of elearning tools. Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) implies that the instructional materials usually
impose two different and independent sources of cognitive load; Intrinsic Cognitive Loads
(ICL) and Extraneous Cognitive Loads (ECL). ICL is governed by the internal complexity of
the instructional material whereas ECL is based on the way the instructional material is
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structured as well as the activities of the learner. ECL may also place unnecessary heavy
load on the short-term memory that can negatively influence the construction and automation
of schema (Chandler & Sweller 1991; Sweller & Chandler 1994). According to Cognitive
load theory it is therefore important for the designers of curricula and instructional materials
to consider the limitations of the short-term memory and ECL.
Generally, the main concern for instructional designers is to develop the most appropriate
method for an organisation or present the information to its learners in the best possible
manner, which involves taking into consideration a number of factors. Sweller (1999) noted
that the limitations imposed by short-term memory are important in instructional design
process and as such, instructional design should be analysed from a cognitive load
perspective.
This paper has presented three different ways that e-learning tools can be designed when
considering the cognitive load of learners. These three methods are: integrated layering with
no previous information displayed; integrated layering with previous information displayed;
and integrated layering with the current stem highlighted. Each of these methods has theory
that supports their design, however the context of the learner needs to be taken into
consideration when developing the e-learning tools.
As this paper has presented three conceptual methods for displaying the information of
procedural tasks to the learner, research should be conducted using all three different
methods to determine the learning outcomes of each method, as different methods are
believed to be appropriate for different learners. It is critical to understand the different ways
in which cognitive load is affected by the use of e-learning tools. Furthermore, this research
seeks to deepen existing knowledge related to the use of e-learning tools in different
educational settings, as well as improve the efficacy of using e-learning tools. This is made
possible by further empirical exploration into the relationship between cognitive load and elearning strategies, as demonstrated by this paper. These conceptual methods discussed in
the paper could be evaluated once they have been put into practice using the Technology
Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis 1989) or the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of
Technology (UTAUT) (Vankatesh et al. 2003). This would provide further insight into
learner preferences in using the instructional design architectures for reducing CLT and
increasing learning outcomes.
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